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1.    Introduction. The following notices are intended to assist buyers,
particularly those that are new to our saleroom and internet
bidding platforms. Our auctions are governed by our Terms and
Conditions of Business incorporating the Terms of Consignment,
the Terms of Sale supplemented by any notices that are displayed
in our saleroom, the online catalogue listing or announced by the
auctioneer at the auction. Our Terms and Conditions of Business
are available for inspection at our saleroom and online at
www.forumauctions.co.uk. Our staff will be happy to help you
with any questions you may have regarding our Terms and
Conditions of Business. Please make sure that you read our
Terms of Sale set out in this catalogue and on our website
carefully before bidding in the auction. In registering to bid with
us you are committing to be bound by our Terms of Sale.

2.    Agency. As auctioneers we usually act on behalf of the seller
whose identity, for reasons of confidentiality, is not normally
disclosed. If you buy at auction your contract for the goods is
with the seller, not with us as auctioneer.

3.    Estimates. Estimates are intended to indicate the hammer
price that a particular lot may achieve. The lower estimate may
represent the reserve price (the minimum price for which a lot
may be sold) and cannot be below the reserve price. Estimates
do not include the buyer’s premium, VAT or other taxes and
fees (where chargeable). Estimates may be altered by a
saleroom notice. 

4.    Buyer's Premium. The Terms of Sale oblige you to pay a
buyer's premium on the hammer price of each lot purchased.
All lots are offered under the Auctioneer’s Margin Scheme and
VAT (at 20%) is included within the buyer’s premium. Our rate
of buyer’s premium is 30% of the first £100,000 of the hammer
price, reducing to 24% of the hammer price from £100,001 to
£1,000,000 and then 14.4% of the hammer price in excess of
£1,000,000. Buyers wishing to purchase lots outside the margin
scheme must notify us and will pay a buyer’s premium of 25%
of the first £100,000 of the hammer price, reducing to 20% of
the hammer price from £100,001 to £1,000,000 and then 12%
of the hammer price in excess of £1,000,000, in all cases subject
to VAT at 20% which may be reclaimed as input VAT or in the
event of export outside the Eu.

5.    Items with zero rated VAT. Please note that VAT is not added to
the buyers’ premium on certain goods, such as qualifying books.

6.    Inspection of goods by the buyer. You will have ample
opportunity to inspect the goods and must do so for any lots
that you might wish to bid for. Please note carefully the
exclusion of liability for the condition of lots set out in Clause
11 of our Terms of Sale.

7.    Export of goods. If you intend to export goods you must find out
in advance if 

      a. there is a prohibition on exporting goods of that character e.g.
if the goods contain prohibited materials such as ivory 

      b. they require an Export Licence on the grounds of exceeding a
specific age and/or monetary value threshold as set by the
Export Licensing unit. We are happy to make the submission
of necessary applications on behalf of our buyers but we will
charge for this service only to cover the costs of our time.

8.    Bidding. Bidding. Bidders will be required to register with us
before bidding. Purchases will be invoiced to the buyer’s
registered name and address only. When first registering for
an account with us you will need to provide us with proof of
your identity in a form acceptable to us. IN REGISTERING FOR
ANY SALE YOU AGREE TO BE BOUND BY OUR TERMS AND
CONDITIONS REGARDLESS OF YOUR METHOD OF BIDDING.

9.    Commission bidding. You may leave commission bids with us
indicating the maximum amount (excluding the buyer’s
premium and/or any applicable VAT, fees or other taxes) you
authorise us to bid on your behalf for a lot. We will execute
commission bids at the lowest price possible having regard only
to the vendor reserve and competing bids. We recommend that
you submit commission bids using your account on our website.

10. Live online bidding. When using our BidFORuM platform to
participate in the auction through your account on our website
there will be no additional charges. If you are using a third party
live bidding platform then additional fees may be applicable.
We will invoice these to you as an additional service and any
applicable VAT will be separated out.

11. Methods of Payment. We accept payments in uK Sterling
securely over our website and accept all major debit and credit
cards issued by a uK or Eu bank, charging an additional 2.5%
for credit cards only. We also accept bank transfers (details
below), cash payments up to €15,000, and cheques if issued
by uK banks only. All funds need to have cleared into our
account before items are collected. For bank transfers, please
quote the Invoice Number as the payee reference:

      HSBC, 16 King St, London WC2E 8JF
      Account name: Forum Auctions Limited
      Account number: 12213079
      Sort Code: 40-04-09
      IBAN: GB07MIDL40040912213079
      BIC: MIDLGB2106D

12. Collection and storage. Please note what the Terms of Sale say
about collection and storage. It is important that you pay for
and collect your goods promptly. Any delay may result in you
having to pay storage charges of at least £1.50 per Lot per day
as set out in Clause 7 of our Terms of Sale and interest charges
of 1.5% per month on the Total Amount Due as set out in
Clause 8 of our Terms of Sale.

13. Loss and Damage to Goods. We are not authorised by the FCA
to provide insurance services. Liability for a lot passes to the
buyer on the fall of the hammer or conclusion of an online
auction (as applicable). In the event that you wish for us to
continue to accept liability for your purchased lots this must be
agreed with us in writing in advance of the sale and any agreed
charges are payable before collection of the goods.

14. Symbols within the catalogue

          a. denotes a lot where Artist’s Resale Right or Droit de
Suite royalty charges may be applicable to the Lot.
Presently these charges are levied on a sliding scale at 4%
of the hammer price up to Euro 50,000; 2% from Euro
50,001 to 200,000; 1% from Euro 200,001 to 350,000; 0.5%
from Euro 350,001 to 500,000; and 0.25% above Euro
500,000 subject always to a maximum royalty charge of
Euro 12,500. We will collect and pay royalty charges on
your behalf and calculate the £ sterling equivalent of the
Euro amount.

      b. denotes that Import VAT at 5% is payable on the
hammer price of the Lot.

      c. denotes that VAT at 20% is payable on the hammer
price,  which may be reclaimable as input VAT.

15. Shipping. We can help you arrange packing and shipping of
your purchases by arrangement with our shipping department.
Please contact shipping@forumauctions.co.uk for a list of
shippers we regularly use together with indicative pricing for
packing and shipping.

GENERAL INFORMATION FOR BUYERS AT AUCTION
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1
Lyon (Capt. George Francis) A nARRATIve oF TRAveLS In noRTHeRn
AFRICA... accompanied by geographical notices of Soudan, and of
the course of the niger, FIRST edITIon, SIgned And InSCRIBed By THe
AuTHoR To HIS AunT “THe LAdy SoPHIA FITzgeRALd FRoM HeR veRy
AFFeCTIonATe nePHeW geo. F.Lyon” in ink at head of title, 17 hand-
coloured lithographed plates after Lyon, folding engraved map with
routes supplied by hand in red and blue, illustrations, preliminaries
misbound, some light spotting and soiling, title reinforced at fore-edge,
3A4 defective at upper outer corner not affecting text, contemporary
half roan, a little worn, [Abbey, Travel 304; Blackmer 1044], 4to, 1821.

⁂ Accompanied by Joseph Ritchie, Lyon left Tripoli to discover
the source of the niger river. They travelled disguised as Muslims
but at Murzuq, the capital of Fezzan, Ritchie fell ill and died.

£400 - 600

2
Veitch (Sophie F.F.) vIeWS In CenTRAL ABySSInIA. WITH PoRTRAITS oF THe
nATIveS oF THe gALLA TRIBeS, taken in pen and ink under circumstances
of peculiar difficulty, by T.e., a german traveller, believed at present
to be one of the captives there, FIRST edITIon, half-title, 40 plates with
guards, occasional foxing, ex-library copy with bookplate and
“Withdrawn” stamp to front pastedown but otherwise unstamped,
original cloth, g.e., a little rubbed, new endpapers, oblong 4to, 1868.

⁂ Scarce.

£400 - 600

3
Explorer.- English School (19th century) PoRTRAIT TRAdITIonALLy
undeRSTood To SHoW A young dAvId LIvIngSTone, BuST-LengTH, In A FeIgned
ovAL, oil on board, 177 x 145mm. (7 x 5¾ in), later ink inscription on
reverse: ‘Dr Livingstone’, unframed, probably mid-19th century.

⁂ dr. david Livingstone (1813-1873) was a pioneer medical
missionary, an explorer in Africa, and one of the most popular
British heroes of the late-19th-century.

£400 - 600

7Buyer’s premium is applicable on every lot. Please note any symbols for additional charges that may apply. All symbols, fees, charges and applicable vAT are explained on p.4 

THe PRoPeRTy oF THe LATe JAMeS STevenS Cox F.S.A.,
WITH A FeW PoSTHuMouS AddITIonS

TRAveL
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Ellis (Henry) A voyAge To HudSon’S-BAy, By THe doBBS gALLey And
CALIFoRnIA...FoR dISCoveRIng A noRTH WeST PASSAge, FIRST edITIon, folding
engraved map, 9 engraved plates, 5 folding, list of subscribers to the expedition,
occasional light soiling, contemporary ink inscription of Thomas Fane to front
free endpaper, contemporary calf, rubbed, [Sabin 22312], 8vo, for H.Whitridge,
1748.

⁂ ellis was the surveyor on this voyage which proved, once and for all, that
a north-West passage from Hudson’s Bay did not exist. The work contains
some of the earliest information on the customs of the Inuit.

£600 - 800

5
Jefferys (Thomas) THe nATuRAL And CIvIL HISToRy oF THe FRenCH doMInIonS In
noRTH And SouTH AMeRICA, 2 parts in 1 vol., FIRST edITIon, titles in red and black,
18 fine folding engraved maps and plans by and after Jefferys, with the
additional leaves pp.129*-138* in part 1 concerning the siege of Quebec, part
2 with errata slip pasted over part of p.80, lightly browned, slight ink-staining
to signature R in part 2, book-label of John Clevland, contemporary calf, spine
gilt, a little rubbed, joints split, spine ends worn, [Sabin 35964], folio, for Thomas
Jefferys, 1760.

⁂ The first part covers Canada and Louisiana, including town plans of
Quebec, Montreal, Louisburg and new orleans; the second part the West
Indies, including plans of Hispaniola, guadeloupe & Martinique, and
Cayenne.

£6,000 - 8,000

8 See forumauctions.co.uk for further images

Americas
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Simcoe (John Graves).- First Nations.- Baker (Lt.-Col. Sir Edward, née Baker Littlehales,
1st Baronet ) PLAn oF THe PRovInCe oF uPPeR CAnAdA WITH PART oF THe AdJACenT CounTRIeS, manuscript
map, covering Lake Michigan, Lake Huron, Lake erie, and Lake ontario, title in cartouche upper
right, with numerous contemporary annotations including ‘governor Simcoe’s Route’ for his
exploratory tour of 1793, annotations listing Indian tribes, and with an asterisk location showing
general “Mad” Anthony Wayne’s ‘The Battle of Fallen Timbers’, amongst other details, pen and
black ink, blue watercolour wash, annotations in brown ink, on laid paper without watermark, 255
x 375mm. (10 x 14¾ in), central folds, light spotting and browning, [circa 1793] Bound WITH Hearne
(Samuel) A JouRney FRoM PRInCe oF WALeS’S FoRT In HudSon’S BAy, To THe noRTHeRn oCeAn,
undertaken by order of the Hudson’s Bay Company, for the discovery of Copper Mines, a north
West Passage, &c. in the years 1769, 1770, 1771, & 1772, FIRST edITIon, folding engraved map
with routes supplied by hand in red, green and yellow, 8 engraved plates and plans, 6 folding, 2
double-page, with final advertisement/directions to binder leaf, wide margins, text with wormhole to
lower margin, occasional light browning, one or two small stains, 2 small paper flaw holes to margin
of 3I2, with loosely inserted hand-coloured engraved map of ‘British Dominions of North America’
(Henry Fisher, 1823), engraved bookplate of Sir Edward B.Baker, Bt., with the manuscript map of
Simcoe expedition mounted on stub at end, handsome contemporary mottled calf, spine gilt with
red roan label, a little rubbed, small worn patches and scratches to lower cover, [Sabin 31181], 4to, for A.Strahan and T.Cadell, 1795.

Provenance: Lt. Col. Sir edward Baker (née Baker Littlehales), Ranston Library, dorset

⁂ unIQue ReCoRd oF THe exPLoRAToRy TouR undeRTAken By SIMCoe And BAkeR FRoM nIAgARA FALLS To deTRoIT In 1793, And oF THe FIRST nATIonS
PeoPLe oF CAnAdA And noRTH AMeRICA. 

Lt. Col. John graves Simcoe (1752-1806) was commander of the Queen’s Rangers in America during the Revolutionary War. Later,
between the years 1791 and 1796, he served as the first lieutenant governor of upper Canada. 

Lt. Col. Sir edward Baker (née Baker Littlehales, 1st Baronet, d.1825), of Ranston, dorset, was the aide-de-camp to Lt. Col. Simcoe, and
author of Journal...of an Exploratory Tour partly in sleighs but chiefly on foot, from Navy Hall, Niagara, to Detroit made in the months of
February and March, A.D. 1793, by His Excellency Lieut. Governor Simcoe, published posthumously in Toronto in 1889. The work did not
include a map.

The manuscript map tipped into the present volume was produced by Baker in the 1790s, and contains details of the route taken by
him and Lt. Col. Simcoe on his ‘exploratory Tour’ in 1793. The map features numerous annotations, including details of the ottowa
River from Montreal “navigated by the north West Company in Canoes & Boats”, and details of native Indian settlements including
‘Mohawks’, ‘St Regis Indians’, ‘ottawa’s Chippewa’s’, and ‘delaware’s Miami’s Indians’ amongst others. It also locates the “Indian territory
south of this marginal line towards the River ohio [as] the scene of action between the western Indians and the army of the united
States under general Wayne”, the final battle of the northwest Indian War, August 20, 1794.

£6,000 - 8,000

9Buyer’s premium is applicable on every lot. Please note any symbols for additional charges that may apply. All symbols, fees, charges and applicable vAT are explained on p.4 
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Snow (W. Parker) A TWo yeARS’ CRuISe oFF TIeRRA deL Fuego, THe
FALkLAnd ISLAndS, PATAgonIA And In THe RIveR PLATe, 2 vol., FIRST edITIon,
6 chromolithographed plates, 3 folding engraved maps hand-
coloured in outline, lacking half-title in vol.1 (not called for in vol.2),
marginal foxing to plates, light offsetting, ink inscriptions to front free
endpapers, contemporary green calf, spines gilt with red roan labels,
spines a little rubbed and faded, [Sabin 85559], 8vo, 1857.

£400 - 600

8
Umfreville (Edward) THe PReSenT STATe oF HudSon’S BAy. Containing
a full description of that settlement, and the adjacent country;
and likewise of the Fur Trade..., FIRST edITIon, half-title, 2 folding
letterpress tables (one of imports & sales, the other of native
languages), engraved plate of buffalo pound, lacking final
advertisement leaf, light foxing, occasional staining to lower edge, first
few leaves reinforced at inner margin, trace of stamp to foot of final
leaf, later calf, spine gilt, uncut, spine a little faded, [Sabin 97702],
8vo, for Charles Stalker, 1790.

⁂ one of the earliest publications on the fur trade and a rather
critical account of the business practices of the Hudson’s Bay
Company, for which the author worked for eleven years. eSTC lists
only 4 locations in the uk.

£1,000 - 1,500

Asia

9
Carruthers (Douglas) unknoWn MongoLIA. A ReCoRd oF TRAveL And
exPLoRATIon In noRTH-WeST MongoLIA And dzungARIA, 2 vol., FIRST
edITIon, 4 folding maps, most colour, photographic plates including
11 folding panoramas, some light foxing, original blue cloth, t.e.g.,
very slightly rubbed at edges, a good bright copy preserved in modern
cloth slip-case, 8vo, 1913.

400 - 600

10
Forrest (Capt. Thomas) A voyAge To neW guIneA, And THe MoLuCCAS,
FRoM BALAMBAngAn: including an account of Magindano, Sooloo,
and other Islands, FIRST duBLIn edITIon, folding engraved map and 3
engraved plates, one folding, occasional light soiling or browning,
contemporary calf, rubbed, spine worn at head, 8vo, Dublin, Price, W.
& H.Whitestone, Sleater [& others], 1779.

⁂ Including Magindano and Papua vocabularies at end.

£300 - 400

10 See forumauctions.co.uk for further images
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Osbeck (Peter) A voyAge To CHInA And THe eAST IndIeS...together with
A voyage to Suratte, by olof Toreen...and An Account of Chinese
Husbandry, by Captain Charles gustavus eckeberg, translated by
John Reinhold Forster, 2 vol., FIRST engLISH edITIon, 13 engraved plates,
mostly botanical, some light browning and offsetting, vol.1 with tear
to upper margin of Y3, vol.2 with foxing to U gathering, contemporary
calf, gilt, red roan labels, a little rubbed and scuffed, slight wear to
corners and heads of spines, 8vo, for Benjamin White, 1771.

£400 - 600
____________________________________

12
France.- [Sauvan (Jean Baptiste Balthazar)] vIAge PInToReSCo PoR
LAS oRILLAS deL SenA, deSde PARIS HASTA eL MAR, translated by J. J. de
Mora, FIRST edITIon In SPAnISH, hand-coloured engraved map, hand-
coloured aquatint title-vignette & tail-piece and 24 superb
hand-coloured aquatint plates after A. Pugin and J.Gendall, light
foxing to text but plates very clean and bright, contemporary half calf,
gilt-stamped red morocco label on upper cover, spine gilt, a little
rubbed, [cf. Abbey, Travel 90 & Tooley 445, English edition of 1821],
folio, R.Ackermann, 1826.

⁂ Scarce Spanish edition of one of Ackermann’s finest
publications, with magnificent views along the river Seine.

£1,500 - 2,000

13
India.- Hastings (Warren) A nARRATIve oF THe LATe TRAnSACTIonS AT
BenAReS, FIRST engLISH edITIon, lacking final advertisement leaf, lightly
browned, cropped shaving pagination of last few leaves, stab-holes
to inner margin, bookplate of John Barneby Esq., handsome
contemporary tree calf, spine ruled in gilt and with red roan label, An
exCeLLenT CoPy, for J.Debrett, 1782.

⁂ Scarce account in which Hastings attempts to justify his actions
against Chait Singh, Rajah of Benares, and the Wazir of oudh,
both of whom had refused to pay tribute money to the east India
Company. Hastings sent troops to arrest the Rajah but they were
massacred, causing outrage at home in Britain. The work was first
published in Calcutta earlier the same year with an extensive
Appendix of papers and correspondence. This is considerably
abbreviated in this edition but does include some letters and
affidavits. It is rarer than the Calcutta edition with only 6 uk
locations on eSTC (BL, Cambridge, oxford - Bodleian & Christ
Church, Manchester - Central Library & John Rylands Library).

£400 - 600

14
Italy.- Buonaiuti (B. Serafino) ITALIAn SCeneRy; representing the
Manners, Customs, and Amusements of the different states of
Italy, FIRST edITIon, text in English and French, 32 hand-coloured
stipple-engraved plates by James Godby after P. van Lerberghi, lacking
engraved sheet of music, title soiled, some other soiling and staining
but mainly to text, marginal to plates, a few leaves shorter, final leaf
becoming loose, later cloth, uncut, rubbed, [Abbey, Travel 164; Colas
2970; Tooley 354], folio, 1806.

£350 - 450

11Buyer’s premium is applicable on every lot. Please note any symbols for additional charges that may apply. All symbols, fees, charges and applicable vAT are explained on p.4 
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Levant.- Mayer (Luigi) vIeWS In THe oTToMAn doMInIonS, In euRoPe
In ASIA, And SoMe oF THe MedITeRRAneAn ISLAndS, from the original
drawings taken for Sir Robert Ainslie, FIRST CoLLeCTed edITIon, 71
finely hand-coloured aquatint plates by William Watts and others
after Mayer, one folding, title lightly soiled, occasional spotting, mostly
marginal but very slightly affecting folding plate, later morocco-
backed cloth with vellum corners, spine faded, cloth boards
damp-stained but internally a good copy, [Abbey Travel 371; Atabey
789; Blackmer 1100; Koc 177; Tooley 321], folio, by T.Bensley for
R.Bowyer, 1810 [plates water-marked 1809].

⁂ Completing Bowyer’s series of Mayer’s views of the ottoman
empire, including the fine folding panorama of Constantinople
and scenes of Turkey, Thrace, Syria, Palestine, Sicily, gozo & the
Lipari Islands, Libya, Samos and ephesus. This is the issue without
the letterpress descriptions of the plates.

£1,800 - 2,200

16
Middle East.- Russell (Alexander) THe nATuRAL HISToRy oF ALePPo,
2 vol., second, revised and enlarged edition, 20 engraved plates
including some botanical plates by Ehret, 6 folding, final errata leaf
in vol.1, some foxing, a few small stains, final leaf in vol.2 loose,
original boards, uncut and partly unopened, a little worn, vol.2 lacking
paper covering from boards and label from spine, [Blackmer 1458;
Nissen BBI 3534], 4to, for G.G. and J.Robinson, 1794.

⁂ Russell was physician to the english factory in Aleppo, this
second edition was revised by his brother Patrick and contains
additional plates to those in the first edition of 1756.

£500 - 700

12 See forumauctions.co.uk for further images
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17
New Zealand.- Wakefield (Edward) neW zeALAnd ILLuSTRATed. The
Story of new zealand and descriptions of its Cities and
Towns...The natural Wonders of new zealand, FIRST edITIon, 15
lithographed plates including folding plate of eruption of Mount
Tarawera, all but one chromolithographed views, the other with 3
images of the Waitomo caves, lacking additional pictorial title with
view of Queenstown (repeated on upper cover), tear to fold of folding
plate but very neatly repaired, occasional light spotting, mostly to text,
endpapers a little marked, original cloth-backed pictorial upper
board, lower cover cloth, a little rubbed and marked, upper board
lightly spotted and with small abraded patches at head, oblong folio,
Wanganui, 1889.

£750 - 1,000

Oceania

18
[Fleurieu (Charles Pierre Claret, Comte de)] dISCoveRIeS oF THe
FRenCH In 1768 And 1769, To THe SouTH-eAST oF neW guIneA, FIRST
edITIon In engLISH, half-title, 12 folding engraved maps and plates,
most a little foxed and stained (as usual), some offsetting, first map
torn at fold (rather crudely repaired), light damp-staining to margins
of last few leaves of text, bookplate of John Ashley Warre, later half
calf, red morocco label, a little rubbed, [Ferguson 105; Sabin 24749],
4to, for John Stockdale, 1791.

⁂ Account of exploration by the French, British and Spanish,
important for the rediscovery of the Solomon Islands.

£600 - 800

19
Kolff (Dirk Hendrik) voyAgeS oF THe duTCH BRIg oF WAR douRgA,
through the southern and little-known parts of the Moluccan
Archipelago, and along the previously unknown southern coast
of new guinea, performed during the years 1825 & 1826,
translated by george Windsor earl, first edition in english, 2
engraved maps, one double-page, advertisement leaf at end (foxed),
light offsetting, bookplate of Sir Richard Vyvyan Bt., original purple
cloth, slightly rubbed, spine faded, [Ferguson 3016], 8vo, 1840.

⁂ Scarce in the original cloth.

£300 - 400

20
[Wilson (William)] A MISSIonARy voyAge To THe SouTHeRn PACIFIC
oCeAn...In THe SHIP duFF, commanded by Captain James Wilson, FIRST
edITIon, 7 engraved maps, 5 folding, and 6 plates, list of subscribers
at end, some light offsetting but generally very clean, one or two minor
marginal tears or defects, contemporary sprinkled calf, gilt, spine gilt
wirh green roan label, rubbed, a few worn patches, worming to joints
at foot, [Ferguson 301], 4to, by S.Gosnell, for T. Chapman, 1799. 

⁂ Account of the first missionary voyage to the South Pacific,
including Tahiti, Tonga, Fiji and the Marquesas. The maps made
an important contribution to Pacific cartography and the plates
include a view of Rio de Janeiro.

£400 - 600

____________________________________

13Buyer’s premium is applicable on every lot. Please note any symbols for additional charges that may apply. All symbols, fees, charges and applicable vAT are explained on p.4 
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Polar.- Rae (John) nARRATIve oF An exPedITIon To THe SHoReS oF THe
ARCTIC SeA In 1846 And 1847, FIRST edITIon, 2 folding engraved maps
hand-coloured in outline, without the 10pp. advertisements at end,
maps foxed and offset onto facing leaves (including title), large map
with short tear at edge (repaired), some other foxing, mostly at
beginning and end, ex-library copy with ink stamp to title, verso of
maps and one or two other leaves, contemporary half calf, later black
roan label, a little rubbed, [Sabin 67428], 8vo, 1850.

⁂ Rae was sent by the Hudson’s Bay Company to survey the
north coast of Canada. The work provides much information on
the natives of the area and also lists the fauna and flora. on a
later journey he discovered the fate of Sir John Franklin and his
expedition.

£2,000 - 3,000

22
Russia.- Chappe d’Auteroche (Jean, Abbé) A JouRney InTo SIBeRIA,
MAde By oRdeR oF THe kIng oF FRAnCe, FIRST engLISH edITIon, folding
hand-coloured engraved map, 9 engraved plates (mostly of costumes),
rather soiled and browned (mainly text), light water-staining to foot
of plate of thermometers, tear to Kk3 not affecting text, bookplate of
Richmond Allen, contemporary tree calf, red roan label, rubbed, spine
worn at head, 4to, for T.Jefferys, Geographer to the King, 1770.

⁂ Chappe d’Auteroche was sent to Siberia to study the transit of
venus which was due in June 1761. on his return he published
this account of the manners and customs of the native
inhabitants.

£400 - 600

23
-. Pallas (Peter Simon) TRAveLS THRougH THe SouTHeRn PRovInCeS oF
THe RuSSIAn eMPIRe..., 2 vol., second edition, lacking half-title in vol.2
(not called for in vol.1), 52 aquatint or engraved plates or plans (most
hand-coloured, 26 folding), 3 folding engraved maps, and 28
engraved vignettes (all but a few hand-coloured), light offsetting as
usual, occasional spotting or soiling, light staining to lower margin of
frontispiece and title to vol.1, handsome contemporary mottled calf,
rebacked preserving old gilt spines, a little rubbed, corners repaired,
[cf. Abbey, Travel 222, first edition of 1802-3], 4to, 1812.

£700 - 900

14 See forumauctions.co.uk for further images
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Bougainville (Louis-Antoine, Comte de) A voyAge Round THe WoRLd...In THe
yeARS 1766, 1767, 1768, And 1769, translated by John Reinhold Forster, FIRST
edITIon In engLISH, 5 folding engraved maps and folding engraved plate, some
offsetting, lightly browned, contemporary speckled calf, spine gilt with red morocco
label, rubbed, spine ends repaired, [Sabin 6869], 4to, for J. Nourse...and T.Davies,
1772. 

⁂ An account of the first official French circumnavigation. In 1766
Bougainville sailed from nantes in the frigate La Boudeuse to Rio de Janeiro,
then on to the Falklands and thereafter through the South Pacific. The work
is noted for its descriptions of Tahiti and includes a vocabulary of the
language, the first publication of any Polynesian language.

£700 - 900

25
Froger (François) A ReLATIon oF A voyAge MAde In THe yeARS 1695, 1696, 1697
on THe CoASTS oF AFRICA, STReIgHTS oF MAgeLLAn, BRASIL, CAyennA, And THe AnTILLeS,
by a Squadron of French Men of War, under the Command of M. de gennes,
FIRST edITIon In engLISH, engraved additional pictorial title and 15 plates and
maps, 2 folding, some spotting and soiling particularly to final gathering,
contemporary sprinkled calf, rubbed, spine slightly torn at head, [Sabin
26004; Wing F2233], 8vo, M. gillyflower [& others], 1698.

⁂ describing an unsuccessful attempt to found a French colony in the Straits
of Magellan, and including the earliest definitive map of Rio de Janeiro.

£1,000 - 1,500

15Buyer’s premium is applicable on every lot. Please note any symbols for additional charges that may apply. All symbols, fees, charges and applicable vAT are explained on p.4 
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26
Ramusio (Giovanni Battista) deLLe nAvIgATIonI eT vIAggI, 3 vol., collation:
vol.1. a4, b-d8, e10, a-v8, x10, y-z, aa-zz, aaa-bbb8, ccc10 ; vol.2. 1-26, 34, 46, 54, A-
Z, AA-II8, A-X4, Y6 ; vol.3. *6, B-D8, E-F6, A-Z, Aa-Vv8, Xx4, Yy-Zz, Aaa-Eee8, Fff10,
mixed edition (as usual), titles with woodcut printer’s device (also on final leaf
of vol.2 & 3), vol.1 with final blank, 3 double-page engraved maps of Africa,
India and Indochina (bound so that superimposed when open) in vol.1, 7
folding and 2 full-page woodcut maps in vol.3, woodcut initials and text-
illustrations of indigenous people, fauna, flora etc. of , some full-page, some
foxing and browning, mostly light but more severe to a few leaves, one or two
minor marginal defects (paper flaw hole to c6 in vol.1, slight worming to lower
outer corner at beginning of vol.2,mm3 in vol.3 lacking small portion to outer
margin), later vellum with traces of ties, rubbed and slightly stained, rebacked
and recornered in vellum, calf labels, a good copy, [vol.3 Adams R139], folio,
Venice, Giunti, 1613-1583-1606.

⁂ one oF THe MoST IMPoRTAnT CoLLeCTIonS oF eARLy voyAgeS And TRAveLS.

The first volume is mainly concerned with Africa and southern Asia, the
second with Central Asia, Russia, and the northern Seas, while the third
volume is entirely devoted to America, and includes accounts of Peter
Martyr, oviedo, Cortes, Cabeza de vaca, guzman, ulloa, Coronado, Fray
Marcos di niza, xerez, verrazano and Cartier. The double-page maps are
of Cuzco in Peru, La nuova Francia (newfoundland, second separate map
of northeast America), Brazil, Sumatra (first map of any island in S.e.Asia),
Parte de Lafrica, La Terra Hochelaga nella nova Francia (Montreal, earliest
printed plan of a settlement in north America) and universale della
nuovamente Parte del Mondo Ritrovata (world map of the Western
Hemisphere, one of the most complete of its time). There are also full-page
maps of Isola Spagnuola (Hispaniola) and the city of Temistitan in Mexico.

£6,000 - 8,000

16 See forumauctions.co.uk for further images
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Rogers (Capt. Woodes) A CRuISIng voyAge Round THe WoRLd: first
to the South-Sea, thence to the east-Indies, and homewards by
the Cape of good Hope, second edition, 5 folding engraved maps,
contemporary ink signature of Sam. Rouse at head of title, lightly
soiled and stained, small tear to upper outer corner of U3, maps
trimmed close and with a few short tears to folds, bookplate of Jorge
Skinner-Klée, contemporary tree calf, gilt, red roan label, rubbed,
corners a little worn, head of spine chipped,  [Sabin 72754], 8vo, for
Andrew Bell...and Bernard Lintot, 1718.

⁂ Famous account of privateering in the South Seas. Rogers set
sail from Bristol with William dampier as his pilot and travelled
along the coasts of Chile and Peru seeking out Spanish prizes. He
landed on the Juan Fernandez Islands in order to shelter from a
severe storm and there rescued the marooned Alexander Selkirk,
the inspiration for daniel defoe’s Robinson Crusoe.

£750 - 1,000

____________________________________

28
World.- Teixeira (Pedro) THe TRAveLS oF PeTeR TeIxeIRA FRoM IndIA To
THe LoW CounTRIeS By LAnd; with a short Account of a voyage from
India to Spain, by way of the Philippine Islands and the kingdom
of Mexico, FIRST edITIon In engLISH, general title to collection of works
(often lacking), drop-head title ‘The Travels of Peter Teixeira from India
to Italy by Land’, wide margins, main title with contemporary ink
signature & reference no. at head and very lightly soiled, later half calf,
worn patch near foot of spine, cloth boards damp-stained, 4to, for
J.Knapton...A.Bell [& others], March 1710.

⁂ Part 5 (of 7) of A View of the Universe: or, A New Collection of
Voyages and Travels into all Parts of the Worlds published monthly
from 1708 to 1710 and reissued as a 2 volume set in 1711 edited
by John Stevens. Complete sets of the monthly parts are very rare
but individual parts are also scarce and often lack the general or
monthly part title.

Pedro Teixeira (d.1641) was a Portuguese explorer who was the
first european to travel the full length of the Amazon River in 1637
but this narrative is of an earlier journey through the Middle east.
Although it finishes with his arrival in venice he then continued
to Antwerp where he wrote this account, explaining the contrary
destinations given on the general and drop-head titles. 

£800 - 1,200

17Buyer’s premium is applicable on every lot. Please note any symbols for additional charges that may apply. All symbols, fees, charges and applicable vAT are explained on p.4 
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Agriculture.- Trade Catalogue.- Sharp (James) deSCRIPTIonS oF
SoMe oF THe uTenSILS In HuSBAndRy, RoLLIng CARRIAgeS, CART RoLLeRS, And
dIvIded RoLLeRS FoR LAnd oR gARdenS, MILLS, WeIgHIng engIneS, &C. &C.
made and sold by James Sharp, no 15, Leadenhall-Street, London...,
26pp. only (lacking rear docket title), with 16 fine engraved plates,
woodcut illustrations of weighing machine and rolling waggon, light
spotting to title and final leaf, contemporary half mottled calf, spine gilt
with green roan label, a little rubbed, oblong 4to, by Benjamin
White...and Edward and Charles Dilly, [between 1777 and 1779]. 

⁂ Rare trade catalogue of agricultural machinery. 

£1,200 - 1,800

30
Cider.- [Ellis (William)] THe CoMPLeAT CydeRMAn: or, the present
practice of raising plantations of the best Cyder Apple and Perry
Pear-Trees, with the Improvement of their excellent Juices...by
experienced Hands..., FIRST edITIon, 5pp. advertisements at end,
modern blue morocco, spine slightly faded, a good copy, [Henrey 566],
8vo, for R. Baldwin, 1754. 

⁂ Scarce; eSTC lists only 4 copies in the uk and 6 in America.

£400 - 600

18 See forumauctions.co.uk for further images
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31
Herbal.- gReTe HeRBALL (THe), 111 leaves only,
seemingly lacking 3 preliminary leaves and A1, 2,
5 & 6, B6, D4, H2, I4 & 5, K2 & 6, L1, M5&6, N1-6,
O1, P4 & 6, Q1, 3 & 5, R2 & 4, S 1& 2, T2, U1, 2 &
5, X1 & 2, Aa2, 3 & 6, B1-6 and all after Cc3, FIRST
edITIon with 43 lines on C1v col.1 and S3r col.2,
black letter, double column, numerous woodcut
illustrations, one or two contemporary ink
marginalia,  trimmed at fore-edge with slight loss,
a little soiled and stained, first leaf reinforced at
lower margin, ex-library copy but unstamped, later
morocco-backed marbled boards, some wear to
morocco, [Henrey 168; Hunt 25; Nissen BBI 2296;
STC13176], folio, [Southwark, P. Treveris], [1526];
sold not subject to return

⁂ First edition of the first illustrated english
herbal, sadly somewhat depleted but rare in
any condition.

£1,000 - 1,500



32
Horses.- exPeRIenCed JoCky (THe), CoMPLeAT HoRSeMAn; oR genTLeMAnS
deLIgHT, onLy edITIon, folding engraved plate (short tear but no loss),
with the final blank, contemporary ink manuscript notes of remedies
to front free endpapers, light soiling and browning, one or two ink
spots (causing small hole to K10), K6 shaved with loss of a few letters,
contemporary sheep, worn, spine defective, [Wing E3878], 12mo, for
Will. Whitwood, 1684.

⁂ Rare pocket guide for horsemen concerning breeding, racing,
hunting, ailments and treatments etc., with sections on cattle,
sheep and swine at end. eSTC lists 3 copies in uk (BL & 2 copies
in Cambridge) and 5 in America.

£500 - 700

33
Tea.- Lettsom  (John Coakley) THe nATuRAL HISToRy oF THe TeA-TRee,
with observations on the Medical Qualities of Tea, and on the
effects of Tea-drinking. A new edition, 5 engraved plates, 4 hand-
coloured, text lightly browned but plates clean, contemporary russia,
rubbed, rebacked in calf, new endpapers preserving old engraved
bookplate of Michael Hoy,  [Nissen BBI 1182; Henrey 968], 4to, by
J.Nichols, for Charles Dilly, 1799.

£300 - 400

34
Wood (William, bookseller) CATALogue oF An exTenSIve And vALuABLe
CoLLeCTIon oF THe BeST WoRkS on nATuRAL HISToRy..., FIRST edITIon,
hand-coloured engraved frontispiece, light spotting and offsetting,
original boards, uncut, rubbed and marked, 1824; and another,
larger, catalogue by the same of 1832 with 3 hand-coloured
plates, 8vo (2)

⁂ Two scarce catalogues by the author, zoologist and surgeon
who set up as a bookseller and publisher in the Strand,
concentrating in natural history.

£300 - 400

____________________________________

35
Aeronautics.- Lunardi (Vincenzo) An ACCounT oF THe FIRST AëRIAL
voyAge In engLAnd, FIRST edITIon, WITH AuTHoR’S SIgnATuRe oF
AuTHenTICATIon on half-title (as usual), engraved portrait by Bartolozzi
after Cosway and 2 folding plates, explanation of
plates/advertisement leaf at end (small stain to latter), variant with
“of my ascension” as final line of p.48, [Hodgson p.401], for the
Author, 1784 Bound WITH [knox ( John) A view of the British empire,
more especially Scotland; with some proposals for the
improvement of that country, the extension of its Fisheries, and
the relief of the people, FIRST edITIon, small stain to title, for J.Walter
[& others], 1784 And emperor’s Claims (The). Being a description
of the City of Antwerp and the River Schelde, folding hand-coloured
engraved map, 7pp. advertisements at end, for John Stockdale, 1785,
together (with another) 4 works in 1 vol., some light soiling,
contemporary tree calf, spine gilt with red roan label, rubbed, spine
worn at head, joints split, 8vo

⁂ Lunardi was an Italian diplomat who made the first British
ascent in a hydrogen balloon, on 15 September 1784. 

£600 - 800

19Buyer’s premium is applicable on every lot. Please note any symbols for additional charges that may apply. All symbols, fees, charges and applicable vAT are explained on p.4 
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36
Artificial Stone.- Pincot (Daniel) An eSSAy on THe oRIgIn, nATuRe,
uSeS, And PRoPeRTIeS, oF ARTIFICIAL STone..., onLy edITIon, stitched in
original wrappers, uncut, a little soiled and creased at edges, [Harris
702], 8vo, by Richard Hett..., 1770.

⁂ Pincot had established a factory manufacturing artificial stone
in February 1767 but it did not last long, his stock being sold at
Christie’s in december 1767, when it was taken over and
developed successfully by Mrs. eleanor Coade. “Coade stone”
became a popular, cheaper, form of ornament used in the
neoclassical architecture of the early 19th century.

£300 - 400

37
Lavoisier (Antoine Laurent) eSSAyS PHySICAL And CHeMICAL, vol.1
[all published], FIRST edITIon In engLISH, 3 folding engraved plates,
lacking final advertisement leaf, occasional light soiling or spotting,
contemporary calf, red roan label, rubbed, spine with old label at foot
and chipped at head, cracks to joints, 8vo, for Joseph Johnson, 1776.

⁂ Study of gases or “elastic vapours”, particularly “fixed air”
(carbon dioxide), by the father of modern chemistry. The first part
describes his predecessors’ work and the second part concerns
his own experiments.

£400 - 600

engLISH And ConTInenTAL LITeRATuRe And HISToRy

38
Shakespeare.- Spenser (Edmund) and others. CoLIn CLouTS
CoMe HoMe AgAIne, FIRST edITIon, collates A-H4 only (i.e. lacks final 2
gatherings with Roydon’s Elegie and two epitaphs), title with woodcut
device and within typographic border, typographic head- and tail-
pieces, C1 reads “worthilie”, title soiled, 19th century green morocco,
gilt, by F. Bedford, g.e., [STC 23077; Pforzheimer 967], 4to, for William
Ponsonbie, 1595.

⁂ The missing leaves contain the poem entitled “An elegie, or
Friends passion for his Astrophill” which is usually attributed to
Matthew Roydon, and two epitaphs, attributed to Sir Walter
Raleigh - the dedicatee of the book, “a narrative satire on court
life written immediately after Spenser’s return to kilcolman in
1591” (Pforzheimer). The lines on C2 “And there though last not
least is Aetion,/ A gentler shepheard may no where be
found:/Whose Muse full of high thoughts invention,/doth like
himselfe Heroically sound” are believed to refer to Shakespeare.

£1,000 - 1,500

20 See forumauctions.co.uk for further images
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Fitzhugh Pedigree Roll, manuscript on vellum, on 3 membranes
(first membrane detached), 18 hand-painted coats of arms, numerous
family members in green roundels, browned, small tear at end of roll
not affecting large coat of arms, Phillipps manuscript 26561, 207 x
22cm., [c. 1620].

⁂ Commences with Acaris Fitzbardolph, a principal tenant of
Count Stephen, of Ravensworth, c. 1130, and ends with Thomas
Fitzhugh, married to elizabeth, daughter of edward Lord
Cromwell, c. 1620. 

£1,500 - 2,000

40

40
Lust and Murder.- G[oodcole] (H[enry]) HeAvenS SPeedIe Hue And
CRy SenT AFTeR LuST And MuRTHeR. MAnIFeSTed uPon THe SuddAIne
APPReHendIng oF THoMAS SHeARWood, And eLIzABeTH evAnS..., FIRST
edITIon, woodcut frontispiece and marginal illustration (repeated) on
B4 verso and C2 recto, last few leaves browned, uncut and sewn as
issued, [STC 12010], 4to, by N. and I. Okes, 1635.

⁂ excellent survival in original condition of this account of the
murder in Islington of Thomas Claxton and Rowland Holt, and
robbing of Michael Lowe by “Country Tom” and “Bess of
Canberry”.

£400 - 600

41
Jonson (Ben) CATILIne HIS ConSPIRACy, second quarto edition, without
initial leaf A1 (probably blank and also missing from the Pforzheimer
copy), cropped with loss to headlines and last line of text and/or
signatures and catchwords in many places, some foxing and light
staining, later tan calf, gilt, [STC 14760; Pforzheimer 541], 4to, by N.
Okes, 1635.

⁂ Scarce at auction, as are all Jonson quartos. The last copy of
this edition we can trace appeared in 1973.

£600 - 800

21Buyer’s premium is applicable on every lot. Please note any symbols for additional charges that may apply. All symbols, fees, charges and applicable vAT are explained on p.4 
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42
Suckling (Sir John) A LeTTeR SenT...FRoM FRAnCe, dePLoRIng HIS SAd
eSTATe And FLIgHT, FIRST edITIon, 8pp., woodcut device on title,
typographic head-piece, modern buckram-backed boards, [Wing
L1591], 1641.

⁂ Scarce autobiographical verse tract. on the discovery of his
complicity in the Army Plot, Suckling fled the country. “Shortly after
his escape there appeared ‘A Letter sent by Sir John Suckling from
France...’ a metrical tract containing a burlesque account of the
poet’s life in forty-two stanzas, the manner being very much that
of Sir John Mennes. This trifle was printed in quarto at London...”
(dnB). According to the Huth catalogue, this tract was written by
William norris. 

Provenance: The Thorn-drury, later Brett-Smith copy.

£300 - 500

43
Beaumont (Francis) and John Fletcher. THe TRAgedy oF THIeRRy
kIng oF FRAnCe, And HIS BRoTHeR THeodoReT, a few headlines and
catchwords slightly trimmed, some foxing, later half calf over marbled
boards, rubbed, [Wing F1353], for Humphrey Moseley, 1649.

⁂ Scarce edition of a work originally published by Walkley in 1621.
The rights were transferred to Moseley in 1648 and a second
edition published that year with Fletcher as the sole author. “The
sheets of that edition were reissued in 1649 with additions as
“Written by Fracis Beamont [sic] and John Fletcher gent.”
(Pforzheimer 373)

£600 - 800

44
Northamptonshire, Pytchley.- [noTeS By A LAWyeR on THe WILL &
FuneRAL exPenSeS oF MRS. ALICe doWneS], manuscript in Secretary hand,
37pp. excluding blanks, bound in the remains of a 17th century vellum
document, stitched, yellowed, slightly creased, sm. 4to, 1657-59.

⁂ Pytchley, three miles south west of kettering; home to the
Pytchley Hunt.

£400 - 600
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Great Plague of London and medical and cookery recipes.-
Syford (Mary, b. 1635, married 27th June 1659, fl. 1635-65)
MedICAL And CookeRy ReCIPeS, manuscript in several hands, 166pp.
(including pastedowns), inscribed “Mary Syford her Booke” on front
pastedown, reverse entries (later inscription dated 1750), browned, a
few ff. slightly soiled and stained, contemporary calf, blind-stamped
double borders, corners and edges slightly worn, upper joint split,
remains of paper label on spine, 150 x 96mm., 1665 & [17th century].

⁂ “what peopl dyed of ye plague in ye several weekes in ye year
of ye Lord: 1665... august y 27 6102.”

An outstanding recipe book with two recipes against the plague and
a page devoted to the amount of deaths by plague in the year 1665,
probably taken from the published Bills of Mortality, used by Captain
graunt and Sir William Petty in their statistical work. Recipes include:
“For the thooth ache”; “The felon plaistir or for any green wound”;
“Mr. Scarlets receit for ye: green sickness”; “an eye water my
grandfather gooddiers receit”; “A Plauge water”; “a plaister to caus
a woman to go out her turn with child... B. Fox”; “my Lady kiligrues
medecin for a sore brest”; “docter burgesses receit against the
plague”; “Mr Loss of dorchester his receipt to make chinah broth
good for a consumption”; “The Irish aquavitae”; “To preserve
cheries”; “To preserve red roses”; “To make iely of pippins” etc.

£3,000 - 4,000

46
Walton (Isaac) THe LIveS oF dR.JoHn donne, SIR HenRy WoTTon, MR
RICHARd HookeR, MR geoRge HeRBeRT, FIRST CoLLeCTed edITIon, 4
engraved portraits, lacking blank leaves A1 and A8 (as often), a few
contemporary ink annotations, by Tho. Newcomb for Richard
Marriott, 1670; The Life of Bishop Sanderson, lacking initial blank,
with engraved portrait, errata leaf at end, without the second part
(Sanderson’s tracts), for Richard Marriott, 1678, together 2 vol. in 1,
a few small stains, later burgundy crushed morocco, gilt, by Durvand,
spine gilt, g.e., [Wing W671 & 667 ], 8vo

£300 - 400

23Buyer’s premium is applicable on every lot. Please note any symbols for additional charges that may apply. All symbols, fees, charges and applicable vAT are explained on p.4 
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Cookery recipes.- [CoLLeCTIon oF ReCIPeS], manuscript, 80½pp. & 2pp. of index excluding
blanks, in several hands, reverse entries, some staining in corners, half of 1f. cut away, browned,
pencil signature on pastedown “Dora Brabazon Rees”, hinges split, original roan, worn, remains
of brass catches on covers, rebacked in later cloth, sm. 4to, n.d. [c. 1680-1720].

⁂ Recipes include: “To drie pears without Suger”; “To preserve Barberries”; “To make
Rasberie Wine”; “To salte beefe to drye”; “For mince Pies”; “To make orange Florentine”;
“To make Wiggs...”; “To make Puff past” etc.

£1,000 - 1,500

48
Early 18th century poetry.- Bagg (Thomas, Quaker, of Bridport, Dorset, 1681-1727)
InAMARATo [PoeMS], AuTogRAPH MAnuSCRIPT, 178pp., some ff. loose or working loose, margins
stained, browned, original vellum, soiled and creased, lacks clasps, some edges frayed, tall 8vo,
1703-16.

⁂ THe ReLIgIouS ouTLook oF An eARLy QuAkeR.

The poems are mostly devotional. Bagg has signed his name at the foot of one poem and
dated others. Bagg has also identified himself in a poem, Accrosticks on page 2 and initials
at the tail of the first page. other accrostics include A L[ette]r to a ffriend, “Much could I
write dear Sister unto thee”, giving the names Mary Willett (her name occurs again in
another poem) & T. Bagg; epitaph, “ever be sober tho in zeal thou dwell”, spelling elizabeth
osborne; “A frame of curious phrases I could write”, making Anne Fream; “Be vigalent for
Truth while time doth last”, makes Benjamin happle of dorchester”; the poem of Jerusalem
, giving “Sarah Seymer of Marnhull” (g.R. Stanton in his note at the beginning identifies
Melior Seymer as Bagg’s wife). And on a poem starting “o Sion must I now Lament of thy
grieff”, gives “on my beloved and much lamented uncle daniel Tylor deceased.”Titles of
poems include: vivifying Meditations ; Writer in a Circle ; Humility ; Tender Breathings ; of
Jerusalem ; on eternitie ; upon the Loss of a good ffriend ; Cautionary Warning ; on Mary
effectial Love by Way of elegy on a good ffr[ie]nd deceased ; on the vanity of the World ;
An Abstract of Tho gwins & others Testimonies in Commemoration of an dear ffriend John
Potter ; In Memory of Tho ellwood deceased ; An after Thought from America.

Thomas Bagg was born in 1681, in Bridport, son of Thomas Bagg, who died in 1700. Thomas
married in 1705 Melior Seymer of Marnhull. one of the poems identifies daniel Tylor as
Bagg’s uncle, probably daniel Taylor, the founder of a charity and Almshouses in Bridport.

£1,000 - 1,500

24 See forumauctions.co.uk for further images
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49
Naval Signals.- Greenwood
(Jonathan) THe SAILIng And FIgHTIng
InSTRuCTIonS oR SIgnALS AS THey ARe
oBSeRved In THe RoyAL nAvy oF gReAT
BRITAIn, engraved throughout with portrait
frontispiece, title, 2pp. dedication and 70
plates, many with contemporary partial
hand-colouring, contemporary panelled
sheep, joints and spine ends slightly worn,
12mo, [c.1715].

⁂ An excellent copy of this charming
book, dedicated to six Lords
Commissioners of the Admiralty,
including Sir george Byng, whose son
John, also an Admiral, was famously
executed in 1757 “pour encourager les
autres”, as voltaire put it in Candide.

£2,500 - 3,500
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50
Defoe (Daniel) LA vIe eT LeS AvAnTuReS SuRPRenAnTeS de RoBInSon
CRuSoe, vol.1 only (of 3), FIRST FRenCH edITIon, engraved frontispiece,
title in red & black, 6 engraved plates and folding map, lacking final
blank, contemporary ink inscription to title, small stain to lower
margin of frontispiece, map browned and torn at folds (repaired), V6
with repair to lower outer corner, handsome contemporary panelled
calf, gilt, spine gilt in compartments, slightly rubbed, spine a little
faded, 12mo, Amsterdam, l’Honoré & Chatelain, 1720.

⁂ despite usually being found with 2 other volumes of further
adventures this volume is complete in itself.

£400 - 600

51
Cookery Recipes.- [CoLLeCTIon oF ReCIPeS], manuscript, 34pp. & 2pp.
index, interleaved with blotting pp., browned, new endpapers, modern
leather, 190 x 123mm., [18th century].

⁂ Recipes including: “Jaunmangu”; “Madeira”; “To make
Blammange”; “Sweet Puddings to Boil”; “Mince Pies”; “Biscuit
Pudding”; “Raisin Wine” etc.

£300 - 400

52
Ireland.- Taylor (George) and Andrew Skinner. TAyLoR And
SkInneRS’S MAPS oF THe RoAdS oF IReLAnd, SuRveyed 1777, FIRST edITIon,
large folding engraved map of Ireland, engraved vignette title,
dedication/page of explanation and 288 maps on 144 leaves (printed
on both sides), letterpress list of subscribers at end, contemporary ink
inscription “1779 Jan.ry 22d Will Fairbrother “ at head of title (date
slightly shaved) and with his engraved bookplate, folding map a little
creased at edges with a couple of short tears, light staining to a few
maps, contemporary sprinkled calf, spine gilt with red morocco label,
slightly rubbed, 8vo, G. Nicol, London and W. Wilson, Dublin, 1778.

£600 - 800

53
Magic & Conjuring.- Dean (Henry) THe WHoLe ART oF LegeRdeMAIn;
oR, HoCuS PoCuS In PeRFeCTIon, 108pp., eighth edition “with large
Additions and Amendments”, woodcut frontispiece (laid down as
pastedown), woodcut illustrations, a little soiled and stained,
particularly H signature, near contemporary ink inscription “Jos. Munn
Jan 2nd 1793” on rear pastedown, contemporary cloth, rubbed,
12mo, for T.Sabine, 1785.

⁂ eSTC does not list an edition of 1785 but it does list two
undated variant editions by T.Sabine of [?1790], this one has
catchword of “pudding” on p.14. 

£1,000 - 1,500

26 See forumauctions.co.uk for further images



54
-. Dean (Henry) THe WHoLe ART oF LegeRdeMAIn; oR, HoCuS PoCuS In
PeRFeCTIon, 132pp., ninth edition “corrected, and improved with an
entire new Set of Cuts”,  woodcut frontispiece and illustrations, rather
spotted and stained, old ink inscriptions to front endpapers,
contemporary cloth, rubbed, spine ends worn, 12mo, for J.Bew, 1789.

⁂ eSTC does not list an edition of 1789 but this conforms to that
of 1781, with the same woodcuts, being less coarse than in
Sabine’s edition of 1785.

£1,000 - 1,500

55
Minerva Press.- FAIRy TALeS; SeLeCTed FRoM THe BeST AuTHoRS, 2 vol.,
FIRST edITIon, half-title to vol.1, 4 engraved plates, lacking frontispiece
to each vol., contemporary calf, spines gilt, vol.1 with patch of leather
on lower cover/spine  worn away exposing board beneath, 12mo, for
William Lane at the Minerva Press, 1794.

⁂ extremely rare, the last copy we could trace at auction was in
1922. eSTC locates only the Thomas Plume Library copy in British
Isles and 5 copies in America (one of which has vol.1 only).

£400 - 600

56
Chess.- [Montigny (Alfred de)] LeS STRATAgèMeS deS ÉCHeCS, 2 parts
in 1, folding woodcut plate and 120 diagrams printed in ochre, red
and black, occasional light soiling, a few leaves of signature C in part
1 slightly defective at lower edge but without loss to text,
contemporary mottled calf, gilt, spine gilt, lacking portion at foot,
rubbed, 16mo, Paris, Amand König, and Strasbourg, An x [1801-02].

⁂ Charming chess manual, a classic in its field. CoPAC lists only
3 copies in uk (BL, Cambridge & Ciry of London guildhall).

£400 - 600

57
British Vice-Consul to Trieste.- Bynner (Henry, Vice-Consul, of
Birmingham, 1773-1867) LeTTeR Book, manuscript, slightly
browned, 2 lithographed circular letters from the Foreign Office loosely
inserted (1 signed by Canning), original half calf, worn, paper label
on upper cover, 1818-26; Report on the Trade and navigation of
the Port of Trieste, in answer to a Set of Queries proposed by
the... Lords of the Committee of His Majesty’s Privy-Council for
Trade, manuscript, title and 124pp. excluding blanks, pencil
inscription on front free endpaper: “from the library of the late W Salt
Brassington ex Chief Librarian Stratford upon Avon”, original reversed
calf, red and gilt morocco label on spine, 1833, folio (2). 

⁂ “Trieste 14 october 1819 My Lord, I beg leave to transmit
herewith enclosed a Bill of Lading of a Box containing greek
Manuscripts sent me by The Right Honble. The earl of guildford
St. James’s Place, London.”

£400 - 600

27Buyer’s premium is applicable on every lot. Please note any symbols for additional charges that may apply. All symbols, fees, charges and applicable vAT are explained on p.4 



58
Wordsworth (William) THe WAggoneR. A PoeM, FIRST edITIon, without
half-title as issued, some light soiling and foxing, original blue
wrappers bound in, later blue half calf, spine gilt, [Wise 17; Healy 49],
8vo, 1819.

£600 - 800

Bristol

59
Branwhite (Nathan, 1775-1857) PoRTRAIT TRAdITIonALLy undeRSTood
To SHoW CHARLeS BRAnWHITe (1817-1880), HALF-LengTH, oil on card,
126 x 110mm. (4⅞ x 4⅜ in), unframed, with back of frame which is
inscribed with attributions and sitter details, circa 1840.

⁂ nathan Branwhite was Bristol’s leading miniature portrait
painter in the 1820s, and his son was to become a highly
regarded watercolourist, and close associate of William James
Müller (1812-1845).

£200 - 300

60
Müller (William James, also spelt Muller, English landscape and
figure painter, the best-known artist of the Bristol School, 1812-
1845) [TouR oF noRTH WALeS], c. 21pp. (1f. a fragment only, largely
cut away) of AuTogRAPH MAnuSCRIPT noTeS By MüLLeR, documenting his
1833 tour of Wales, with one leaf featuring notes on Pandy’s Mill [see
subsequent lot], several small pen and ink sketches accompany
other notes on the trip, including: how to make a mark in London
as a painter, “I think if a person is any way desirous of covering
art with any kind of eclat in London as an artist he should try to
fix on some subject that the people should not easily forget it or
him, now I think that a subject from nature is arguably as likely to
attract notice as composition...”, browned, loose, blue cloth boards,
8vo & v.s., 1832 & [1833].

⁂ “I THInk neARLy ALL THIngS vISABLe oR invisable BeCoMe BeAuTIFuL To
THe HuMAn MInd FRoM CeRTAIn ASSoCIATIonS.” -Müller.

visits Aberystwyth, “Aberystwyth has a lovely beach... the Castle
is a good object... what a glorious part of the creation”, Tally llyn,
“a sight of Cader Idris”, dolgelly, “Trois fynddlyn a wretched place”,
north Walls, Crickhowell, Redcliff etc. In 1833 Müller first exhibited
at the Royal Academy and, in the same year, he twice visited
Wales, the second time on a long walking tour with Samuel
Jackson and John Skinner Prout.”  [oxford dnB]. Müller later
revisited Pandy Mill with his 1834 painting of the same subject,
which is now in the Bristol Museums, galleries & Archives (acc.
no. k810). [See also subsequent lot].

£1,500 - 2,000

28 See forumauctions.co.uk for further images



61
Müller (William James, also spelt Muller, English landscape and figure
painter, the best-known artist of the Bristol School, 1812-1845) PAndy MILL
[LLAngoLLen, noRTH WALeS], graphite on wove paper, signed with monogram,
inscribed and dated ‘1833’ in pencil lower right, 500 x 425mm. (19¾ x 16¾ in),
under glass, central horizontal fold, crease lower left, minor surface dirt, 1833.

Provenance: Sale. Sotheby’s London, The Bill Thomson Collection, Thursday,
november 25th, 1999, lot 22.

⁂ See previous lot for autograph manuscript notes by Müller documenting
his 1833 tour of Wales, with one leaf featuring notes on Pandy’s Mill: “The
wheel is going/1. Stem covr’d with Lichen & Scolopendrian officini/ 2nd wheel
a Locality/ Sycamore tree the little stems/ Branches of trees It [?] Pink with
White Lichen in them - /branches very luxuriant indeed/ Long weeds (bull
rushes.) & little stunted oak [?] - Brown moss”.

£500 - 700
____________________________________

62
Dickens (Charles) A CHRISTMAS CARoL, FIRST edITIon, FIRST ISSue, SeCond STATe with
“Stave I” heading, title page printed in red and blue dated 1843 and green endpapers,
half-title in blue, 4 hand-coloured etched plates by & after Leech and 4 plain woodcut
vignettes by Linton after Leech, some occasional light foxing, contemporary ink
inscription to front free endpaper, original first issue brown fine-ribbed cloth, with
unbroken ‘D’ within wreath and minimum 14mm gap between blind border and gilt
cartouche, spine lettered and decorated in gilt, slight shelf-lean, spine and borders
of covers slightly faded, spine ends and corners a little bumped, some light marking,
still excellent overall, g.e., [Smith II 4] 8vo, Chapman & Hall, 1843.

⁂ A sharp, bright copy of dickens’ classic Christmas tale. 

£6,000 - 8,000

29Buyer’s premium is applicable on every lot. Please note any symbols for additional charges that may apply. All symbols, fees, charges and applicable vAT are explained on p.4 
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63
Dickens (Charles) A CHRISTMAS CARoL, FIRST edITIon, second issue with
“Stave One” heading, title page dated 1844 printed in red and green,
yellow endpapers and uncorrected text, AuTogRAPH enveLoPe SIgned By
THe AuTHoR AuTHoR To HenRy AuSTIn, gWydyR HouSe loosely inserted,
half-title printed in blue, 4 hand-coloured etched plates by & after
Leech and 4 plain woodcut vignettes by Linton after Leech, light finger-
soling, faint ink inscription to half-title, original first issue brown
fine-ribbed cloth, with unbroken ‘D’ within wreath and minimum
14mm gap between blind border and gilt cartouche, spine lettered
and decorated in gilt, browned, spine ends and corners bumped, light
fraying to joints, rubbed, recased with repair to spine ends, g.e., [Smith
II 4 see p.26 5n.] 8vo, Chapman & Hall, 1844 [but 1843].

⁂ A rare trial or intermediate issue, Smith mentions only two
other copies of which he had seen only one and hypothesises
that this is likely a first state of the second issue.

£1,000 - 1,500

64
Blake (William) JeRuSALeM. THe eMAnATIon oF THe gIAnT ALBIon, [one oF
100 FACSIMILeS], THIS CoPy nuMBeR 12, 100 illustrated leaves, printed on
rectos only, MAuRICe HeWLeTT’S CoPy with his bookplate, contemporary
straight-grain morocco, gilt, by F.Bedford, spine gilt, g.e., a little rubbed,
with original pictorial blue wrappers numbered “12” in manuscript
bound in (rear wrapper lightly creased), 4to, [ John Pearson], [1877].

⁂ excellent facsimile of Blake’s visionary work, reproduced from
copy d (now at Harvard), one of only 5 copies produced by Blake
of which one was hand-coloured. 

Maurice Hewlett (1861-1923), novelist, poet and essayist.

£300 - 500

65
Hardy (Thomas) TeSS oF THe d’uRBeRvILLeS. A PuRe WoMAn..., 3 vol.,
FIRST edITIon In Book FoRM, second impression revised, [one of 500
copies], half-titles, with initial blank in vol.3 and final blanks in vol.2
& 3, very occasional spotting or soiling, mostly marginal, final leaf of
vol.1 browned, original decorated tan cloth, upper covers blocked in
gilt with two vertical wavy lines of honeysuckle and gold discs designed
by Charles Ricketts, a little rubbed and marked, corners bumped, a
good copy preserved in russet morocco slip-cases with central gilt
arms and pull-off tops, by Rivière & Son, spines faded, a little rubbed,
[Purdy p.74; Wolff 2993a; cf. Sadleir 1114, first impression], 8vo,
James R.Osgood, McIlvaine & Co., 1892.

⁂ one of 500 copies (the first impression of the previous year
was 1000), with a few very minor corrections or changes to
spelling and imprints. 

£300 - 400

66
Wilde (Oscar) THe SPHInx, FIRST edITIon, one of 200 copies, half-title,
pictorial title, illustrations and decorations by Charles Ricketts, printed
in red, green and black, lightly browned at edges, a little damp-
staining to inner margins and endpapers, with A.Pc.s. from Ricketts
to C.H.Whitbey dated 8th June 1931 loosely inserted, original pictorial
vellum, gilt, designed by Ricketts and Henry Leighton, uncut, a little
soiled, covers slightly warped, [Mason 361], small 4to, 1894.

⁂ The postcard from Ricketts partly concerns The Sphinx: “...I
congratulate you on your copy of The Sphinx, I doubt if there are
more than 100 copies in existence owing to the bulk of the unsold
copies having been lost in a fire. Some day the book will be very
valuable...”. It is dated 8th June 1931 and is sent from Florence,
Ricketts died later that year, on 7th october. 

Ricketts - see also lot 150

£800 - 1,200

30 See forumauctions.co.uk for further images



67
Bible, Latin.- BIBLIA LATInA, collation: a-h10 i-l12 m-t10 v14 x-z [et] [con]10 aa-gg10 hh8 ii-ll10mm12 nn-pp10 qq12 A10 B C12, double column, 455 ff. (of
456, lacking initial blank), final f. blank, first initial in red and blue on a ground of gold, other initials in red or blue, a few in both, chapter-
marks in red or blue, initial-strokes in yellow, occasional early ink marginalia and notes to verso of final blank, hole and abrasions within first
initial, loss of a few letters verso, p7 margins outer and lower margin trimmed to text,  several ff. loose, some marginal repairs, some spotting
and staining, a few marginal repairs, loose in 17th century reversed calf, spine ends worn, rubbed and scuffed, with good margins, folio (282 x
202mm.), Venice, Reynaldus de Novimagio and Theodorus de Reynsburch, 1478.

⁂ This handsomely printed edition is rare to the market. 

Provenance: earl of normanton (bookplate). 

Literature: BMC v, 254; BSB-Ink B-428; Copinger, Incunabula Biblica, 35; darlow-Moule 910; goff B-556; HC 3070. 

£3,000 - 4,000

31Buyer’s premium is applicable on every lot. Please note any symbols for additional charges that may apply. All symbols, fees, charges and applicable vAT are explained on p.4 
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68
Rampigollis (Antonius) and Bindo Senis.

AuReA BIBLIA, SIve RePeRToRIuM AuReuM BIBLIoRuM,
collation: [a-k10 l6 m8], 98 ff. (of 114), 37 lines,
Gothic type, initials, underlining, paragraph-
marks and initial-strokes in red, water-stained at
head (mostly light), some spotting or light soiling,
modern limp vellum, folio (288 x 218mm.),
[Cologne], [ Johann Guldenschaff], 1478.

⁂ Rare at auction.  

Literature: BMC I, 255; goff R-15; HC 13680. 

£1,000 - 1,500

32 See forumauctions.co.uk for further images

69
Rolewinck (Werner) [Fasciculus temporum]
dat boek dat men hiet Fasciculus temporum,
334 (of 338 ff., lacking a1, k7 and blanks T8 and
U10), 38 lines and 3 columns in table, Gothic
letter, preface with early hand-coloured
ornamental frame and large decorative initial, 35
woodcuts from 20 blocks and coats-of-arms, of
which many with early hand-colouring, large early
hand-coloured woodcut printer’s device to foot of
final f., paragraph-marks in red and blue, red
initial strokes, E1&8, H1&8 and sigs. K-N possibly
from another copy, sigs. y-B1 misbound between
t7&8, short tear to head of preface f. with minor
loss to part of border, lower margin of a8 repaired,
repaired tear to S8, within text, but with no loss,
final f. laid down with small area of loss to lower
margin, some ff. trimmed,occasionally affecting a
border or side-notes, a few small repairs, mostly
marginal, occasional staining or offsetting of
hand-colouring, some fingermarking, attractive
18th century speckled calf, gilt, richly gilt spine in
compartments and with brown and black leather
labels, skilfully rebacked, preserving original gilt
backstrip, a few marks, [BMC IX, 12; Goff R-278;
Hain 6946; ISTC ir00278000], small folio, Utrecht,
Johann Veldener, 14th February, 1480.

⁂ The first edition in dutch of this attractive
chronicle of the history of the world. Includes
supplementary material to the Louvain-printed
Latin edition of 1475 on the dukes of Brabant,
bishops of Holland, zeeland and Hainault, in
addition to histories of the kings of France and
england. The coats-of-arms make their first
appearance in this utrecht edition.

Provenance: 18th century cardinal (engraved
bookplate with motto ‘virtutis amore cano’);
u.Proost (20th century bookplate).

£3,000 - 4,000



70
Juvenalis (Decimus Junius) SATyRAe, commentary by domitius
Calderinus, collation: a-b10 c-f6 g8 h-I6 k8 l6 m8 2l10, 94 ff. (of 96, lacking
initial blank and a10, 52-54 lines commentary surrounding text
(variable), Roman type, a4 initial supplied in black and bistre ink with
marginal flourish and with black and bistre ink cross decorations,
some paragraph-marks and initial-strokes, marginal repairs to c5 and
f6, some staining and light browning, modern limp vellum, leather ties,
folio (287 x 183mm.), Vicenza, Henricus de Sancto Ursio, Zenus (Rigo
di ca Zeno), 1480.

⁂ The first book printed by Henricus de Sancto ursio. 

Literature: BMC vII, 1044; goff J-644; HC *9690. 

£1,000 - 1,500

71
Savonarola (Girolamo, 1452-98) LIBRo... deLLA veRITA deLLA Fede
CHRISTIAnA dIMAndATo TRIoMPHo deLLA CRoCe dI CHRISTo, collation A-FF4,
woodcut title of the author writing at his desk, title torn and repaired
at head and outer margin, small wormhole in upper margins repaired
very slightly affecting a few letters of text, lacks DD4, browned, later
endpapers, 19th century half vellum, red morocco gilt label on spine,
[not in Adams], sm. 8vo, Venice: Lazaro de Soardi, 21 February 1505.

£400 - 600

72
Cicero (Marcus Tullius) RHeToRICoRuM..., collation: *6, a-k8, l4, m-z8,
A-G8, H8, I4; [6], 245, [3] ff., Aldine device on title and at end, blank
spaces for capitals with printed guided letters, first quire slightly
browned and foxed, a few finger-marks and spots, minor loss to blank
outer lower corner of k3, repair to corner of H6 without loss, verso of
rear endpaper and rear pastedown with note ‘HH.C.I’, rear pastedown
with date ‘1825’, price notice ‘b. 80’ inked by an early hand on title,
ConTeMPoRARy BRoWn MoRoCCo over pasteboards, executed in Venice
or Padua, covers within multiple gilt and blind fillets, centre with foliate
tools at each corner and small central fleuron in gilt, spine with three
double raised bands alternated to three single bands, decorated with
gilt fillets and friezes, pastedowns and endpapers renewed, blue edges,
extremities of spine and corners restored, joints repaired, two small
worm-holes to upper cover, 4to (213 x 132mm.), Venice, Aldus
Manutius, March 1514.

⁂ THe FIRST ALdIne edITIon oF THe CoMPLeTe RHeToRICAL WoRkS oF CICeRo,
CAReFuLLy edITed FoR ALduS By THe ouTSTAndIng HuMAnIST AndReA
nAvAgeRo. A reprint of Aldus’ Cicero was issued in 1521 by his heirs
(see lots xxx and xxx). The text is set in the Italic font designed by
the well-known Bolognese punchcutter Francesco griffo and
used by Aldus for all his books printed in octavo format after the
virgil of 1501. The Cicero of 1514 was issued in quarto size but
still respected the rules of the divine proportions of the ‘golden
section’. 

This copy is in a handsome and strictly contemporary binding, its
elegant but sober gilt and blind decoration indicating that it was
executed in the veneto area, in all likelihood by craftsmen active
in venice or in Padua. A binding with similar tools, and attributed
to veneto workshops, is listed by Tammaro de Marinis in his La
legatura artistica in Italia, II, no. 1684.

Literature: Adams C1676; Renouard 65.1; Ahmanson-Murphy 120.

£2,000 - 3,000

33Buyer’s premium is applicable on every lot. Please note any symbols for additional charges that may apply. All symbols, fees, charges and applicable vAT are explained on p.4 
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73
Quintilianus (Marcus Fabius) [de InSTITuTIone oRAToRIA], collation:
*4, a-z8, A-E8, F6; [4], 230 ff., F3 and F4 misbound, Aldine device on title
and at end, blank space for capitals with printed guide letters, old
repair to title with loss to a couple of letters on verso, a few stains and
spots, some marginal water-stains and foxing, short tear to blank
margin of f7 and E1 without loss, single small wormhole to upper
blank margin of final leaves, some marginalia and reading-marks, in
two different early hands, contemporary south-German hazelnut
morocco, elaborately blind-tooled (recased), covers within frames of
multiple fillets and roll with foliate and floral motifs, at centre of upper
cover small floral branches and inscriptions in cartouches, large
lozenge-shaped tool at centre of lower cover, traces of ties, spine with
three double raised bands, compartments decorated with fillets, a few
wormholes to covers, joints slightly cracked, 8vo, Venice, Aldus
Manutius, August 1514.

⁂ THe FIRST ALdIne edITIon oF one oF THe MoST IMPoRTAnT And InFLuenTIAL
RHeToRICAL WoRkS oF AnTIQuITy. Quintilianus’ De institutione oratoria
was edited by the leading humanists Andrea navagero and
giovanni Battista Ramusio, and the text was set in the celebrated
italic type designed and cut for Aldus by Francesco griffo of
Bologna. This copy once belonged to the Cistercian Abbey in
Schöntal (Speciosa vallis), famous for its impressive library, which
comprised over 10,000 volumes. The volume was later purchased
as a duplicate by the Royal Library in Munich. 

Provenance: Cistercian Abbey at Schöntal, in Baden-Wüttenberg
(ownership inscription ‘Ad conventum vallis Speciosa’ on title); ‘ex
libris Lindauer’ (ownership inscription on title); sold as a duplicate
by the Royal Library Munich (2 stamps on verso of title).  

Literature: Adams Q52; Renouard 68.5; Ahmanson-Murphy 124.

£1,500 - 2,000

74
Gikatilla (Yosef Ben Abraham) PoRTAe LuCIS, FIRST edITIon, collation:
A8, B-N4, woodcut pictorial title in red and black by Hans Burgkmayr,
K4 verso with woodcut kabbalistic diagram, sig.L-N (i.e. last 11 leaves
of text and final blank) supplied in good facsimile, occasional spotting
and browning, contemporary limp vellum, soiled, 4to, Augsburg,
Johann Miller, 9 June, 1516.

⁂ Important early work by the 13th century Spanish kabbalist
Joseph gikatilia. By translating the work into Latin, Paulus Ricius,
a converted Jew, made available to Christians for the first time
what amounts to an introductory course in the concepts and
keywords of the kabbalah. This book is said to have inspired
Reuchlin’s de arte Cabalistica, which appeared the following year.

£1,500 - 2,000

75
Horatius Flaccus (Quintus) oPA. CuM QuATuoR CoMMe[n]TARIIS,
collation: aa6 a-z A-N8, title in red and black and woodcut printer’s
device within woodcut architectural border, woodcut criblé initials,
contemporary and 17th century ink notes to pastedowns, occasional
contemporary ink marginalia, r6-8 torn at head with loss and
supplied in contemporary ink ms., sig. A misbound, H4&5 loose, some
staining or spotting, contemporary blind-stamped calf, spine ends
reapird, sorners worn, rubbed, folio (332 x 224mm.), Paris, Badius
Ascensius, [1519].

⁂ Literature: Adams H865. 

£600 - 800

34 See forumauctions.co.uk for further images
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Macrobius (Ambrosius Aurelius Theodosius) MACRoBIuS AuReLIuS
InTegeR nITIduS SuoQue deCoRI AB IoAnne RIvIo SuPeRIoRIBuS AnnIS & nunC
CuRA ASCenSIAnoRuM MuLTo dILIgenTIuS ReSTITuTuS, edited by Joannes
Rivius, collation: A-M8 N10, title and woodcut printer’s device within
woodcut architectural border, woodcuts within text, InCLudIng A WoRLd
MAP on f.XXII, and a map of the five climatic zones on f. XX, woodcut
criblè initials, final f. blank, occasional early ink marginalia, signature
to head of title, [Paris], Badius Ascensius, [november, 1519] Bound
WITH Apuleius. Apuleius cum commento Beroaldi: & figuris nouiter
additis, commentary by Philippus Beroaldus, woodcuts within text,
woodcut decorative initials, [Venice], [Joannis Tacuinis de Tridino], [June,
1516], together 2 works in 1 vol., occasional spotting or staining,
contemporary blind-stamped calf, upper cover detached, spine ends
and corners worn, rubbed and scuffed, folio (317 x 215mm.). 

⁂ Macrobius’ commentary on Cicero’s Somnium and
Saturnaliorum, with a woodcut world map. Includes many incidental
remarks on geography, astronomy, physics and mathematics.

Provenance: ‘Charles Chabroud, Avocat’ (engraved bookplate). 

Literature: I: Adams M74; Sabin 43657. II: Adams A1375; edIT 16
CnCe 2226. 

£600 - 800

77
Cicero (Marcus Tullius) RHeToRICoRuM..., collation: *8, **8, a-k8, l4,
m-z8, A-G8, H10; [16], 245, [1] ff., complete with blank leaf **8, Aldine
device on title and at end, blank spaces for capitals with printed guide
letters, title lightly soiled, bowned and spotted in places, heavier to the
blank lower margin of fols. q7-q8, short tear to blank margin of title
and fol. *6, a few small wormholes to final leaves, not affecting text,
ConTeMPoRARy BLInd-TooLed BRoWn MoRoCCo oveR PASTeBoARdS, possibly
recased, covers witin fillets and roll in geometrical pattern, central
floral branches and fleuron, spine with three raised bands, partly
restored, extremities worn, pastedowns and endpapers renewed, edges
blue, colouring slightly faded to fore-edge, 4to (212 x 123mm.), Venice,
Aldus Manutius’s heirs and Andrea Torresano, october 1521.

⁂ Another copy of the second Aldine edition of Cicero’s rhetorical
works, a substantial reprint of the first edition issued by Aldus
Manutius in March 1514, and edited by Andrea navagero. 

Literature: Renouard 93.13; Ahmanson-Murphy 207.

£1,000 - 1,500

78
De Thou binding.- Epiphanius (Saint, Bishop of Constantia) de
PRoPHeTARuM vITA, collation: a-z4, A-D4; [8], 5-209, [3] pp., woodcut
device on title and at end, numerous woodcut animated and
decorated initials, a fine clean copy in later 16th-century Parisian olive
morocco for Jacques-Auguste de Thou (not later than 1587), covers
within a triple fillet gilt frame, at centre de Thou’s arms as a bachelor,
stamped in an oval medallion with the inscription lettered in gilt ‘Jac.
August Thuanus’, gilt spine with five raised bands, the compartments
decorated with his monogram combining the letters I A D T., g.e., 4to,
Basel, Andreas Cratander, 1529.

⁂ This rare Basel edition contains the editio princeps of the Vita
Prophetarum by epiphanius, Bishop of Cyprus, alongside the first
editions of writings by two other greek Fathers, gregorius of
nazianzus and Sophronius. 

This copy was bound for the French historian, “maitre de la librairie
du Roi”  and great book collector Jacques-Auguste de Thou. It is a
very fine example of a book bound for de Thou as a bachelor and
was therefore executed before his marriage in 1587 to his first
wife Marie de Barbançon de Cany. The celebrated Bibliotheca
Thuana was bought en bloc in 1679/80 by the Marquis de Ménars,
Jean-Jacques Charron; it later passed into the hands of the Rohan-
Soubise family, and was sold off in 1789 at the auction of Charles
de Rohan’s collection. “The de Thou library had a reputation as the
finest private collection of its day; it numbered about 6,600
volumes at his death, and was greatly increased by his children [...]
Most of de Thou’s books were quite simply bound, though often
in high-quality morocco, with an arms block on the covers and
cipher on the spine” (P. needham, Twelve Centuries of Bookbindings,
new york-London 1979, p. 294). This volume is listed in the sale
catalogue of the Thuanus library among the theological books,
“Liber de vitis Prophetarum g.L. Alb. Torino interpr. 4° Bas. 1529”
(Catalogus Bibliothecae Thuanae, Paris 1679 p. 28). 

Literature: vd16 e1660; I.A.R. de Smet, Thuanus. The Making of J.
A. de Thou, genève 2006, pp. 178-200.

Provenance: Jacques-Auguste de Thou (armorial binding); bought
by Jean-Jacques Charron, Marquis de Ménars; Rohan-Soubise
family (shelfmark ‘3.C.P.T.3.H.128’ on front pastedown); Bernard
Quaritch, bookseller in London.

£2,500 - 3,000

35Buyer’s premium is applicable on every lot. Please note any symbols for additional charges that may apply. All symbols, fees, charges and applicable vAT are explained on p.4 
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79
Bible, Latin.- BIBLIA. BIBLIoRuM oPuS SACRoSAnCTuM vuLgATIS QuIdeM
CHARACTeRIBuS, collation: *8 a-z8 A-C8 D6 E-L8 M6 AA-BB8 CC6, double
column, title in red and black and woodcut of St. Jerome in his study
within woodcut border, full-page woodcut opposite first p. of Genesis,
smaller woodcuts within text, woodcut decorative initials, some
staining, 20th century vellum,  [Lyon], [ Jean Mareschal], 1532.

⁂ Literature: Adams B102; von gültlingen, Mareschal 14.

£1,500 - 2,000

80
Xodar (Juan de) oBRA devoTISSIMA InTITuLAdA de SePTeM veRBIS doMInI,
collation: a8 b4 2a-f8 g4, woodcut royal arms of Portugal to title, large
woodcuts within text, woodcut decorat9ive initials, d5 repaired,
colophon f. trimmed to text and window-mounted, stamp removed
from title, occasional spoting or light foxing, modern crushed
morocco, gilt, by Brugalla, folio, Seville, Bartolomé Pérez, 1532.

⁂ Rare first edition of this work handsomely printed in Seville. 

Literature: not in Adams. 

£1,000 - 1,500

81
Plinius Secundus (Gaius) ePISToLARuM LIB. x. eIuSdeM PAnegyRICuS
TRAIAno dICTuS, commentary by I. Maria Catanaeus,  collation: à8 a-
z A-F8,  title and woodcut printer’s device within woodcut architectural
border, woodcut decorative initials, occasional early ink marginalia,
several ff. loose, upper hinge cracked, contemporary limp vellum with
later ruling and tooling in black, some staining, folio (317 x 219mm.),
[Paris], Badius Ascensius & Jean Roigny, [ January, 1533].

⁂ Literature: Adams P1543.  

£400 - 600

82
Juvenalis (Decimus Junius) SATyRogRAPHI oPuS, collation: †6 A-T8

V10, title in red and black and within woodcut historiated border
depicting classical authors, including Vergil, Cicero, and Pliny,
woodcuts within text, woodcut decorative initials, some light browning,
occasional spotting, 18th century mottled calf, gilt, spine in
compartments and with red morocco label, rubbed, folio, (312 x
202mm.), Venice, Bernardino Bindoni, 1539.

⁂ Literature: not in Adams; edIT 16 CnCe 23135. 

£400 - 600

36 See forumauctions.co.uk for further images



83
Bible, French.- LA SAInCTe BIBLe en FRAnCoIS, 2 parts in 1, collation: []6
[fleuron]6 *8 (8th f. signed with a double fleuron) A-Z8 a-i8 k10 l-z8 Aa-Bb8

Cc10; [hand]6 *6 AA-MM8 , double column, first title in red and black,
both titles within woodcut historiated borders, a few ff. in red and
black, full-page woodcut of days of creation, woodcuts within text,
woodcut historiated and decorative initials, lacking blank fleuron8 and
final f. (colophon otherwise blank), sig. 2B misbound, little worming in
gutters, some light soiling (including first title),  marginal water-staining,
occasional staining or spotting, handsome 18th century green polished
morocco, covers with vase & floral spray corner-pieces within triple gilt
filet borders, spine in compartments and richly gilt with small vase &
floral spray tools within borders of foliage and start tools, red morocco
label, spine darkened, rubbed, folio, g.e., [Antwerp], [Antoine des Gois
for] Antoine de La Haye, [12th January,] 1541.

⁂ The sumptuous Chatsworth copy (bookplate, bookcase 151,
shelf C). 

Literature: not in Adams. 

£2,000 - 3,000

84
Fortune-telling.- Marcolini (Francesco) Le IngenIoSe SoRTI, second
edition, collation A-Z4, AA-CC4), large woodcut of il giardino dei Pensieri
by Giovanni Porta after Salviati below title, woodcut portrait of
Marcolini after Salviati or possibly Titian within full-page woodcut
architectural border on verso, 50 woodcut illustrations of abstract
qualities, virtues and vices, and 50 of the ancient Greek philosophers,
small woodcuts of playing cards throughout, colophon and printer’s
woodcut device within large woodcut cartouche on last page,
occasional light browning and staining, later vellum with new
endpapers, folio (309 x 212mm.), Venice, for Fancesco Marcolini, 1550.

⁂ good, complete copy of the second edition of Marcolini’s
important work on the use of playing cards for fortune-telling and
divination, with general as well as gender-specific questions and
answers provided (eg, for men, how many women should he
have?; for women, should she change lovers?; and, perhaps for
either, does the courtesan have syphilis?). The philosophers’
answers are provided in terzine format by Lodovico dolce.

£3,000 - 4,000

37Buyer’s premium is applicable on every lot. Please note any symbols for additional charges that may apply. All symbols, fees, charges and applicable vAT are explained on p.4 
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Bible, Latin.- BIBLIA SACRA, collation: *6 a-z A-Z aa-ii6 A6 B-D8 E6 F8 G10,
double column, title with large woodcut printer’s device, woodcuts
within text, some full-page, woodcut decorative initials, l1 with short
tape repair at foot, within text, but without loss, some worming to
lower corners towards end, some water-staining, mostly marginal,
occasional spotting, lightly browned, 20th century calf, spine and
covers with cord strapwork decoration, spine faded, spine ends and
corners little worn, rubbed, folio (375 x 241mm.),  Lyon, Jean de
Tournes, 1556.

⁂ Literature: Adams B1053; darlow & Moule 6138.

£400 - 600

eMBLeMATA

86
Binding.- Pittoni (Battista) IMPReSe dI dIveRSI PRInCIPI duCHI, SIgnoRI,
e d ‘ALTRI PeRSonAggI, eT HuoMInI ILLuSTRI, fine engraved pictorial title and
49 emblematic plates, the latter with verses by Lodovico Dolce, water-
stained, Bound uSIng A HAndSoMe LATe 14TH CenTuRy ILLuMInATed LeAF,
4to (whole leaf 402 x 262mm.), Venice, Gio. Battista Bertoni, 1566.

⁂ Literature: Cicognara 1938; Praz 458; edIT 16 CnCe 51740. 

£600 - 800

87
David ( Jan) oCCASIo. ARRePTA. negLeCTA, HuIuS CoMModA: ILLIuS
InCoMModA, FIRST edITIon, 2 parts in 1 vol., first title engraved, 12 full-
page emblematic engravings in the text by Theodor Galle, device on
second title and at end, little marked, ownership inscription at foot of
title, Antwerp Jesuit school prize inscription to Gerard Cappaert, dated
9 Sept 1727, on preliminary blank, bibliographical notes on sheet
mounted on front free endpaper, modern vellum, new endpapers,
[Landwehr 186, Praz p. 313], 4to, Antwerp, ex officina Plantiniana,
apud Ioannem Moretum, 1605.

£400 - 600

88
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Cats (Jacob) HouWeLyCk. dAT IS de gAnSCHe geLegenTHeyT deS eCHTen
STAeTS, FIRST edITIon, 6 parts plus Appendix in 1, 2 engraved titles and
37 large illustrations in text after designs by Adrianen Pietersz van de
Venne, contemporary blind-stamped Dutch vellum, rebacked, a little
soiled, [De Jonge van Ellemeet, Museum Catsianum 113. Hollstein,
Dutch and Flemish, XXXV, p. 79-90, no. 170-191. Franken, Adriaen van
de Venne, p. 106, no. IV], Middleburgh, Jan Pieters vande Venne, 1625.

⁂ First edition of Father Cats’ illustrated handbook of Marriage,
a key illustrated book produced during the dutch golden Age. The
designs by Adrianen Pietersz van de venne (1589-1662), official
court painter to the Prince of orange, were engraved by T.
Matham, A. Matham, P. Serwouters, P. de Jode, J. verstraelen and
d. van Bremden. Houwelyck is divided into the six divisions of a
woman’s life, namely; a virgin, sweetheart, bride, woman, mother,
and widow, each stage evocatively captured in van de venne’s
poignant engravings. 

Provenance: Robert Hoe (ex-libris); W.R.H. Jeudwine (ex-libris);
Pierre Berès, his sale Pierre Berge, 18 december 2007.

£750 - 1,000

89

89
Le Moyne (Pierre) de L’ART deS devISeS, FIRST edITIon, engraved
frontispiece by Le Pautre, engraving on title with multiple vignettes,
full-page engraved illustration with coat-of-arms by L’Alouette as
frontispiece to ‘Jardin de Devises’, and numerous engraved emblems,
woodcut head- & tail-pieces, errata leaf at end, light marginal soiling
and staining, contemporary mottled calf, spine gilt, rubbed, upper
cover stained at head, spine ends and corners worn,  [Praz p.401],
4to, Paris, Sebastian & Sebastian Mabre Cramoisy, 1666.

£300 - 400

____________________________________

90
Johann Wilhelm, Herzog von Sachsen-ernestinische Linie.
CoRPuS doCTRInAe CHRISTIAnAe. dAS IST SuMMA deR CHRISTLICHen LeRe AuS
den SCHRIFFTen deR PRoPHeTen und APoSTeLn, edited by Martin Luther
and others, title in red and black and with woodcut vignette, woodcut
portrait within ornate border, woodcuts within text, woodcut
decorative initials and tail-pieces, lacking final blank, browned,
marginal title laid down, later binding using a medieval manuscript,
Jena, Donat Richtzenhan, 1571.

£400 - 600

91
No lot
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92
Jerusalem.- Prado (Jeronimo de) and Juan Bautista
Villalpando. In ezeCHIeLeM exPLAnATIoneS eT APPARATuS uRBIS, AC
TeMPLI HIeRoSoLyMITAnI CoMMenTARIIS eT IMAgInIBuS ILLuSTRATuS, 3
vol., FIRST edITIon, 3 engraved titles, portrait and 31
plates/vignettes only (of 32, lacking folding plate between pp.13
and 17, vol.1), most folding or double-page, 8 folding tables (one
printed in red and black), woodcut map and other small woodcut
illustrations and diagrams in text, a few plates with repairs, some
foxing and light staining but generally a sound copy, later vellum,
red and green morocco spine labels lettered in gilt, extremities a
little worn, folio, Rome, 1596-1605.

⁂ A very good copy of this monumental work on the Temple
of Solomon in Jerusalem.

Provenance: St Hugh’s Parkminster (small ink stamp to titles)

£3,000 - 5,000



93
Imaginary voyage.- [Hall (Joseph)] MunduS ALTeR eT IdeM SIve TeRRA
AuSTRALIS AnTe HAC SeMPeR InCognITA LongIS ITIneRIBuS PeRegRInI ACAdeMICI
LuSTRATA AuTH., engraved pictorial title by William Kip (in the first state,
with vertical lines at foot), 5 folding engraved maps, water-stained at
head, some spotting, contemporary vellum, yapp edges, lacking ties,
lightly soiled, housed in a modern morocco-backed marbled board
drop-back box,[STC 12685.3; Sabin 29819; Church II, 54], 8vo,
Frankfurt, [Printed at London by H. Lownes, sold by the] Heirs of
Ascanius de Rinialme, [?1607]

⁂ A satirical  account of a journey to an imaginary Antarctic,
written while Hall was a student at Cambridge. The maps shown
an imaginary Antartica, and details of the Americas. The first
edition of the work was published in London around 1605, with
a title-page bearing a Frankfurt imprint. It was then reprinted in
1607 in Hanau with a new title-page. As with many copies of this
work our copy is primarily from the first edition (including first
state title), but with two gatherings from the second printing
(preliminaries and sig. d). 

Provenance: The earls of Macclesfield (north Library armorial
bookplate with press mark ‘119. A. 8’. 

£2,000 - 3,000

94
Croll (Oswald) BASILICA CHyMICA, 3 parts in 1, FIRST edITIon, engraved
title within elaborate pictorial borders comprising portraits of
alchemists and depictions of chemical apparatus and alchemic
symbols, woodcut illustrations, occasional early ink marginalia,
extensive to a few ff., without the suppressed 6pp. dedication to Croll’s
patron, browned and spotted, new endpapers with later ink notes,
later vellum, rebacked, preserving original backstrip, stained, [Krivatsy
2914; Not in Duveen, Norman, Mellon or Ferguson], 4to,Frankfurt,
Claude Marnier & the heirs of Jean Aubry, 1609.

£1,000 - 1,500

95
Philostratus. LeS IMAgeS ou TABLeAux de PLATTe PeInTuRe deS deux
PHILoSTRATeS SoPHISTeS gReCS eT LeS STATueS de CALLISTRATe, fine engraved
pictorial title and 68 full-page illustrations by Jaspar Isac, Léonard
Gaultier et Thomas de Leu, some after Antoine Caron, each illustration
with epigram by d’Artus Thomas, sieur d’Embry, occasional spotting,
a few stains, contemporary panelled calf, gilt, rather worn, but holding
firm, folio, Paris, Mathieu Guillemot, 1637.

£350 - 450

41Buyer’s premium is applicable on every lot. Please note any symbols for additional charges that may apply. All symbols, fees, charges and applicable vAT are explained on p.4 
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96
Barberino (Andrea da) doCuMenTI d’AMoRe, FIRST edITIon, engraved
pictorial title by C. Bloemart after A. Camassei, 1 engraved portrait
and 14 plates, woodcut ornamental initials and tailpieces, occasional
faint off-setting, blind-stamp and later discreet ink-stamp to free
endpapers, later vellum, red morocco gilt spine label, small ink
number to spine head, [Gamba 97, Landwehr 136, Cicognara 1985],
4to, Rome, Vitale Mascardi, 1640.

⁂ The plates are engraved by Bloemart, g. F. greuter and Fabia
della Cornia, and are after A. and L. Magalotti, C. Massimi, F.
zuccaro and nicolas Poussin. Barberino later enjoyed a long and
distinguished career as a lawyer and privileged citizen. 

Provenance: unidentified blind-stamp ex-libris to front free
endpaper, an hourglass with initial R. P. and motto Dammi Tempo. 

£750 - 1,000

97
Heraldry.- Seals.- Wree (Olivier de) de SegHeLen deR gRAven vAn
vLAendRen ende vooR-SCHRIFTen vAn Hunne BRIeven, title with large
engraved seal, 112 pp. of mostly illustrations of seals, and coats of
arms and a full-page map of Flanders, some spotting, lightly browned,
contemporary vellum, soiled and marked, folio, Bruges, Jan Baptiste
& Lucas Vanden Kerchove, 1640.

⁂ First edition of this important work on seals. 

£400 - 600

98
Gaelic Ireland.- Colgan (John) ACTA SAnCToRuM veTeRIS eT MAIoRIS
SCoTIAe, Seu HIBeRnIAe SAnCToRuM InSuLAe,... ToMuS PRIMuS, FIRST edITIon,
vol.1 only (of 2), double column, half-title, title with small woodcut
ornament, some spotting, lightly browned, contemporary blind-tooled
armorial calf, spine gilt and in compartments, lacking clasps,
rebacked, preserving original backstrip, with loss at ends, covers
scratched, folio, Louvain, Everard de Witt, 1645.

⁂ An important source on gaelic Ireland, and something of a
legendary rarity in the field of Irish book collecting. We can only
trace three records for both volumes at auction between 1947
and 2016, and only one record for this volume alone. Colgan was
a Franciscan friar, hagiographer and historian. 

£600 - 800

99
Gosky (Martin, editor) ARBuSTuM veL ARBoReTuM, fine engraved
frontispiece, title incorporating portrait of the editor, 6 folding or
double-page plates, 26 full-page illustrations, illustrations within text,
some emblematic, verso of second f. with three monochrome wash
drawings after figures in Michelangelo’s ‘Last Judgement’, some
spotting and creasing to folding plates, 1 plate trimmed at head to
border image, lightly browned, some spotting, 19th century vellum-
backed boards, joints splitting, corners worn, rubbed, folio,
Wolfenbüttel, J & H Stern, 1650.

⁂ First edition of this celebration of the life of Augustus II, duke
of Brunswick-Lüneburg. It includes his return to Wolfenbuttel in
1643, his marriages, his children, and other family members. He
is known for founding the Herzog August Library at his
Wolfenbüttel residence, then the largest collection of books and
manuscripts north of the Alps. 

£1,000 - 1,500

42 See forumauctions.co.uk for further images
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100
South German Baroque.- Kraus (Johann Ulrich) HeILIge Augen- und geMueTHS-LuST , 2 parts in 1, FIRST edITIon, part 1 with xylographic
half-title, letterpress title with engraved vignette, four-page preface with engraved pictorial head-piece and ornamental initial, one-page index
of holidays, full-page allegorical engraving of the Church, and 70 engraved plates, part 2 with letterpress title with engraved vignette, full-page
engraving of the apostles and their symbols, and 50 plates, all the engravings FIneLy CoLouRed THRougHouT WITH SoMe goLd HeIgHTenIng, ALL By
A ConTeMPoRARy HAnd, the plates printed on thick card paper, interleaved, occasional minor marginal soiling, small marginal repairs to 2 text
leaves, plate 32 with small stain, contemporary dark brown speckled calf over boards, covers with single gilt fillet border, spine richly gilt with
red morocco gilt lettering-piece, gilt edges, a little rubbed, lower joint starting, folio (336 x 205mm.), Augsburg, Johann Ulrich Kraus, [1706].

⁂ SPeCIAL CoPy oF kRAuS’ FAMouS ILLuSTRATed Book, RePReSenTIng one oF THe HIgH PoInTS FRoM THe SouTHeRn geRMAn BARoQue PeRIod. unique and
splendid luxury copy with the engravings beautifully coloured in gouache and watercolour, heightened in gold and on special thick card
paper. 

Johann ulrich kraus (1655-1719) was one of the most successful engravers and publishers at Augsburg in the latter part of the 17th
century. This monumental emblem book was conceived as a suite to his famous Picture Bible or Bilderbibel (1698-1700), and follows
the same illustrative formula, in which the upper portion of each plate contains an illustration of a Bible scene and the lower portion
an engraved circular emblem. each plate is devoted to a different Saint’s day, and each emblem is printed within an elaborate cartouche
or frame, itself often incorporating small medallion vignettes or emblems. In his artistic style kraus’s ornamental engravings - represented
here by the varied and imaginative emblem cartouches - were widely influential in germany, through their use as models for
cabinetmakers, woodworkers and other craftsmen. 

While a coloured copy of kraus’s Bilderbibel, also on thick paper, is recorded (cf. Tenschert catalogue xLvIII/98), we have been unable
to trace any other coloured copies of the present edition. In his 1933 study of the illustration of the Bilderbibel and its suites (see below),
otto Reichl made no mention of any coloured copies. 

Literature: Landwehr, German 390. Faber du Faur 1849. Praz, Studies in Seventeenth-Century Imagery, p. 389. Brunet III, 697 (citing Latin
version only). Thieme-Becker 21:440. otto Reichl, Die Illustrationen in vier geistlichen Büchern des Augsburger Kupferstechers, Johann Ulrich
Krauss. Studien zur deutschen Kunstgeschichte 294 (Strassburg, 1933).

£4,000 - 6,000

43Buyer’s premium is applicable on every lot. Please note any symbols for additional charges that may apply. All symbols, fees, charges and applicable vAT are explained on p.4 
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101
Terence (Publius) CoMœdIæ, title in red and black, engraved
illustrations, ex-library with label to front pastedown and occasional
discreet ink-stamps, ink inscription, manuscript notes to title verso,
contemporary Italian vellum, a little rubbed, bumping to corners and
spine extremities, [Brunet V 723, Graesse VII 61], folio, Urbino, 1736.

⁂ A superb urbino production dedicated to Cardinal Albini, with
the Italian translation by Forteguerri here printed for the first time.
According to graesse, the engravings in this edition are more
accurate than those reproduced by dacier in 1723.

£600 - 800

102
Horned Spanish lady.- veRdAdeRA ReLACIon, en Que Se deCLARA LA
HoRRoRoSA MonSTRuoSIdAd, y MARAvILLoSA vISIon, Que en eSTe PReSenTe
Año de 1738, Se HA vISTo en unA MugeR, LLAMAdA eLenA de CAMPoS,
ReSIdenTe en LA CIudAd de CAdIz, y nATuRAL de LA vILLA de CAzALLA, à CAuSA
de unA enFeRMedAd MAL CuRAdAS, y deL nuMeRoSo ConCuRSo Que dA
TodAS PARTeS ACude à veR TAn eSTRAno, y nunCA vISTo exCeSSo de LA
nATuRALezA; Con Lo deMAS Qye veRA eL CuRIoSo LeToR, 4pp., double
column, woodcut of a man about to saw the the horn on de Campos’
head, split at fold, a few short marginal tears, some spotting and
staining, lightly browned, 8vo, no place or printer, c.1738.

⁂ A seeemingly unrecorded poem concerning a resident of
Cadiz called elena de Campos who was said to have had a horn
like protruberance on her head. People flocked from miles
around to see her, to the point where the army were called in to
control crowds. 

£300 - 400

103
Military.- [D’Illens (Marc Guérard) and Jakob Funck.] PLAnS und
JouRnALS von denen BeLAgeRungen deS LeTzTeRen kRIegS In FLAndeRn...,
FIRST geRMAn edITIon, folding engraved map and 24 folding battle-
plans, all with partial hand-colouring, woodcut head- & tail-pieces,
some light browning, stab-hole to leaves up to signature D and
affecting first 5 maps, contemporary ink inscription to front free
endpaper, contemporary half calf, spine gilt, rubbed, corners and head
of spine a little worn, 4to, Strasbourg, Melchior Pauschinger, 1750.

£600 - 800

44 See forumauctions.co.uk for further images
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Henning (Veit Balthasar) [PeRPeTuAL ALMAnAC], a wall calendar
with two large volvelles fastened with a painted tin button, central
panel headed Almanac Perpetuel, extensively hand-coloured in
gouache heightened with varnish with floral sprays in a baroque
framework, on two sheets of pasteboard, overall 334 x 210mm., partly
engraved and partly drawn in ink, embroidered date 1750 with the
initial L (?for Louis XV) in an inset oval fabric panel at top, hanging
loop, a few small losses at edges, several rubbed spots and surface
cracks, Nuremberg, 1750.

⁂ The nuremberg engraver and art dealer veit Henning (1707-
1762) is known to have produced versions of this almanac in
different languages, advertised in his catalogue “Sammlung
nutzlicher Maschinen und Instrumenten” published in five parts,
1747-1752. Cut out windows on the volvelles reveal the month,
day of the week, feast day, zodiac sign, time of sunrise and sunset
and length of day and night. See: ernst zinner, Deutsche und
niederlandische astronomische Instrumente des 11.-18. Jahrhunderts,
Munich, 1979, p.372, describing an example with Latin title.

£1,500 - 2,000

105
Beaurain ( Jean de) HISToIRe MILITAIRe de FLAndRe..., 4 vol. in 1,
engraved title, frontispiece and 125 folding maps, some hand-
colouring in outline, browned, contemporary ink signature on fly-leaf,
contemporary patterned calf, rubbed, corners worn, gilt panelled
spine, red morocco label on spine, folio, [1755] dated on title 1756.

£600 - 800

106
Italy.- Panni (Anton-Maria) dISTInTo RAPPoRTo deLLe dIPInTuRe, CHe
TRovAnSI neLLe CHIeSe deLLA CITTà, e SoBBoRgHI dI CReMonA, FIRST edITIon,
ink inscription to front pastedown, tiny worm damage to endpapers
and final 3 leaves, 1 signature becoming loose, original buff boards,
manuscript paper label, [Schlosser-Magnino 552, Lozzi 1400,
Cicognara 4190], small 8vo, Cremona, 1762.

⁂ The ultimate artistic guide to the city of Cremona, with Panni
concentrating on interior decoration more than any other feature. 

£200 - 300
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Ranson (Pierre, 1736-1786) A gRouP oF SuITeS oF oRnAMenT
engRAvIngS, CoMPRISIng LIvRe de TRoPHeeS deS ARTS eT SCIenSCeS [SIC],
engraved title and 12 plates, Paris, Mondhare, n.d.; Nouveau Recueil
de jolies Trophees, Cartouches, Fleurs et Fruits utile aux Artistes de
tout genre, engraved title and 12 plates by Berthault, Paris,
Mondhare, n.d.; Nouveau Livre de Trophee a l’usage des Artistes, 6
engraved plates, title at foot of first, Paris, Mondhare, n.d.; Livre de
differents Trophees representant l’amour des Arts, 4 engraved plates,
title at foot of first, Paris, Mondhare, n.d.; I.er Cahier de Chiffres
Inventes par Ranson, 6 engraved plates, title at foot of first, by
Voysard, Paris, Chereau, n.d.; II.me Cahier de Chiffres Inventes par
Ranson, 6 engraved plates, title at foot of first, by Voysard, 3 hand-
coloured, [Paris, Chereau], n.d.; Nouveau Livres de Vases par le Sieur
Ranson Peintre Decorateur, engraved title and 11 plates , Paris,
Mondhare, n.d., in all 60 engraved plates, 215 x 175mm. to 255 x
178mm., neatly inlaid to size on sheets of laid paper, [cf Berlin
Katalog 470 et seq.], 19th century red straight-grained morocco, gilt
borders, g.e., rebacked, later endpapers, folio (393 x 265mm.), [Paris,
c.1770-1780].

£2,000 - 3,000

108
French bindings.- Fontenelle (Bernard le Bouyer de) and La
Motte (Antoine Houdar de) Poésies, 2 vol., half-titles, engraved
portrait frontispiece, contemporary red morocco, gilt, g.e, Geneva,
1777 § La Rochefoucauld (Duc de) Memoires, FIRST edITIon, second
issue, title with woodcut device, woodcut initials, ink number stamp
to verso of title, red crushed morocco by Brany, Cologne, Pierre van
Dyck, 1662; and 5 others, French bindings, including blue morocco
by Hardy, v.s. (8)

£400 - 600

109
Mocenigo (Pietro) PeL SoLenne IngReSSo dI SuA eCCeLLenzA ..., Bound
BeFoRe, Poesie pel Soleene Ingresso di sua eccellenza ..., 2 vol. in
1, engraved pictorial titles, portrait frontispiece and illustrations, near
contemporary patterned paper wrappers, rebacked with original
spine laid down, preserved in a half morocco drop-back box, [Cicogna
3385, Soranoz 5796], folio, Venezia, 1780.

⁂ The two works, frequently bound together, were compiled for
this edition by Pietro Berti, and feature writings by P. Bernardi, C.
Belli, g. F. Altanesi, Lor. varutti, and zacc. Betti. 

£750 - 1,000
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Winckelmann  (Johann Joachim) SToRRIA deLLe ARTI deL dISegno,
3 vol., second Italian edition, translated by Carlo Fea, engraved
frontispieces, plates (1 folding) and illustrations, occasional faint
spotting, small ink stamp to title (vol. 1 only), small tear repaired (B4,
vol. 1), contemporary vellum, gilt, slightly splayed, [Schlosser-Magnino
676, Cicognara 59, Vinet 1255], 4to, Rome, 1783.

⁂ This edition has become greatly esteemed for its precise and
thoughtful notes, which were added contrary to the wishes of the
author. This edition also adds Fea’s personal essay Sulle Rovine di
Roma in volume 3. 

Provenance: Marchese giuseppe Arconati visconto (1797-1883)
with his crowned oval stamp at foot of title. 

£600 - 800

111
Simier bindings.- Racine ( Jean) oeuvReS, 4 vol., half-titles,
engraved portrait frontispiece and plates, offsetting, some spotting or
light foxing, ConTeMPoRARy gReen MoRoCCo By SIMIeR, gilt, with the name
‘Charlotte’ to upper covers, signature of ‘Marie de Talleyrand’ to front
free endpaper of vol.1, rubbed at extremities, 12mo, Paris, Chez Pillot,
1805.

£300 - 400

112
Fan leaf.- Behrmann & Collmann. dIA 19 de MARzo de 1808. en
ARAnJuez. CAIdA y PRISIon deL PRInCIPe de LA PAz, etching with aquatint,
c.490 x 161mm. (image), framed and glazed, [London], 1813.

⁂ Rare fan leaf depicting the capture of Manuel godoy, Prime
Minister of Spain, after his collusion with the French. 

£300 - 400

113
Berti (Lorenzo) RegoLe dI CAnTo gRegoRIAno, musical notation
throughout, ink-stamp and number to title, occasional faint spotting,
original paper wrappers bound in, contemporary half morocco,
rubbed, folio, Roma, 1836.

⁂ The handwritten cursive text and musical notation are
reproduced by lithograph. 

Provenance: ?Bibliothéque Carmelit (first three letters obscured),
with ink-stamp in purple ink to title. 

£300 - 400
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Book of Hours.- HouRS oF THe
vIRgIn [uSe oF RoMe] In LATIn,
preceded by a Calendar, Hours of
the Cross and of the Holy ghost,
Mass of the virgin and gospel
Sequences, and followed by the
Penitential Psalms and Litany, and
the office of the dead, MInIATuRe
ILLuMInATed MAnuSCRIPT on veLLuM,
173 leaves (of 175, lacking one leaf
after f.84 and final blank), gatherings
of 6 or 8 leaves (xv complete in 7;
miniatures added to gatherings), 13
lines in brown ink in a gothic
liturgical hand, rubrics in reed,
capitals touched in yellow, one-line
initials alternately blue and gold with
decorative penwork, 2-line initials in
gold on grounds of red and blue with
white tracery, 7 4-line initials with
bar borders the full height of the
page, 6 FuLL-PAge MInIATuReS WITH FuLL
FLoRAL BoRdeRS and 6 LARge InITIALS

WITH FuLL BoRdeRS, later prayers in Italian on final leaves, some leaves rubbed and a little
stained but generally in good condition with wide margins, 19th century red morocco,
stamped in gilt, marbled endpapers, 12mo (81 x 55mm.), [Flanders, second quarter
of 15th century]. 

⁂ A charming and unusually small Flemish manuscript, the text block being only
42 x 28mm. The original instructions to the artist are written in Flemish beneath
the miniatures. The subjects of the miniatures are:
The Crucifixion
Pentecost
A Priest saying Mass before a group of laity
The Annunciation
The Last Trump with god in judgement and a mouth of hell
The Burial of the dead

Provenance: edward Arnold (early 20th century bookplate); Sotheby’s sale,
december 8th, 1975

£6,000 - 8,000
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Abu ‘Abdallah Muhammad bin Isma’il bin Ibrahim al-Bukhari
al-Jaufi (died A.H. 256/ A.D. 870) AL-JAMI’ AL-SAHIH, [vol.xx only],
Arabic manuscript on paper, 76 leaves, approximately 14 lines written
in maghribi script, significant words, sentences and headings picked
out in red or blue ink throughout, margins ruled in red and blue,
catchwords written in lower margins, illuminated headpiece
incorporating the title Tafsir al-Qur’an at beginning, some ink side-
notes with folded leaf extensions, contemporary brown morocco,
stamped in blind, small split to flap, 4to, 217 x 154mm., North Africa
(probably Morocco), 18th century.

⁂ A compilation of the sayings of the Prophet Muhammad.

£400 - 600

116
Sharaf al-Din Abu ‘Abdallah Muhammad bin Sa’id al-Dalasi al-
Busiri al-Sanhaji (died A.H. 694/ A.D. 1296) QASIdAT AL-BuRdAH,
Arabic and Ottoman Turkish manuscript on paper, 41 leaves plus 6
blanks, 4 lines, written in large naskhi script in black ink with
interlinear Ottoman Turkish translation written in smaller divani
script, some verses written within cartouches in outer margins,
illuminated head-piece in blue, red, orange, pink and gold, illuminated
roundels between verses, margins ruled in red and gold, catchwords
in lower margins, contemporary calf, elaborately stamped in gilt,
excellent condition, 8vo, 167 x 117mm., Ottoman Empire (probably
Constantinople), [18th century].

⁂ A charming manuscript of a celebrated poem in praise of the
Prophet Muhammad with ottoman Turkish translation, copied by
the scribe Sayyid Faizullah Bakshafi.

Provenance: Phillipps ms 21467. Inscription on front free
endpaper “Al Bozda The gift of Colonel Hennett to Sir Thomas
Phillipps Bart. 6 July 1868.”

£1,000 - 1,500

117
ARABIC PRAyeR Book WITH SeLeCTed veRSeS FRoM THe QuR’An, manuscript
on paper, 78 leaves including 6 blanks, 9 lines, text written in clear
naskhi script in black ink, margins ruled in gold, 2 illuminated
headpieces in red, orange, pink and gold, illuminated circular devices
in outer margins of first 2 pages, gold and red chapter headings, two
gold roundels at end incorporating the physical attributes of the Pious
Caliphs ‘Umar and ‘Uthman written in smaller naskhi script in black
ink, catchwords in lower margins, contemporary calf, gilt, rubbed, 8vo,
187 x 128mm., Ottoman Empire, c.1790.

⁂ Provenance: Coker Court [Somerset] (pencil inscription to rear
pastedown)

£800 - 1,200

118
Kamal al-Din Vahshi Baqfi (c.1532-83). FARHAd u SHIRIn, Persian
manuscript on paper, 20 leaves and 2 blanks, text written horizontally
and diagonally in two central columns and in outer margins of each
page in elegant shikasteh script in black ink, each line contained
within a gilt cloudband, richly decorated with floral and vegetal motifs
in gold throughout, loose within contemporary limp roan, stamped
in gilt and red, a little rubbed and some wear to fore-edge of upper
cover, 8vo, 162 x 115mm., Persia, c.1800.

⁂ A lovely manuscript poem about the tragic love affair of the
sculptor Farhad and the Armenian princess Shirin, written in the
meter of nizami’s Khusrau u Shirin. The author was born in the
agricultural town of Baqf and died in nearby yazd. 

Provenance: late 19th century inscription “Capt Mignon 15” on
first blank page.

£800 - 1,200
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Spanish Forger.- THe SCouRgIng oF ST. BARBARA BeFoRe THe PReFeCT
MARTInIAnuS, large miniature on a cutting from a 15th-century
choirbook, illuminated manuscript on vellum, 230 x 193mm., light
surface abrasions to surface with small losses of pigment and gold,
window-mounted, [Paris], [c.1900].

⁂ A fine example of a work by ‘one of the most successful, skilful
and prolific forgers of all time’ (Manuscript Illumination in the
Modern Age, 2001). 

Literature: voekle L221.

£1,000 - 1,500

____________________________________

120
Cecil (William, first Baron Burghley, royal minister, Lord
Treasurer and member of the Court of Wards, 1520/21-98)
IndenTuRe LeASe gRAnTIng on BeHALF oF Queen eLIzABeTH LAnd And
TeneMenTS In THe MAnoR oF SCRoBy [SCRooBy, noTTIngHAMSHIRe] To
RICHARd WILLIAMSon, Son oF JoHn WILLIAMSon, d.s. “William Burghley”
and ?”Thomas Seckford”, manuscript on vellum, small rust mark
affecting three words, folds, slightly browned, 2 seal tags, lacks seals,
210 x 455mm., 6th July 1584.

⁂ Thomas Seckford (1515/16-87), lawyer and administrator; of
great Bealings in Suffolk.

£400 - 600

The Property of a Gentleman

121
Elizabeth I (Queen of England and Ireland, 1533-1603) LeTTeRS
PATenT gRAnT oF SIx vIRgATeS oF LAnd In eAST HendRed (BeRkSHIRe, noW
oxFoRdSHIRe) To JoHn doe And JoHn WILSon oF WAnTAge, for the sum of
£53 6s 8d, d., manuscript in Latin, on vellum, in Secretary hand, 74
lines, pen and ink and watercolour wash portrait of Elizabeth I within
large initial “E”, first line decorated roses, a crowned Tudor rose, a
crowned fleur de lys etc., remains of Great Seal, in dark brown wax,
broken in two, slightly chipped, attached with cords, first line some
surface wear affecting text and decoration, 3 stains slightly affecting text
(still legible), some soiling, mostly to edges, folds, some slight creasing,
715 x 880mm., Westminster, 30th April 1599; and another, a 19th
century transcription in english of the above document, v.s., v.d. (2).

⁂ FIne PoRTRAIT oF eLIzABeTH I.

The land at east Hendred was previously in the possession of the
Priory of the Holy Cross, donnington, until dissolved in 1538. John
doe, or another member of his family may have had Catholic
sympathies as one with that name was arrested with edmund
Campion and two other priests at Lyford grange on 17 July 1581,
near east Hendred. If this is so, doe may have been briefly
imprisoned and fined.

£1,500 - 2,000

122
Civil War.- Devereux (Robert, third earl of Essex,
parliamentarian army officer, 1591-1646) THe dAILy & MonTHLy
PAy oF THe oFFICeRS oF ye ARMy, And oF THe TRAIne oF ARTILLeRy undeR
THe CoMMAnd oF HIS exCeLLenCy THe eARLe oF eSSex, manuscript
accounts, 14pp., browned, original blank wrappers, stitched as issued,
folio, 1642.

⁂ Robert devereux, son of the notorious second earl, beheaded
by Queen elizabeth I for treason. devereux fought in the Low
Countries during the years 1619-24, where he gained a
reputation as a doughty but unsuccessful soldier. At the start of
the Civil War essex was put in charge of the parliamentary army
and commanded it until 1645 through some triumphs and at
least one disaster. As the war progressed, other commanders
such as Fairfax and Cromwell came to the fore and eclipsed him. 

Rates of pay for various positions in the army: “The Lord generall
£10... Treasurer at Warre £2... The pay of the officers of a
Regiment of draggones... Collonel £1... Preacher £0. 4. 0.
Chirugeon £0. 4. 0.... .”

£500 - 700
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123

123
Intelligence report on not allowing ships commissioned by
Charles II to sell prizes in French ports during his exile.-
Foster (Nicholas, Captain of the Phoenix Frigate) InTeLLIgenCe
RePoRT To AdMIRAL RoBeRT SAnSuM ConCeRnIng SHIPS CoMMISSIoned By
CHARLeS II SeLLIng PRIzeS In FRenCH PoRTS, manuscript, 1p. with red wax
seal, 240 x 180mm., “Phenix Frigitt”, off the coast of France, 8th July
1654, “In pursuance of former orders wayted the past night for a
gale to have gone over to the other side; but had now till sixe of
the clock this morning at which time the Phenix: Pearle and
Martin way’d and stoud over upon a winde to forth to the
westward of Callis... . They stoud in and run ashore under their
fortes; and att high watter having much help, got them of and into
harbor where they now are, there was viz. The Ryall. eagell. and a
shallop with twoo guns; they have four shallops more aboard who
soul is a hollander yesterday loaded with salts from Toulis [all is
fish that cums to net with them] It suppose they have Charles his
Commission as well as others”, small tear where opened, folds,
browned and soiled.

⁂ An interesting letter concerning ships commissioned by the
exiled Charles II operating off the coasts of France and Holland,
and a potential source of disruption to the Commonwealth
government. 

Sansum, Robert (c. 1626-1665), naval officer. 

£400 - 600

124
Dutch Prisoners of War.- Brouncker (William, second Viscount
Brouncker, mathematician and first President of the Royal
Society, 1620-84) LeTTeR SIgned To ?JoHn eveLyn, 1p., 190 x 192mm.,
on board the Slothany, 5th October 1665, “Sir, Wee are this morning
turning over the prisoners sent out of the Shipps of Warr into the
fly boates apointed for that purpose therefore pray lett there be
some instruments of yours sent downe presently to take ye
charge of them”, later ink note at tail, “Addressed to Jn evelyn &
indorsed by him”, tipped-in on a stub, folds, browned.

⁂ evelyn was appointed to the commission for the sick and
wounded in the Second and Third Anglo-dutch Wars (1664-7;
1672-4).

£400 - 600
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Samuel Pepys & embezzlement at Woolwich dockyard.-
Middleton (Thomas, naval official, d. 1672) LeTTeR SIgned To
SAMueL PePyS, 1p., folio, n.p., 27th October 1670, “In answer to your
of the 26th. past concerning the workmanship of his Majesties
Cordage in his Ropeyard at Woolwich,” and docket title possibly
in the hand of Will Hewer, “praies discovers touching proceedinge
about ye Imbezlemt discovered by Mr Turner”, and sheathing
ships bottoms in lead to prevent ship worm, “The yards are
supplyed with ye new sort of sheathing nails”, small chip affecting
two words, splash marks, folds, browned.

⁂ Pepys was not greatly impressed by Middleton’s bookkeeping
but found him “mighty good company” and “droll upon the road”. 

Provenance: Impressed stamp of Robert Cole at head.

£600 - 800

126
Banks (Sir Joseph, baronet, naturalist and patron of science,
accompanied Captain Cook on the Endeavour to New Zealand
and Australia, President of the Royal Society, 1743-1820)
IndenTuRe, ConveyAnCe By JoSePH BAnkS oF A CoTTAge And gARden In
kIngSLey, neAR CHeAdLe, STAFFoRdSHIRe FoR £15 To JoHn BenTLey And HIS
TRuSTeeS, d.s. “Joseph Banks” signed at tail and verso, red wax seal,
manuscript, folds, foxed and browned, 630 x 660mm., 5th April 1791;
and 4 other legal agreements relating to the Bentley family and
property in kingsley, v.s., v.d. (5). 

£400 - 600

127
Royal Navy.- STATeMenT oF THe TRAdIng FLeeTS &C CARRIed ouT SAFeLy
SInCe THe CoMMenCeMenT oF THe WAR [& other convoy documents,
including “Application for Convoy to the Mediterranean”], 4 pieces,
manuscript,  17pp., ruled in red, Admiralty Office, 18th January 1794;
and 3 other sets of Royal navy documents, comprising: “Baltic
Convoys”, 1793 and “West India Convoy”, 1793 & documents
relating to the right of search of foreign ships for British deserters,
1807, browned, folds, folio (14 pieces).

⁂ First mentioned giving details of Royal navy ships and the trade
vessels under their protection ordered to sail to various
destinations in europe, Africa, and the West Indies between
February and december 1793. The “Agamemnon”, then under the
command of Horatio nelson, is mentioned with other ships as
being directed by Lord Hood to protect a trade convoy from
gibraltar on 8 May. Several requests from William Wilberforce on
behalf of the merchants of Leeds and Halifax are noted.

£800 - 1,200

Other Properties

128
18th century sermon.- De Gols (Gerard, rector of St. Peter’s,
Sandwich, Kent, fl. 1713-37) THe SPIRITuAL WATCH: A SeRMon,
manuscript, title and 22pp., title foxed and marked, a few small chips
to edges slightly affecting a few words of text, browned, unbound,
stitched with green ribbon, 8vo, 1719. 

⁂ unpublished.

£400 - 600
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Bookplates.- CoLLeCTIon oF C. 600 BookPLATeS, 3 vol., some engraved,
some laid down, some tipped-in, a few loose, ink signature of J.R.H.
Greeves on front pastedown of vol. I, original green cloth, gilt, albums
sm. 4to, bookplates v.s., v.d., [18th - 20th centuries].

£1,000 - 1,500

130
Slavery.- Enfield (William, Unitarian minister, ant-slavery
campaigner, 1741-97) 3 AuTogRAPH LeTTeRS SIgned (1 a fragment
only), 6pp., sm. 4to, Warrington and Norwich, 23rd May 1782 - 25th
January 1797, on slavery (from the fragment to his daughter), “Pray
have you, or any of your friends where you have been, declared
yourselves advocates on behalf of the poor negroes by refusing
to consume the fruits of oppression? I have given the affair a long
and careful consideration, and have at last determined to adopt
the plan of refraining from the consumption of of W. India
productions...”, folds, browned; and 3 other printed broadsides
connected with the Liverpool parliamentary election of 1807
between William Roscoe (slavery abolitionist), the sitting MP, and
Banastre Tarleton, who had lost in the election of 1806, folds,
browned, v.s., v.d. (6).

£300 - 400

131
Heraldry.- Heard (Sir Isaac, herald, Garter Principal King of
Arms, 1730-1822) & Thomas Lock, Clarenceux King of Arms, fl.
1784-1803) gRAnT oF ARMS To BenJAMIn vAugHAn, CAPTAIn In THe RoyAL
ARTILLeRy And LICenCe To uSe THe SuRnAMe MARLoW, ds., manuscript on
vellum, large watercolour coat of arms in left hand corner, 2 wax seals
in black and gilt floral decorated metal skippets, slightly yellowed,
preserved in a contemporary gilt stamped calf box lined with Dutch
floral paper, rubbed, brass catches, 335 x 440mm., 1784.

⁂ Benjamin Marlow (1715-95), naval officer; present at the Battle
of Minorca commanded by the ill-fated Admiral Byng. Served
variously in actions in north America and India.

£600 - 800

132
Wright ( Joseph, of Derby, painter, 1734-97) AuTogRAPH noTe
SIgned To WILLIAM ToMkInS, engraver, 95 x 160mm., [16th January
1789], “Sir I am as much vexed as you can be at the Plate -proving
so different to what I expected was the real state of it - but I do
not think it will be necessary to take the sky out - you will find it I
hope even now much better than it was and if you were to take it
up I think you would soon recover it - I cannot tell how I fell into
the error except it was a good deal by candle light - I assure it was
not for want of attention and care - but I am sick of it and indeed
the profession,” folds, browned, small tear where opened, tipped-in
on card, no text missing but cut down from a larger letter, recipients
name and date recovered from remains of address panel on verso
and docket.

⁂ Peltro William Tomkins (1759-1840), engraver and
draughtsman.

£600 - 800
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Medical Botany.- Templeton (John, naturalist, 1766-1825).-
Woodville (William) MedICAL BoTAny, parts 1-22 only (part 22 not
complete), 296pp. only, first ?29pp. SuPPLIed In 74 PAgeS oF ?AuTogRAPH
MAnuSCRIPT And 11 WATeRCoLouRS By TeMPLeTon, 96 engraved plates (11
hand-coloured), title slightly foxed, 2 engraved plates and pp. 59-67
damp-stain in inner corners with small loss, slightly browned, new
endpapers, modern half calf, gilt, covers rubbed, sm. 4to, for the
Author, by James Phillips, 1790; sold not subject to return.

⁂ Ink inscription on verso of title: “This book was formerly in the
possession of the late Mr John Templeton, Cranmore Belfast, and
the additional illustrations arer from his journal.” - ... 1885.

£400 - 600

134
Nelson (Horatio, Viscount Nelson, naval officer, 1758-1805)
CuT ConCLuSIon oF LeTTeR And SIgnATuRe “HoRATIo neLSon”, written
with his right hand, pasted to a printed portrait, portrait extensively
browned, framed and glazed, autograph fragment 61 x 145mm.,
[before June, 1797].

£800 - 1,200

135
French/Spanish merchant’s handbook, for use in Spanish Castile
(prices converted into “Livres Castillanos”), manuscript in French,
357pp. including a few blanks, black ink borders, slightly browned,
original vellum, slightly soiled and yellowed, edges chipped, ties, sm.
4to, [c. 1808].

⁂ Includes formulaic invoices for buying foodstuffs, wines and
liquors, and dry goods with costs, currency etc. Also indicates
places to trade, including, Barcelona, valencia, Alicante, Lisbon,
united States, Hamburg, London etc.

£300 - 400

136
Semaphore.- deSCRIPTIon oF A TeLegRAPH [SeMAPHoRe]..., 3 pieces,
comprising: (1). manuscript note describing Telegraph, 2½pp., folio,
(2). manuscript card titled “Semaphore”, 125 x 212mm., 2½pp., and
(3). manuscript packet addressed to Earl Spencer, v.s., watermarked
John Hall 1811; and 3 other pieces, v.s., v.d. (6).

⁂ PoRTSMouTH To AdMIRALTy SeMAPHoRe. In 1795 the navy decided
to construct an optical telegraph system using a chain of signalling
stations to enable the Admiralty in Whitehall to communicate with
the naval base at Portsmouth on the south coast. At first a shutter
technique devised by Sir george Murray was used but in 1822
the link was upgraded by Captain Sir Home Riggs Popham who
chose semaphore instead. “description of a Telegraph consisting
only of three pieces of Wood by which Five Hundred thousand
signals may be made. A full sized one has been finished by Mr
Smart at Westminster Bridge where it may be seen. The arms
were perfectly distinguishable on the Sydenham Hills, a distance
of Five Miles.” Addressed to “earl Spencer kg”, george Spencer,
second earl Spencer (1758-1834), First Lord of the Admiralty
between 1794 and 1801. 

£300 - 400
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Death of Princess Charlotte.- Gardiner (Lady Caroline & Sir
Robert William, army officer and writer, equerry to Prince
Leopold of Saxe-Coburg on the prince’s marriage to Princess
Charlotte, daughter of George IV, of Melbourne Lodge,
Claremont, 1781-1864) dIARy, 10 vol., autograph manuscript
entries, first 2 diaries by Lady Gardiner, the rest by Robert Gardiner,
numerous pp., slightly browned, 1 vol. ff. working loose, original
morocco wallet bindings (not uniform), 1 binding worn, 16mo, 1816-
17, 20-21, 1823, 1829, 1831, 1837-38 & 1840.

⁂ “november 1817. 2M. Prs not well several hours symptoms
went off 3T. Prs ill 3 oclock morng. 4W. 9’oclock still born child½
past two morning [Princess Charlotte died].”

An account of Queen victoria’s Coronation: “June 28th 1838
Coronation at at half an hour before 1... Royal Salute at Sun Rise
¼before 4am... Carriage at Abbey 7½am... The Queen quits
Buckingham Palace... 10 minutes past 10... Arrives at
Westminster Abbey... Crowned Royal Salute and 20 guns 25
minutes to 2... .” - gardiner. 

other entries include: numerous mentions of Baron Stockmar
(1787-1863), german physician and statesman, advisor to Prince
Albert and Queen victoria; “To town with P[rince Leopold] to
Carlton House [home of the Prince Regent]; dining at Claremont
and Marlborough House; opera and theatre at Covent garden etc.

£600 - 800

138
Northumberland Library.- Alnwick Public Library. RuLeS And
PRoCeedIngS, manuscript in several hands, 117pp. excluding blanks,
a few printed notices tipped-in, 1f. torn without loss, central fold,
slightly browned, original reversed calf, red morocco label on upper
cover, rubbed, corners and edges worn, front free endpapers and
upper cover detached, lacks spine, folio, dated in text 1834-93;
[Auction Catalogue]. Alnwick Library Catalogue of... Books for
Sale... by Messrs. Richard Archbold & Son, copy of sale catalogue,
printed catalogue with marked up with prices and names in
manuscript, original printed wrappers, soiled, Alnwick, 1893; and a
small quantity of other items, correspondence etc., Alnwick Public
Library, v.s., v.d. (sm. qty).

£300 - 400

139
Wordsworth (William, poet, 1770-1850) AuTogRAPH LeTTeR SIgned
“deAR MAdAM”, 1p., sm. 4to, n.p., [?Rydal Mount], n.d. [c. 1830s],
apologising for not replying sooner but he had been away from
Rydal when her letter arrived, “I recollect with much pleasure your
short call at Rydal, and hope for a renewal of the pleasure when
you may be passing southward. Mrs Wordsworth joins with me in
the wish, and with our united regards... your message was
delivered to Mr Southey”, and sending “a scrap from one of my
Poems” [not present], folds, slightly browned.

£400 - 600
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Arkwright Family Cookery Recipes.- Arkwright (?Mary, maiden
name Wilmot-Sitwell, wife of Charles Arkwright JP, brother of
Richard Arkwright Junior, son of Richard Arkwright, inventor of
the Spinning Jenny, 1786-1858) CoLLeCTIon oF ReCIPeS, autograph
manuscript signed “Mrs Charles Arkwright”, 32pp., original blue card
pictorial wrappers, slightly marked, spine splitting but holding, 1839;
and another, a vol. of 20th century manuscript cookery recipes,
1917-40s, sm. 4to (2).

⁂ Provenance: Fawkes family.

⁂ First mentioned recipes include: “Le Mans Biscuits”; “Mrs
Swinsen’s receipt for Whisky”; “new Forest Plum Pudding Sauce”;
“Strawberry, Raspberry or Currant Acid”; “Apple Snow”; “Lord
Alvanley’s Beef Pie”; “Soda Cake”; “Ice Pudding (excellent Lady
Mosley)”; “To make the Bread” etc.

£300 - 400

141
Indian Mutiny & Massacre at Cawnpore.- William Jonah
Shepherd (civil servant) A BRIeF ACCounT oF THe ouTBReAk AT
CAWnPoRe And THe dISASTeRS WHICH ReSuLTed THeReFRoM To THe CHRISTIAn
CoMMunITy oF THe STATIon [&] CoRReSPondenCe ReLATIve To THe
CIRCuMSTAnCe undeR WHICH I ReSIgned My APPoInTMenT In THe
CoMMISSARIAT dePARTMenT, AuTogRAPH MAnuSCRIPTS SIgned on TITLeS and
initialled in the text, first mentioned title and 59pp., second mentioned
title and 31pp. & an ALs from ?J. Mathew tipped-in, bound in reverse,
manuscript on blue paper, part of front free endpaper cut away, some
ff. excised, some ff. working loose, some others with a few corner
stains, 2 PenCIL dRAWIngS uSed AS ILLuSTRATIonS In THe PRInTed WoRk, “The
Battered Barracks” & “The Exterior of the house in which the massacre
of the women & children took place”, both inscribed: “copied by J
Bennett, Calcutta, from a sketch taken at Cawnpore by Lieut. CW
Crump in Augst. 1857”, original half calf, manuscript label on upper
cover, binding worn, covers with surface wear, corners and edges
bumped and worn, lacks head of spine, chipped at tail, sm. 4to, 1857;
and a defective copy of the printed work, “A Personal narrative of
the outbreak and Massacre at Cawnpore”, lacks title and other pp.,
signed presentation copy from the author to his son, dated 1886 at
end, 8vo (2).

⁂ An eye WITneSS ACCounT oF one oF THe BLoodIeST ePISodeS oF THe
IndIAn MuTIny.

“The native spies were first put to the sword, and after them the
gentlemen... and shot, thereafter the poor females were ordered
to come out, but neither threats, nor persuasions, could induce
them to do so... The troopers therefore brought musquets, and
after firing a great many shots from the doors, windows &c
rushed in, with swords and bayonets. Some of the helpless
creatures in their agony fell down at the feet of their murderers,
and begged them, in the most pitiful manner, to spare their lives,
but to no purpose... in the midst of the most dreadful shrieks and
crys of the victims. There were between 140 & 150 souls,
including children... next morning it was found, on opening the
doors, that some 10 or 15 females with a few of the children had
managed to escape... by... hiding under the murdered bodies... a
fresh order was therefore sent to murder these also; but the
survivors... rushed out into the Compound, and seeing a well
there, threw themselves into it... .”

William Jonah Shepherd (1825-91), served in the army
commissariat at the outbreak of the Indian Mutiny, and was one

of the very few survivors of the
siege of Cawnpore. As he was of
mixed race, he volunteered to act
as a spy and to open negotiations
with nana Sahib, the commander
of the rebel forces at Cawnpore.
disguised as a native cook
Shepherd was captured soon after
leaving the entrenchment. He was
tried and imprisoned for a term of
three years with hard labour and
shackled in irons. during this time
he lost his entire family, “consisting
of wife and a daughter [my infant
daughter having died from a
musquet shot in the head...] two
nieces... a sister and her infant
son, a brother... and two old
ladies”. He “was released by the
european Troops on the morning
of the 17th [July 1857].”

nana Sahib (1824-59), born as
dhondu Pant; Indian Peshwa of
Maratha empire; led the rebellion
in Cawnpore (kanpur) during the
1857 uprising.

£3,000 - 5,000
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Burne-Jones (Sir Edward, first baronet, painter, 1833-98)
AuTogRAPH noTe SIgned “ned” To dAnTe gABRIeL RoSSeTTI, ½p., 8vo, n.p.,
n.d. [c. 1860],  a hurried note, probably on a male model, “I
enclose address of boy - the second one n. Corio I know is good”,
at tail of letter are some measurements in ink and pencil possibly
in Rossetti’s hand, folds, browned; and another, a photograph of
Burne-Jones and his grandson denis Mackail (1892-1971), novelist,
178 x 128mm., laid down on card, [c. 1890s] (2).

£400 - 600

143
Dumas père (Alexandre Dumas, novelist and writer, 1802-70)
CHRIST eT AnTeCHRIST en ITALIe PendAnT dAnT L’AnnÉe 1862, 2 AuTogRAPH
MAnuSCRIPT dRAFTS SIgned TWICe, in French, 8½pp., on blue paper, folds,
unbound, 4to, n.p., 1862.

⁂Written at the height of the Second War of Independence this
is an article against the temporal power of the Popes as exercised
by Pope Pius Ix, seen as blocking the unification of Italy. In the
early 1860s dumas went to Italy where he founded and published
the newspaper L’Indipendente, which supported the Italian
unification effort.

£800 - 1,200

144
Pre-Raphaelite letters.- CoLLeCTIon oF AuTogRAPH LeTTeRS SIgned And
AuTogRAPH noTeS SIgned, including: dante gabriel Rossetti, making
an appointment; Ford Madox Brown, giving permission to publish
some poems “by my late son oliver” (3); William Holman Hunt, “My
dear Millais...”, referring to a painting (2); george Frederic Watts;
Frederic James Shields (4); Arthur Hughes; William Henry Hunt
etc., numerous pp., folds, browned, 1865-1901 (13 pieces).

£400 - 600

145
Irish Botany.- Richardson (S.E.) & A.W. Richardson. ALBuM oF
BoTAnICAL WATeRCoLouRS, 46 botanical watercolours (1 at end with
tear), all but 2 initialled, most with manuscript captions, all laid down,
some slight foxing, original half morocco, gilt, 2 morocco labels on
spine, g.e., watercolours average size: 152 x 105mm., album sm. 4to,
1872-75.

⁂ Places include: knockbridge (County Louth), Moyallon
(Portadown), knocknamuckley, drumlin etc.

£600 - 800
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Egypt & Europe.- Elliot (Madeleine Harriet Dagmar, daughter
of Sir Charles Lister Ryan, of Ascot, wife of Arthur Elliot, MP,
politician and journalist, second son of the third earl of Minto,
1846-1923, 1863-1906) dIARIeS, including journeys to Ismailia
[egypt], Touraine, Paris, Riviera, Florence, durham, Rheims,
Soissons, AuTogRAPH MAnuSCRIPTS, 4 vol., together c. 130pp.,
numerous photographs, correspondence to her parents (also letters
from Arthur Elliot) and botanical drawings loosely inserted, 1 vol.
creased, original limp morocco, gilt, slightly rubbed, 1888-1905; and
another, an autograph manuscript of poetry, v.s., v.d. (5).

⁂ The elliot’s were part of London society, socialising with Lady
Churchill, Augustus Hare, Leslie Stephen, visiting devonshire
House, the library at Windsor Castle etc.

egypt. “The pyramids do not impress one with their marvellous
size until one stands just underneath them & look up to see
people scrambling about on the top looking like flies. yesterday
Arthur discovered some 50 or more of our soldiers who had
come over for a treat chipping away stone from the neck of the
Spinx [Sphinx]. He was perfectly furious with them, & managed
to stop them, & has reported it to the Head of the Public Works
in Cairo, whom he happens to know.” - Madeleine elliot’s letter. 

£400 - 600

147

147
Lithographer & Painter.- Shannon (Charles, lithographer and
painter, 1863-1937) 6 AuTogRAPH LeTTeRS SIgned And 14 PoSTCARdS
SIgned To FRedeRICk eRneST JACkSon, letters 7pp. and cards 21 sides,
4to & smaller, Lansdowne House & Townshend House, London, & The
Keep, Chilham Castle, Kent, 11th July 1905 - 7th January 1929, on
various artistic matters and their mutual interest in lithography,
first letter with Shannon’s negative reply to Jackson’s suggestion
that he help found a Society of Lithographers. While accepting
that it would be a good idea, Shannon admits to never joining a
society “without afterwards regretting it”, and on his work, “I am
leaving the lithograph (quite unlike what I intended) but I think if
I saw it printed I would know better what I am after. Can you print
two proofs on the enclosed pieces of grey paper in dark bottle
green & blue, also some on the Japanese paper, pale opaque blue
(like Ricketts) sharp opaque green ochre or sanguine”, gift of a
drawing by Shannon to Jackson, Shannon’s forthcoming news etc.;
also 6 letters, additional medical correspondence on Shannon’s
health after his fall, browned, folds, 1 with short marginal tears, v.s.,
v.d. (25 pieces).

£300 - 500

148
East and West Africa.- Church (Robert James, based in British
East Africa and later Togoland, West Africa, colonial service, fl.
1896-1917) JouRney oF THe kIBWezI SuRvey PARTy oF THe ugAndA
RAILWAy FRoM MoMBASA To kIBWezI Aug & SePTR. 1896, manuscript,
49pp., 8vo & folio, 1896; Collection of letters from Church and his
wife to their daughters in england, numerous pp. & envelopes, 8vo
& sm. 4to, Lamé & elsewhere, 1915-17, describing the journey to
Africa, “... nearly all our ships are painted man of war colour. We
had two trial shots with our gun soon after leaving home, and had
several boat drills with our life saving waistcoats on”, and various
news from Africa, “... I have been repairing the kluto bungalow... .
It is up in the hills just beyond Misahöle & one of the highest spots
in Togoland... . There are lovely streams with waterfalls up there.
The gorges are full of little palm trees and beautiful ferns”, and an
unuSuAL CRoSS dReSSIng dInneR PARTy, “... while talking before dinner
I happened to say ‘how funny everyone would look if the men
changed clothes with the ladies’... . Mr Croom dressed up in Mrs.
Croom’s dress & she wore Mr. Croom’s dress clothes... I had to
borrow a dress from Mrs. Croom also as Mummies would not fit
me. My clothes fitted her all right though. Mr. & Mrs. Rattray
looked very well & she looked like a boy!”, folds; and a small
quantity of family photographs, v.s., v.d. (qty).

⁂ First mentioned: “The Massai are a distinct race by themselves
& do not belong to the Bantu or negro family! They are very
superstitious & have great faith in medicine. About 3 years ago
their chief or medicine man, called Mbatian, died, leaving two
sons, the elder Lanana, & the other son called Sendeyo. These
two sons quarrelled as to who should succeed their father as
chief of the tribe. Some of the Massai took the elder brothers part
& some the younger. Consequently the tribe was split up into two
parties which has considerably weakened them... .” - Church.

£400 - 600
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Chesterton (Gilbert Keith, writer and poet, 1874-1936) ARCHIve oF LeTTeRS, dRAWIngS And oTHeR MATeRIAL SenT To enId SIMon, comprising:
(1). 15 poems (12 autograph poems & 3 typescript poems) (2). 4 letters (2 autograph letters signed, 1 typescript letter signed & 1 fragment of
a typed letter signed)  (3). 6 drawings (4 autograph caricatures, 1 autograph sketch, and 2 sheets with doodles and drawings by Simon), (5). 5
autograph notes and other material (2 autograph notes, 1 greeting signed, 1 typescript note and 1 typescript jeu d’esprit), (6). 7 pieces of
printed material (1 broadside poem, programme for “Cinderella”, 1919, Christmas cards or greetings from gilbert and Frances Chesterton,
1 broadside poem, signed “F.C.”, Christmas, 1917, 6 Christmas cards all with poems by “F.C.”, 1920-24 & 1929) and 4 press cuttings relating
to Chesterton, folds, browned, some creasing, v.s., Beaconsfield, v.d., [c. 1920s] (together c. 44 pieces).

⁂ g.k. CHeSTeRTon’S BoISTeRouS SenSe oF Fun.

Includes:

(1). Nursery Rhymes for Second Childhood, [title], autograph manuscript, 1p., pen and ink sketch of a donkey and a cat at a tea table [the
donkey was modelled on the Chesterton’s own donkey, Trotsky, named not after the Russian revolutionary but because he trotted fast].

(2). Once when I lived at Overroads, [first line], autograph manuscript initialled “gkC”, 20 lines, 2 pencil drawings one of a man in a slouch
hat and the other a swell, 1p.

(3). But if on some high day of doom, [first line], autograph manuscript initialled “gkC”, 36 lines, 2pp.

(4). Pasht: If you would know why all these Famous Cats, [first line], autograph manuscript initialled “gkC”, sent as a new year’s greeting,
with pencil drawing of of a group of cats, 1p.

(5). Mink to me only with thine eyes, [first line], autograph manuscript, with pencil drawing of enid brushing Chesterton’s face with a
feather duster, 1p.

In 1909 the Chestertons moved to Beaconsfield, initially renting a newly built house in grove Road called overroads, before purchasing
a plot of land across the road called Top Meadow where they built a house, designed by Walter Holden. enid Simon must have been
born in c. 1910 and would have grown up in Beaconsfield as a near neighbour of the Chestertons. 

£6,000 - 8,000
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Ricketts (Charles de Sousy, artist and art
collector, 1866-1931) 6 AuTogRAPH LeTTeRS SIgned,
17 AuTogRAPH PoSTCARdS SIgned And An AuTogRAPH
noTe SIgned “C. RICkeTTS” And “C.R.” To FRAnCIS
eRneST JACkSon, v.s., together 6pp. and 22 sides,
London, Berlin and Munich, 7th July 1924 - 18th
July 1931, concerning elections and politics at the
RA giving Ricketts the opportunity to vent his
spleen against the establishment there. When
Jackson’s candidate is turned down, Ricketts
writes that “the whole affair has added to my
sense of vicious & exaggerated indignation
against all RAs Philpot included” and the last part
of the correspondence is concerned with
Ricketts’ will with the added difficulties caused
should he die before the invalid Charles
Shannon, lithographer and painter, (1863-1937),
in one card Ricketts refers to the disposal of his
van dyck portrait of Archbishop Laud (at
Agnews) and a Hoppner (at knoedler) etc. , folds,
slightly browned.

Ricketts - see also lot 66

£400 - 600
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151
Strachey (Jane Maria [née Grant] Lady Strachey,
suffragist, mother of Lytton Strachey, 1840-1928)
unPuBLISHed dIARy, typescript, 94pp., slightly browned,
4to, [c. 1930s]; and a small quantity of others,
manuscripts and printed relating to Lady Strachey,
including a playbill for A Scrap of Paper, kennedy
House, Simla, 1869 and Some Recollections of Long
Life, by Lady Strachey, 4 issues, 1924 etc., v.s., v.d.
(sm. qty).

⁂ The journal begins in Simla, taking in two trips to
the united States, followed by a period in London,
full of news of her family and her intellectual life.

£300 - 500
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Elyot (Sir Thomas) THe Boke nAMed THe goveRnouR..., fifth edition,
black letter, title with woodcut architectural border dated 1534 in the
sill, this copy without colophon on verso of f.216 (blank) and with f.91
correctly numbered and f.103 numbered as 102, woodcut initials,
contemporary and near contemporary ink signatures & inscriptions
to head & verso of title, verso of final leaf and leaf of printer’s waste
bound as front free endpaper, including those of John Alyngton &
Thomas Cutter and later Francis Winn dated 1686, marginalia in fine
contemporary hand, later manuscript index of corrections bound in
at rear, title soiled and with short tear to inner margin, free endpapers
supplied from 15th century Latin illuminated manuscript on vellum,
old calf, a little worn, rebacked and repaired, [STC 7639; cf. Pforzheimer
254 & PMM 61, first edition], 8vo, [?Thomas Berthelet], 1553.

⁂ Influential work on moral philosophy and concerning the
education of those destined to govern. It was first published in
1531 and there were several further editions throughout the 16th
century. This is a curious copy, with the collation conforming to
the Thomas Berthelet edition of 1553 but that includes a
colophon on the verso of f.216 and f.91 is numbered 19; the
variations in this copy are not noted in eSTC.

£2,000 - 3,000

153
Holinshed (Raphael) THe FIRSTe voLuMe oF THe CHRonICLeS oF
engLAnd, SCoTLAnde, And IReLAnde. ConTeynIng THe deSCRIPTIon And
CHRonICLeS oF engLAnd, FRoM THe FIRST InHABITIng vnTo THe ConQueST,
vol.1 only (of 2), FIRST edITIon, titles to 3 parts within woodcut borders,
woodcuts within text, woodcut decorative initials, lacking 1st s7&8,
title and dedication f. to Ireland section misbound after D4, 2E3 frayed
at outer edge, with loss to side-notes, some staining at head,
occasional spotting or small stains eslewhere, some marginal
worming, contemporary panelled calf, gilt, arabesque centre- and
corner-pieces, worn, but holding firm, [STC 13568b; Pforzheimer,
494], Imprinted for John Hunne, 1577. sold not subject to return. 

£600 - 800

154
Law.- Stanford (Sir William) An exPoSITIon oF THe kIngeS
PRæRogATIue CoLLeCTed ouT oF THe gReAT ABRIdgeMenT oF IuSTICe
FITzHeRBeRT, And oTHeR oLd WRITeRS oF THe LAWeS oF engLAd [SIC], black
letter, woodcut decorative initials, occasional contemporary ink
marginalia, water-stained, modern calf, In Fleet-streat within Temple
Barre at the signe of the hand & Starre by Richard Totthil, 1590.

⁂ Legal work on royal prerogative. 

£300 - 400
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-. Crompton (Richard) L’AuTHoRITIe eT IuRISdICTIon deS CouRTS de LA
MAIeSTIe de LA Roygne, FIRST edITIon, black letter, title with woodcut
ornament, woodcut head-pieces and decorative initials, ConTeMPoRARy
Ink MARgInALIA, lacking 2G7&8 and 2H1-4, title trimmed and laid down
with loss of part of imprint, occasional spotting, lightly browned, 20th
century calf-backed marbled boards, [STC 6050], small 4to, Charles
Yetsweirt, 1594.

⁂ Provenance: edward valentine (contemporary ink signature to
title). 

£300 - 400

156
Tacitus (Publius Cornelius) THe AnnALeS, FIRST edITIon in English,
first f. blank apart from signature, woodcut decorative initials, [STC
23644], [By Arn. Hatfield, for Bonham and Iohn Norton],1598 bound
with (as issued) Tacitus (Cornelius) The Ende of Nero and beginning of
Galba. Fower bookes of the Histories of Cornelius Tacitus. The life of
Agricola, second edition in English, full-page engraved plan of Roman
army camp, woodcut decorative initials, lacking final blank, [STC
23643], [By Edm. Bollifant, for Bonham and Iohn Norton], 1598,
together 2 works in 1 vol., as issued, some water-staining and spotting,
lightly browned, contemporary calf, sympathetically rebacked, covers
with gilt arms of Queen Elizabeth I, corners repaired, folio

£750 - 1,000

157
Day (Angel) THe engLISH SeCReTARy, oR MeTHode oF WRITIng oF ePISTLeS
And LeTTeRS, fourth edition, title with elaborate woodcut border,
woodcut device on final leaf of text, contemporary ink signature and
a couple of annotations to title, contemporary note to verso of final
leaf, lightly browned, ink stain to outer margin of signatures I-Q
affecting one or two side-notes, light water-staining towards end,
printer’s waste endpapers stained and frayed, contemporary limp
vellum, rubbed and stained, lacking ties, small hole to spine, [STC
6404], small 4to, by P.S. for C.Burbie, 1599.

⁂ The most comprehensive work of its kind at the time, first
published in 1586 and scarce in any edition. eSTC lists only 2
copies in the uk (BL & Liverpool university) and 5 locations in
America.

£1,500 - 2,000

158
Bible, English. THe BIBLe, TRAnSLATed ACCoRdIng To THe eBReW And
gReeke, general title within heart shaped woodcut border, title laid
down, title and other ff. soiled, lacks [*] 2 & 4, 3I2 small tears with
slight loss and laid down, lacks N.T. title, some staining in lower
margins and corners,  bound with incomplete Book of Common
Prayer, Two Right Profitable and fruitfull Concordances, title laid
down, near contemporary ink inscription: “Alexander Fairebank went
into Staffordshire 16 of October 1593”, 1608, and a defective The
Whole Booke of Psalmes, 1609, browned throughout, margins
trimmed, a few ink inscriptions, bookplate of Richard Gregory of
Coole, Ireland, on front pastedown, later endpapers, contemporary
calf, gilt, rubbed, corners and part of lower cover repaired, rebacked
in later calf, 4to, [Herbert 294], Robert Barker, 1608; sold not subject
to return.

£400 - 600
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Gregory (Saint, of Nazianzus) In IuLIAnuM
InveCTIvAe duAe, edited by Henry Savile and
Richard Montagu, FIRST engLISH edITIon, title,
preliminaries and commentary in Latin, text in
Greek, woodcut ornaments and initials, with the
final blank, title with contemporary ink
inscriptions on title, verso of final blank and
remains of front free endpaper, a few ink
marginalia, title soiled and with portion cut away
from upper margin removing inscription (also to
final blank), browned, staining to N3, lacking
endpapers, contemporary calf, worn, spine
defective, [STC 12346], 4toEton, [M.Bradwood] for
John Norton, 1610.

⁂ one of the earliest books printed at eton.

£350 - 450
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160
Donne (John) devoTIonS vPon eMeRgenT oCCASIonS, And SeueRALL STePS In My SICkneS: dIgeSTed InTo 1. MedITATIonS vPon ouR HuMAne CondITIon. 2.
exPoSTuLATIonS, And deBATeMenTS WITH god. 3. PRAyeRS, vPon THe SeueRALL oCCASIonS, second edition, without initial blank, title with outer margin
trimmed to border, some spotting and water-staining, 19th century vellum, [STC 7034; Keynes 36], 12mo, Printed by A[ugustine]. M[athewes].
for Thomas Iones [, and are to be sold at the black Rauen, in the Strand], 1623.

⁂ Second edition, published in the same year as the exceedingly rare first edition (we can trace only one copy of the first edition at
auction since 1975, the Bradley Martin copy sold in 1990, and three copies of this second edition). The work contains 'nunc lento sonitu
dicunt Morieris', with the lines:

no man is an Iland, intire of it self; every man is a piece of the Continent, a part of the main; if a clod be washed away by the Sea, europe
is the lesse, as well as if a Promontory were, as well as if a Mannor of thy friends, or of thine owne were; Any mans death diminishes
mee, because I am involved in mankind, and therefore never send to know for whom the bell tols, It tols for thee.'

£3,000 - 4,000
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Brathwait (Richard) THe engLISH genTLeMAn: containing Sundry
excellent Rules or exquisite observations, tending to direction of
every gentleman..., FIRST edITIon, FIRST ISSue without ‘Three Choice
Characters of Marriage’ section at end, fine engraved additional
pictorial title by Robert Vaughan with accompanying folding
letterpress explanatory leaf (often lacking), woodcut initials and head-
pieces, with errata leaf and final blank Nnn4 at end, tear to upper
outer corner of engraved title just touching border (repaired), marginal
foxing to title, [STC 3563], by John Haviland, and are to be sold by
Robert Bostock, 1630; THe engLISH genTLeWoMAn, drawne out to the
full Body: expressing, What Habilliments doe best attire her, What
ornaments doe best adorne her, What Complements doe best
accomplish her, FIRST edITIon, variant with final leaf (errata) signed
Kk, fine engraved additional pictorial title by William Marshall with
accompanying folding letterpress explanatory leaf, woodcut initials,
a few contemporary ink marginalia, engraved title lightly soiled and
with small hole causing slight loss and frayed at outer edge, tear to
explanatory leaf, light water-staining towards end, [Pforzheimer 78,
lacking explanatory leaf; STC 3565], by B.Alsop and T.Fawcet, for
Michaell Sparke, 1631, together 2 vol., contemporary limp vellum,
the second with later calf label, a little rubbed and soiled, lacking ties,
together in modern cloth slip-case, small 4to (2)

⁂ Important english courtesy book and its companion volume,
influenced by Castiglione’s Il Cortegiano of 1528. The first work,
aimed at gentlemen, enforces the duties of a householder, a soldier,
a statesman and justice of the peace and contains discussions on
gambling and hunting, while the second for gentlewomen is mainly
concerned with dress and behaviour. Both contain the folding
explanatory leaves to the engraved titles, often missing. 

£2,000 - 3,000

162
Bible, English. THe BIBLe: THAT IS, THe HoLy SCRIPTuReS, ConTeIned In
THe oLd And neW TeSTAMenT, 3 parts in 1, this issue with “Esther i.1:...
seue/and twentie prouinces”, double column, roman type, general title
within decorative woodcut heart-shaped border(printed without
imprint, supplied in manuscript as being 1598), woodcut maps and
illustrations, lacks [*] 2 after general title, first part &6 corner torn
away, lacks NT title, 3A2 small tear in margin, numerous other small
tears, browned throughout, some soiling and ink marks, bound with
an incomplete Book of Common Prayer at beginning and The Book
of Psalmes, n.d. at end, contemporary morocco with a central
arabesque ornament with 4 more corner ornaments on a field of
powdered stars, worn, covers detached, 4to [Herbert 255], n.p., n.d.
[c. 1630]; sold not subject to return.

£400 - 600
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Brathwait (Richard) A SuRvey oF HISToRy: oR, A nuRSeRy FoR genTRy,
second edition, fine engraved additional title by William Marshall
(slightly soiled and with 2 short unobtrusive tears neatly repaired),
paper flaw hole to N1 with loss of a few letters, Mexborough
bookplate, late 19th century half blue morocco, spine gilt,
[Pforzheimer 82; STC 3583a], by I.Okes, for Jasper Emery, 1638 §
[Walker (obadiah)] of education especially of young gentlemen.
In Two Parts, FIRST edITIon, variant with engraved arms of University
College, Oxford on title, with initial blank, near contemporary panelled
calf, gilt, g.e., spine ends chipped, [Wing W399], Oxford, At the Theater,
1673 [i.e. 1672]; another edition, second impression, title with
engraved arms of Oxford University, errata leaf, contemporary ink
signatures of Thos. and Elizabeth Hussey, engraved bookplate of
Edward Astley, contemporary sprinkled calf, gilt, spine gilt, Oxford,
1673 § Hartcliffe ( John) A Treatise of Moral and Intellectual
virtues..., FIRST edITIon, with initial imprimatur leaf and final
advertisement leaf, browned, handsome contemporary panelled black
morocco, gilt, spine gilt, g.e., spine a little rubbed and faded, [Wing
H971], for C.Harper, 1691 § Panton (Capt. edward) Speculum
Juventutis: or, a True Mirror; where errors in Breeding noble and
generous youth...are clearly made manifest, FIRST edITIon, initial
licence leaf, 3pp. advertisements at end, contemporary calf, spine gilt,
splits to joints, [Wing P277], for Charles Smith, and Thomas Burrell,
1671, ALL FRoM THe LIBRARy oF ARnoLd MuIRHeAd with his book-label, a
little rubbed; and 2 others, similar, v.s. (7)

⁂ good group of courtesy books belonging to the scholar Arnold
Muirhead (1900-1988); the first is a greatly expanded version of
the author’s The Schollers Medley of 1614.

£800 - 1,200

164
Vere (Sir Francis) THe CoMMenTARIeS...Being diverse pieces of
Service, wherein he had command..., edited by William dillingham,
FIRST edITIon, half-title with verses on verso, 3 engraved portraits, 4
double-page maps & plans and 3 double-page plates by Richard
Gaywood, Robert Vaughan and others, some light browning, a few
small stains, handsome later panelled burgundy morocco, gilt, spine
gilt in compartments, g.e., very slightly rubbed at edges, [Cockle 166;
Wing V240], folio, Cambridge, by John Field, 1657.

⁂ An important source for the Anglo-dutch war against Spain,
published posthumously.

£600 - 800

165
Woolley (Hannah) THe genTLeWoMAnS CoMPAnIon; oR, A guIde To THe
FeMALe Sex, FIRST edITIon, without the engraved portrait by W.Faithorne
but with blank S4 and 8pp. advertisements at end, contemporary ink
inscriptions to title, upper outer corner of A3 & 4 and G5 & 6 torn away
with loss of a few letters, title and B8 with small portion torn away at
fore-edge not affecting text (title repaired), title lightly soiled, small stains
to a few leaves particularly D1 & 2, modern calf with border in blind,
morocco label, [Oxford p.36; Wing W3276a; Not in Bitting, Cagle or
Vicaire], 8vo, by A. Maxwell for Dorman Newman, 1673.

⁂ Rare first edition of this collection of recipes, cosmetics,
remedies, and advice to women on education, governesses,
servants and social conduct. The portrait by Faithorne which is
found in some copies is now believed to depict not Woolley but
Sarah gilly. It is probable that Woolley died in the early 1670s,
before this work was published as it was unauthorized.

eSTC lists only 5 copies, all in America; CoPAC likewise lists no uk
copy but according to WorldCat there are 6 copies in the uk. We
have been unable to find an auction record for this edition.

£1,000 - 1,500
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Brémond (Sébastien de) gALLAnT MeMoIRS, oR, THe AdvenTuReS
oF A PeRSon oF QuALITy, onLy edITIon In engLISH, translated by P.
Belon, 2 advertisement ff. at end, upper corners nibbled, those
corners of first 12 ff. repaired, trimmed at head, affecting some
headlines, some staining, lightly soiled, modern leather, faded,
[WinG 4347], 12mo, printed for R. Bentley and M. Magnes at the
Post-Office in Russel-street in Covent-Garden, 1681.

⁂ A rare little semi-erotic novella. 

£300 - 400

66 See forumauctions.co.uk for further images

167
Congreve (William).- A CoLLeCTIon oF PoeMS, oCCASIonALLy WRITTen uPon THe vICToRIeS oF BLenHeIM And RAMILLIeS. By THe MoST eMInenT HAndS,
FIRST edITIon, comprising general title, leaf of contents and 13 separately published poems (11 first editions) celebrating England’s military
victories under the Duke of Marlborough, some browning and spotting, contemporary panelled calf, joints split, upper cover detached, modern
cloth drop-back box, folio, for Jacob Tonson, 1708.

⁂ one oF onLy TWo knoWn CoPIeS, THIS PuRPoRTedLy FRoM WILLIAM CongReve’S LIBRARy. The individual poems are as follows:

1)      [Prior (Matthew)] A Letter to Monsieur Boileau depreaux; occasion’d by the victory at Blenheim, first edition, [grolier 680; Ashley
Iv, 72], 1704.

2)      Addison ( Joseph) The Campaign, third edition, half-title, 1705.
3)      [Prior (Matthew)] An ode...on the late glorious success of Her Majesty’s arms. Written in imitation of Spencer’s stile, first edition,

half-title, [Rothschild 1674; Ashley Iv, 73], 1706.
4)      Congreve (William) A Pindarique ode...on the victorious Progress of Her Majesty’s arms..., first edition, [grolier 195; Ashley I, 230], 1706.
5)      [Walsh (William)] ode for the Thanksgiving day, first edition, [CBeL II, 486], 1706.
6)      [Clay (Stephen)] An epistle from the elector of Bavaria to the French kings: after the Battel of Ramillies, first edition, half-title,

[Ashley Iv, 73]], 1706.
7)      Rowe (nicholas) A Poem upon the late glorious Successes of Her Majesty’s arms, first edition, half-title, [Ashley Iv, 175], 1707.
8)      [Conduitt ( John)] A Poem upon the late glorious Successes..., first edition, [Foxon C334], 1707.
9)      Paris ( John) Ramillies. A Poem...written in imitation of Milton, first edition, 1706
10)    [Fenton (elijah)] An ode to the Sun, for the new-year, first edition, first issue, without the words “Tomorrow will be published...” in

advertisements on last leaf, the author’s first publication, [CBeL II, 548], 1707.
11)    Harrison (William) Woodstock Park. A Poem, second edition, 1706.
12)    [vernon (Rev.) Corona civica. A Poem, first edition, printed and sold by John nutt, 1706.
13)    vernon (Mr.) The union. A Poem, first edition, printed and sold by John Morphew, 1707.

All but the last 2 published by Tonson. numerous related cuttings etc. loosely inserted in box, much relating to the provenance
suggesting this is the William Congreve copy, passed to the duke of Leeds at Hornby Castle and thence in the Sotheby’s sale of June
2nd 1930, bought by Quaritch. It has since been the Brett-Smith/Jim edwards copy. The other copy, at Lehigh university Library,
Pennsylvania, has an identical binding.

£4,000 - 6,000



168
Addison (Joseph) and Richard Steele. THe SPeCTAToR, 2 vol.,
complete with all 555 numbers, each number a single leaf printed on
both sides, tax stamps on issues from August 1712, some foxing and
browning, a few issues shaved or cut close with occasional loss to
imprint or text, 19th century russia, gilt, rebacked, folio, 1711-12.

⁂ A complete set of this important literary periodical to which
Addison contributed about 274 issues, Steele about 236, and
Pope about 12; the other contributors were Carey, Tickell eusden
and Parnell.

Provenance: dogmersfield Library (bookplate); estelle doheny
(bookplate) and J.o. edwards.

£1,000 - 1,500

169
Law.-Selden ( JoHn) oPeRA oMnIA, edited by david Wilkins, 3 vol. in
6, double column, engraved portrait frontispiece of the author by
Vertue after Lely, engraved illustrations, occasional spotting,
contemporary mottled calf, gilt, spines in compartments and with
black and red leather labels (1 chipped), some joints splitting but
holding firm, corners worn, rubbed, folio, William Bowyer for J.
Walthoe and others, 1726.

⁂ A very good set of the complete works of this english polymath,
who was called by Milton 'the chief of learned men reputed in this
land'. Includes english and Jewish law.

Provenance: Ingestre Hall (bookplate)

£1,500 - 2,000

169

170
Smuggling.- Barringer (Thomas) THe SMuggLeRS ACT: TogeTHeR
WITH A CHoICe CoLLeCTIon oF eIgHTy-FouR STATuTe And CoMMon LAWS,
Printed for A. Moore, 1737 Bound AFTeR An Abstract of Several Acts
of Parliament, woodcut arms to title, Printed for A. Morre, 1737,
together 2 works, 8vo 

⁂ This imprint of the first work unrecorded. 

£300 - 400
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Rights of women.- BeAuTy'S TRIuMPH, woodcut head-pieces and
decorative initials, some light foxing and staining, contemporary
boards, sympathetically rebacked in modern calf, gilt, 8vo, 1751.

⁂ Rare in commerce.

Provenance: 'Job Lousley's book / Hampstead norris Berks 1843
/ A noble work, arguments quite / triumphant and unanswerable
- / very scarce work worth 10/0' (inscription on title and repeated
in part on p.306).

£600 - 800

172
[Defoe (Daniel)] A vIeW oF THe InvISIBLe WoRLd; oR, geneRAL HISToRy
oF APPARITIonS, 4 engraved plates, Selbourne Library ink stamp to title
verso and foot of a few ff., L1 torn with some minor loss to text, some
minor patches of browning or light soiling, contemporary calf,
rebacked, extremities rubbed, 8vo, 1752.

⁂ Published posthumously, this collection of supernatural
anecdotes is wholly distinct to defoe’s earlier An Essay on the
History and Reality of Apparitions. defoe became interested in the
supernatural late in life, and whilst believing in spirits remained
sceptical of some claimants, dismissing some of the stories in this
collection as products of overactive imaginations. 

£400 - 600

173
Moravian Church in America.- Whitefield (George) An
exPoSTuLAToRy LeTTeR, AddReSSed To nICHoLAS LeWIS, CounT
zInzendoRFF, And LoRd AdvoCATe oF THe unITAS FRATRuM, FIRST edITIon,
loose, manuscript page nos. in corners, browned, disbound, [Sabin
103512], 8vo, G. Keith and J. Oswald, 1753.

£300 - 400

174
Profligate whore.- Pilkington (Laetitia) THe CeLeBRATed MRS.
PILkIngTon’S JeSTS, second edition, engraved frontispiece, title in red
and black, some light soiling, modern calf-backed marbled boards,
[Teerink 102 “I have not seen the first edition”; ESTC cites 9 locations],
bookplate of J.O. Edwards, 12mo, for W. Nicoll, 1764.

⁂ Considerably revised second edition of an important jest book,
the first edition (1759) is known in only one copy, at the Bodleian.
Mr. and Mrs. Pilkington were introduced to Swift’s circle in the
1730s but Swift became disillusioned with them, saying “He
proved the falsest rogue and she the most profligate whore in
either kingdom.” The frontispiece depicts Swift reading the
manuscript of this work and the caption notes that this was one
of only three occasions in his life when Swift is supposed to have
laughed.

£600 - 800
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American Revolution.- Acts of Parliament.- ACT (An) FoR gRAnTIng CeRTAIn duTIeS In THe BRITISH CoLonIeS And PLAnTATIonS In AMeRICA [THe
“SugAR ACT”], Anno Regni Georgii III...quarto Cap.XV., 31pp., 1764; Clauses of an Act for more effectually securing and encouraging the
Trade of his Majesty’s American dominions [on the import/export of American timber]...for repealing the Inland duty on Coffee...granting
an Inland duty on all Coffee imported...altering the Bounties and drawbacks upon Sugars exported..., Georgii III...quinto Cap.XLV, 20pp.,
1765; An Act to repeal an Act...for granting and applying certain Stamp duties...in the British Colonies and Plantations in America... [i.e.
the “Stamp Act”], Georgii III...sexto Cap.XI, 4pp., 1766; An Act for repealing certain duties, in the British Colonies and Plantations...and for
further encouraging, regulating, and securing, several Branches of the Trade...[i.e. “melasses”, sugar, coffee, pimento, indigo, and cotton
wool], Georgii III...sexto Cap.LII, 20pp., 1766; An Act to prohibit all Trade and Intercourse with the Colonies...[the “American Prohibitory
Act”], Georgii III...decimo sexto Cap.V, 32pp., stab-holes to inner margin, title soiled, ink inscription cropped at head of A2, final leaf browned,
1776, all tall copies with wide margins, disbound, Edinburgh, Alexander Kincaid (5)

⁂ ALL RARe edInBuRgH PRInTIngS oF 5 key ACTS In THe LeAd-uP To THe AMeRICAn RevoLuTIon; not listed in eSTC.

The “Sugar Act” was the beginning of “taxation without representation”, replacing the Molasses Act of 1733 its main purpose was to
raise revenue. With the exception of the repeal of the despised “Stamp Act” (a temporary relief only) the other acts all gradually riled
the colonists culminating in the “American Prohibitory Act” of 1775/6 which was the last straw and resulted in the declaration of
Independence in July 1776. 

Acts of Parliament were originally issued in London and generally bound up together with others of the parliamentary session. Particular
acts, of relevance to certain areas, were reprinted in dublin, new york and Philadelphia and are very scarce. Alexander kincaid reprinted
several acts in edinburgh but most relate to Scottish concerns and only a few have survived, in many cases eSTC lists one copy only. 

£3,000 - 4,000
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Quesnay (François) PHySIoCRATIe, ou ConSTITuTIon nATuReLLe du gouveRneMenT, FIRST
edITIon, SeCond ISSue, half-title, engraved frontispiece, later calf-backed marbled boards,
Leiden & Paris, chez Merlin, 1768; WITH [Dupont de Nemours (Pierre Samuel)]
dISCuSSIonS eT deveLoPPeMenS SuR QueLQueS-uneS deS noTIonS de L’eConoMIe PoLITIQue. PouR
SeRvIR de SeConde PARTIe Au...PHySIoCRATIe, FIRST edITIon, wood-engraved title-vignette, small
ink stamp to title, contemporary French mottled sheep, spine gilt, Leiden & Paris, chez
Merlin, 1767, 8vo (2)

⁂ FIRST edITIon oF THIS FundAMenTAL ConTRIBuTIon To THe HISToRy oF eConoMIC THougHT, which
greatly influenced Adam Smith, who venerated Quesnay as his master. This second
issue is identified by the place of printing (Leiden and Paris) and by a correction to
p.104 of part 1, where the reference to Louis xv’s engagement in the printing of the
work was suppressed.

Reference: einaudi 4431; goldsmiths’ 10391; kress 6548

£7,000 - 10,000
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177
Bible, English. THe HoLy BIBLe, ConTAInIng THe oLd And neW
TeSTAMenTS, 1 vol. in 2, double column, bound with The Psalms of
David, 1772 at end, some soiling, slightly browned throughout, a few
edges chipped, contemporary Scottish binding  of red morocco, the
covers tooled with a panel of heart shaped ornaments enclosing a
pattern of leafy sprays with at the head and tail two cornucopias in
corners, all enclosed by an elaborate gilt hatched border, rubbed and
slightly faded, vol. II more faded, rebacked with the original spines laid
down, corners bumped, g.e., modern slip-case, 12mo, Edinburgh,
Alexander Kincaid, 1772.

£600 - 800

178
American Revolution.- HISToRICAL AneCdoTeS, CIvIL And MILITARy: In A
SeRIeS oF LeTTeRS, WRITTen FRoM AMeRICA, In THe yeARS 1777 And 1778...
on THe ConduCT oF ouR PRInCIPAL CoMMAndeRS, In THe RevoLTed CoLonIeS,
half-title, slightly browned, new endpapers, modern half calf, gilt spine,
[Sabin 32064], J. Bew, 1779; and 2 others, America, 8vo (3).

£400 - 600

179
Broadside.- THe exeCuTIon oF LouIS xvI. on THe 21ST oF JAnuARy,
1793, 230 x 185mm., black border, lightly browned, 1793.

⁂ unrecorded. 

£300 - 400

180
Broadside.- Dorset.- Prisoners.- doRSeTSHIRe. An ACCounT oF THe
PRISoneRS eMPLoyed In THe MAnuFACTuRe oF HATS, And In oTHeR TRAdeS,
CARRIed on In THe CounTy gAoL AT doRCHeSTeR, And In LABoR, FoR And
on ACCounT oF THe CounTy, FRoM THe TWenTy-nInTH dAy oF SePTeMBeR,
one THouSAnd Seven HundRed And nIneTy-THRee, To THe TWenTy-nInTH dAy
oF SePTeMBeR, one THouSAnd Seven HundRed And nIneTy-FouR; WITH A
STATeMenT oF THeIR ReSPeCTIve eARnIngS, exPenSe oF MAInTenAnCe, &C, 870
x 799mm., folds, 1 margin trimmed to text, water-stained, Sherborne,
Crutwell, 1794; and another rare dorset broadside, ‘The account
of Robert Lambert and John Tregonwell king, gentlemen,
treasurers of the county stock, from Michaelmas 1793, to
Michaelmas 1794’, 1795 (BL only) (2)

⁂ Rare. eSTC lists one copy (Bod). 

£400 - 600
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Coleridge (Samuel Taylor) THe FRIend: A LITeRARy, MoRAL, And
PoLITICAL WeekLy PAPeR, 11 numbers (1, 2, 6, 7, 15, 21, 22-25, and an
un-numbered issue for Thursday, January 11), a few ff. loose, spotting
or foxing, stitched or folded, as issued, 8vo, 1810, 1809-1810 (11).

£350 - 450

182
Shakespeare (William) THe PLAyS,notes by Samuel Johnson and
george Steevens, revised and augmented by Isaac Reed, 21 vol.,
sixth edition, engraved portrait frontispiece, some occasional light
spotting, handsome contemporary diced calf, highly polished spines
gilt in compartments with morocco labels, gilt, some minor chipping
to spines but a fine, bright set overall, 8vo, 1813.

⁂ A HAndSoMeLy Bound SeT. 

£1,500 - 2,000

183
Economics.- Mill ( John Stuart) PRInCIPLeS oF PoLITICAL eConoMy
WITH SoMe oF THeIR APPLICATIonS To SoCIAL PHILoSoPHy, 2 vol., FIRST edITIon,
vol.1 with advertisement leaf and 4pp. publisher’s catalogue at end,
vol.2 with initial blank and 2pp. catalogue at end, original green cloth,
lightly rubbed and faded, a couple of small stains to boards, spines a
little browned and labels slightly chipped, a good clean copy, 8vo,
1848.

⁂ one of the most significant and influential works on economics
of the mid-nineteenth century.

£2,000 - 3,000
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184
Victoria (Queen).- Albert (Prince Consort, 1819-1861) THe
PRInCIPAL SPeeCHeS And AddReSSeS, SIgned PReSenTATIon CoPy FRoM Queen
vICToRIA To THe Rev. geoRge PRoTHeRo, Vicar of Whippingham Church
with her inscription on fly-leaf, frontispiece portrait of Prince Albert,
browned throughout, frontispiece and last f. of text and lower fly-
leaves slightly foxed, original cream pebble-grained cloth, gilt stamp
crest and Albert on upper cover, soiled, t.e.g., others uncut, London,
John Murray, 1862.

⁂ Rev. george Prothero (1818-94), Rector of St Mildred’s Church,
Whippingham; Chaplain-in-ordinary to Queen victoria in 1866;
Canon of Westminster in 1869; officiated at the funeral of Charles
darwin in 1882.

£1,000 - 1,500

185
Assassination of Abraham Lincoln.- THe ASSASSInATIon oF ABRAHAM
LInCoLn, LATe PReSIdenT oF THe unITed STATeS oF AMeRICA, And THe
ATTeMPTed ASSASSInATIon oF WILLIAM H. SeWARd, SeCReTARy oF STATe, And
FRedeRICk W. SeWARd, ASSISTAnT SeCReTARy, on THe evenIng oF THe 14TH
oF APRIL, 1865, PReSenTATIon CoPy FRoM THe unITed STATeS goveRnMenT
To ToM TAyLoR, AuTHoR oF ouR AMeRICAn CouSIn (THe PLAy PeRFoRMed
THe evenIng oF LInCoLn’S ASSASSInATIon) And AuTHoR oF An ode To LInCoLn
AFTeR HIS deATH In PunCH, engraved portrait frontispiece, A.L.s. from
Benjamin Moran, Secretary of the United States London Legation
(Embassy) presenting the volume to Taylor bound in, along with a
printed presentation leaf with manuscript insertions from the
Department of State presenting the volume, some foxing or spotting,
original half morocco, thick 4to, Washington, Government Printing
Office, 1867.

⁂ An outstanding association copy. Tom Taylor (1817-1880),
english dramatist, and editor of Punch magazine. 

£2,500 - 3,500

186
Tolstoy (Count Lev Nikolayevich “Leo”) WAR And PeACe, 3 vol., vol.
1 & 3 third edition, vol. 2 second editions, half-titles, attractive antique-
style speckled half calf, gilt, g.e., 8vo, Vizetelly & Co, 1889.

⁂ An attractive early edition of the first english translation. 

£400 - 600
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187
Doyle (Sir Arthur Conan) THe MeMoIRS oF SHeRLoCk HoLMeS, FIRST
edITIon, illustrations by Sydney Paget, hinges neatly and professionally
strengthened, original pictorial cloth, gilt, spine a little rubbed, minor
bumping to spine ends and corners, but a sharp and bright copy
generally, g.e., 8vo, 1894.

£600 - 800

188
Atom bomb.- ARTICLeS oF AgReeMenT goveRnIng CoLLABoRATIon
BeTWeen THe AuTHoRITIeS oF THe u.S.A. And THe u.k. In THe MATTeR oF
TuBe ALLoyS, 1943.

⁂ 'Tube Alloys' was a codename for the British project to develop
nuclear weapons during WW II. The first agreement between the
united States and united kingdom concerning nuclear weapons
was made in Quebec, between Churchill and Roosevelt. A few top
secret copies of the agreement were  made. (The Churchill
archives has a letter from Churchill to the Canadian Prime
Minister "enclosing for his most secret information a copy of the
signed articles of agreement governing collaboration between the
authorities of the united States and Britain on the subject of Tube
Alloys", though apparently not the copy itself.)   This is one of the
very few top secret copies made at the time of the Quebec
agreement -- it belonged to noel Melville, who was Head of of the
Photographic and Reproductions Branch of the Air Ministry. no
other contemporary copy traced in institutional holdings.  The text
was published in 1954. 

£400 - 600

189
Bomber Command, Air Ministry official photographs.- 40
gelatin silver prints, each 158 x 214mm. (6 ¼ x 8 ½ in.), official
captions on versos, selected images including the Mohne Dam before
and after breaching by the “Dam Busters”, sunken Tirpitz, bomb
damage to Berlin, Hamburg docks, Bielefeld, Heligoland and
elsewhere, loose in a contemporary Ilford box, 1943-45 (40)

Provenance: Archive of noel Melville Richards, oBe, Lvo, wartime
head of the Photographic and Reproductions Branch of the Air
Ministry.

£600 - 800

190
Book oF keLLS (THe). evAngeLIoRuM QuATTuoR Codex CeAnnenSIS, 3 vol.
including introductory volume, CoPy nuMBeR 1 oF 500 FACSIMILeS,
illustrations including 48 colour and mounted, introductory volume
with list of subscribers, also with prospectus tipped in and some light
spotting, ex-Vatican library copy with small stamps, facsimile volumes
original decorated vellum, upper covers with celtic design blocked in
gilt and black, introduction original vellum-backed boards, a little
rubbed and soiled, folio, Berne, 1950-51.

£1,000 - 1,500
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Auden (W.H.) PoeMS, FIRST edITIon, [one of 1000 copies], upper hinge
pulling, original printed turquoise wrappers, uncut, contemporary ink
inscription to head of upper wrapper, light foxing and very slight
rubbing to edges, a little soiling or spotting to fore-edge, [Bloomfield
& Mendelson A2a], 8vo, 1930.

⁂ The author’s influential first published book, only preceded by
the notoriously rare issue of 1928 printed privately by Stephen
Spender.

£300 - 400

192

192
Brando (Marlon) and Robert Lindsey. SongS My MoTHeR TAugHT
Me, FIRST engLISH edITIon, SIgned PReSenTATIon InSCRIPTIon To deSMond
MoRRIS “I HoPe you Won’T HoLd THIS dRIveL AgAInST Me - WHAT IT ReALLy IS
A PALe MASk AS I HoPe you CoMe To dISCoveR, WARMeST RegARdS, MARLon
BRAndo” to half-title, plates and illustrations, bookplate of Desmond
Morris, original boards, dust-jacket, light creasing to head and foot,
else fine, 8vo, 1994.

⁂ A SuPeRB PReSenTATIon InSCRIPTIon FRoM MARLon BRAndo HInTIng AT
HIS oWn enIgMATIC nATuRe. BRAndo WAS noToRIouSLy PRIvATe And FuLSoMe
InSCRIPTIonS SuCH AS THIS ARe RARe.

In July 1996 Marlon Brando contacted desmond Morris, whose
Tv series ‘The Human Animal’ he had been watching, in order to
discuss ‘the banality of evil’ with the famed zoologist. Morris
originally assumed the telephone call was a practical joke by a
colleague but eventually realised the truth and agreed to meet
the renowned actor. Brando wanted to make a documentary with
Morris on the nature of human violence. When he visited Morris’s
London apartment on 9 July 1996 he penned a lengthy dedication
in a copy of his memoirs. After dining in London that night, they
were pursued across the city by a pack of paparazzi, eager to
photograph the reclusive Brando. Sadly, Brando’s demand that
the documentary should be filmed at Stonehenge meant that it
was never realised. 

£1,000 - 1,500

193
Buchan (John) WITCH Wood, FIRST edITIon, ink ownership inscription
to half-title, original cloth, slight fading to spine, dust-jacket, spine
slightly browned, 2 small tape repairs to foot of spine verso, spine
ends and corners a little chipped, light spotting to flaps, light surface
soiling to rear panel, light rubbing to extremities, still an excellent
example overall, 8vo, 1927.

⁂ An excellent copy of Buchan’s masterpiece, a difficult title to
find in the jacket. 

£300 - 400
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Bulgakov (Mikhail) MASTeR I MARgARITA [THe MASTeR And MARgARITA],
FIRST PuBLISHed edITIon, 2vol., FIRST PuBLISHed edITIon, in Moskva
magazine no. 11 1966 & no. 1 1967, titles in red and black,
illustrations (unrelated), original printed wrappers, vol.2 lacking lower
cover, spines a little creased and browned with some chipping, light
marking and browning, a few very short closed tears to extremities,
8vo, Moscow, 1966-67.

⁂ The rare first publication of Bulgakov uproarious, anarchic
masterpiece.

The Master and Margarita remained unpublished until over 15
years after Bulgakovs death. even so when published a number
of passages were deemed too controversial by Soviet authorities,
leading to around 12% of the novel to be excised. The cut
passages along with details of their original locations within the
book were secretly printed and distributed by hand.

£1,000 - 1,500

195
Byron (Robert) THe RoAd To oxIAnA, FIRST edITIon, frontispiece, map
and 15 plates, original cloth, spine very slightly faded, dust-jacket,
spine ends and corners a little chipped with sympathetic minor
restoration and strengthening, rubbing to extremities, in effect an
excellent copy, 8vo, 1937.

⁂ An attractive example of Byron’s classic travelogue, difficult to
find in good condition.

£800 - 1,200

196
Detective fiction.- Hunter (Alan) genTLy doeS IT, CuT SIgnATuRe oF
THe AuTHoR to title, SIgned By MARTIn SHAW, light browning and ink
ownership inscription to endpapers, slight bowing, jacket price-clipped
spine ends and corners a little chipped, light creasing to head and
foot, 1955 § Ripley (Mike) Just Another Angel, 1988 § Wingfield
(R.d.) Frost at Christmas, 1989 § Mcdermid (val) The Mermaids
Singing, FIRST ISSue with text ending abruptly on p. 284, 1995 § Child
(Lee) The killing Floor, 1997 § Connolly ( John) every dead Thing,
1998 § ellis (kate) The Merchants House, 1998 § Billingham (Mark)
Sleepy Head, publisher’s original wraparound band, 2001 § nesbo
(Jo) The Bat, 2012 § dexter (Colin) Remorseful day, “WITH BeST
WISHeS FRoM Me - And FAReWeLL FRoM C.I.MoRSe”, 1999 § Booth
(Stephen) Black dog, original wrappers, 2000, FIRST oR FIRST engLISH
edITIonS, ALL BuT THe FIRST SIgned By THe AuTHoR, some with light
browning to text, all but the last in original boards and dust-jackets,
generally excellent or near-fine examples, 8vo (11)

⁂ A CHARMIng gRouP, 10 of which herald the first appearance of
key fictional detectives and 1 (Remorseful day) signalling a
departure (with an appropriate inscription from the author). 

£600 - 800
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197
Fleming (Ian) CASIno RoyALe, FIRST edITIon, half-title lettering faintly
inked-in, neat ink ownership inscription to front free endpaper,
endpapers spotted, original boards with heart design to upper cover,
spine lettered in red, minor bumping to spine ends and corners, but
a near-fine example otherwise, 8vo, 1953.

⁂ The first of the James Bond novels, a key book in any modern
literature collection. 

£2,200 - 2,800

198
Graves (Robert) good-Bye To ALL THAT, FIRST edITIon, FIRST ISSue,
frontispiece, plates, publisher’s printed ‘War’ order form loosely
inserted, original cloth, spine slightly discoloured, minor bumping to
spine ends, first issue dust-jacket with wide flaps, spine slightly
browned, minor chipping to head and foot, split to head of upper
joint, surface soiling, a very good copy overall, 1929.

⁂ The first issue, with the reference to Spiritualism on p.290 and
the unauthorised transcription of a poem from Sassoon to graves
on pp.341-3, subsequently removed at Sassoon’s request and
reintroduced in the second edition.

£600 - 800

199
Hodgson (William Hope) THe nIgHT LAnd, FIRST ABRIdged edITIon,
light browning to text margins, original boards, some light abrasion
to spine, dust-jacket, closed tear to foot of spine and both panels
with accompanying creasing, split to lower fore-edge, white marking,
8vo, 1921.

⁂ “one of the most potent pieces of macabre imagination ever
written.” - H.P. Lovecraft

Scarce in the dust-jacket, a large and somewhat impenetrable
work in the first edition, the abridged edition is often the one used
by many readers of this classic work of fantasy-horror.

£300 - 400

199
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200
Isherwood (Christopher) ALL THe ConSPIRAToRS, FIRST edITIon, some
splitting to inner gutter but holding firm, very light browning to
endpapers, small ink ownership inscription, original cloth, spine a little
rubbed and faded, dust-jacket, very light browning to spine, spine ends
and corners a little chipped, small chip to head of upper panel, light
browning to top edge, light surface soiling, but an excellent example
overall, 8vo, 1928.

⁂ The author’s first novel, published when he was only 24 years
old, his only novel entirely set in London. SCARCe In THe duST-JACkeT,
eSPeCIALLy So In SuCH exCeLLenT CondITIon.

£2,500 - 3,500

201

201
James (Henry) engLISH HouRS, FIRST edITIon, SIgned PReSenTATIon
InSCRIPTIon FRoM THe AuTHoR “To ARTHuR gRAnvILLe BRAdLey, Rye, MAy
25TH 1905” to endpaper, plates and illustrations, captioned tissue-
guard, half-title and frontispiece damp-stained, modern morocco, gilt,
spine gilt, t.e.g., others uncut, [Supino 62], 8vo, 1905.

⁂ Arthur granville Bradley (1850-1943) author, son of george
granville Bradley. In Some British Inns Bradley writes extensively
about Rye and mentions the residence of Henry James ‘the
famous American novelist’.

£400 - 600

202
Lowry (Malcolm) undeR THe voLCAno, FIRST edITIon, original cloth,
spine slightly faded, some very light browning to extremities, dust-
jacket, spine a little sunned, minor chipping to spine ends and corners,
light creasing to head, some light surface soiling to rear panel, but a
remarkably sharp, excellent example overall, 8vo, 1947.

⁂ A crisp, attractive copy of Lowry’s masterpiece, difficult to find
in such good condition. 

£400 - 600
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203
Pasternak (Boris) dokToR zHIvAgo oRIgInAL TyPeSCRIPT, 2 voL., THe geoRge kATkov CoPy, AuTHoR'S AuTogRAPH deLeTIon oF PASSAgeS, InSeRTIon oF
WoRdS And TyPogRAPHICAL CoRReCTIonS In FAInT PenCIL And Ink on oveR 200PP., ight toning to text margins, vol.1 with 5ff. creased, vol.2 misbound
with pagination as follows: 1-165, 178-184, 166-177 and 185-422, 2pp. in Russian relating to the 1958 BBC broadcast, lower joints starting,
original brown cloth, large 8vo, 1956.

⁂ “I wrote the novel in order for it to be published and read, and that remains my only desire." - Boris Pasternak

THe geoRge kATkov CoPy oF THe doCToR zHIvAgo TyPeSCRIPT. one oF onLy SIx TyPeSCRIPTS To LeAve THe SovIeT unIon PRIoR To THe noveL’S PuBLICATIon.
THIS CoPy WAS InSTRuMenTAL In THe FIRST engLISH TRAnSLATIon, THe BBC BRoAdCASTS oF THe noveL In RuSSIAn And IS veRy LIkeLy one oF onLy TWo PoSSIBLe
CoPIeS uSed By THe CIA To PuBLISH DOCTOR ZHIVAGO In RuSSIAn. no other complete typescript has ever been available freely on the market; the
remaining copies are either in institutions or exceedingly unlikely to be sold. The existence of the katkov typescript only became widely
known with the publication of Paolo Mancosu’s Zhivago’s Secret Journey from Typescript to Book in 2016. Mancosu’s authoritative research
gives us a new and incontrovertible account of the complexities of the situation.

Pasternak was already a highly acclaimed poet when he began writing Doctor Zhivago in 1945. He had long planned to write a novel
which he considered a higher form of art than poetry, and regarded this work the greatest achievement of his oeuvre. Although it was
already known to friends through private readings, the first public announcement of its existence and impending publication was a
notice in the magazine Znamya in 1954: “The novel will probably be completed in the course of this summer. It covers a period from
1903 to 1929, with an epilogue relating to the great War for the Fatherland.” nevertheless, it took until 1955 for Pasternak to complete
the novel, submitting it for publication with a number of Soviet publishers in early 1956. Having received no reply for several months,
Pasternak then commenced plans to have the typescript smuggled out of the uSSR and published in translation overseas, hoping that
this would force the Soviet union to agree to publication in his homeland.

Pasternak’s forebodings about publication in Russia were realised when he received an excoriating thirty-page analysis of his novel
from the editors of the literary magazine Novy Mir, rejecting it as unfit for Soviet publication and concluding with the sentence: “And so,
Boris Leonidovich you have used your great gift in order to resuscitate in the soul of our people ideals which have been dead for a long
time, and have passed by those ideals by which our people live.”

Mancosu has traced and examined the six typescripts sent out of Russia by Pasternak, all have handwritten corrections by the author,
and Pasternak continued to add or alter passages throughout 1956-58 (the katkov and Jacqueline de Proyart copies were the last to
leave Russia, although it is unclear in what order).

The first typescript to leave the country was given to Sergio d’Angelo, an Italian literary scout, on 20th May 1956. It made its way to the
Italian publisher giangiacomo Feltrinelli who arranged a contract for publication with Pasternak, signed in June of that year. After delays
owing to severe pressure brought to bear by the Soviet authorities upon both Pasternak and Feltrinelli (who was a member of the
Italian Communist Party), the latter went on to publish the first worldwide edition on 15th november 1957. This typescript is now
located at the Feltrinelli Foundation in Milan.

The remaining five typescripts were distributed as follows:
1.    To ziemowit Fedecki, now located in the Biblioteka narodowa in Warsaw. This copy is lacking the final 250pp.
2.    To Isaiah Berlin, now located with the Pasternak Family Papers at the Hoover Institution at Stanford university, California.
3.    To Hélène Peltier, now located in the Peltier archive in Sylvanès, France. This copy is lacking the second volume.
4.    To Jacqueline de Proyart which remains in private hands.
5.    To george katkov.
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george katkov (1903-85), a Russian academic, born in Moscow, was the son of a professor of Roman law at kiev university. In 1921, at
the age of 18, he fled Russia with his family at the height of the civil war, the very era of which Pasternak writes so movingly in the novel.
He earned a doctorate in Philosophy at the german university in Prague before finally settling in england in 1939. After working at a
number of academic posts and for a period with the BBC he became senior lecturer in Russian history at St. Anthony’s College, oxford,
in 1953. katkov travelled to Moscow in 1956 as part of a British academic delegation and met Pasternak during this trip. during their
meeting Pasternak told katkov that he had given a copy of his typescript to Feltrinelli and requested that katkov assist in the english
publication. katkov could not risk taking the typescript at this point but one was sent to him, most likely through diplomatic channels,
arriving in February or March 1957.

Collins publishers obtained the rights for publication in english in late 1956, and the process of translation began. katkov recommended
Max Hayward, who worked as a research fellow at St. Anthony’s College, as the principal translator, he was later joined by Manya Harari,
with Stephen Spender enlisted to help translate the poems. The english translation was then checked for style before being read to
katkov, who checked it against his copy of the typescript, noting any passages that he felt had become distorted. The first english
edition was published on 8th September, 1958.

katkov, along with his copy of the text, was also instrumental in the 1958 BBC radio production of the novel in Russian which was broadcasted
into the Soviet union. The two pages accompanying this copy show the breakdown of the novel into thirty-eight segments for broadcast.
His assistance with this broadcast was contentious and earned katkov the opprobrium of a number of Russian émigrés, including Berlin.
For many people living in the uSSR however, this would have been the first, and possibly only, opportunity to listen to the novel. The
controversy surrounding the BBC broadcasts embodied the wider philosophical debate that had occupied many of the people involved in
the novel’s publication: though Pasternak was determined to have the novel published, success in this regard could have led to a death
sentence for him. Those who were in favour of publication ultimately succeeded, and it was likely one of these people who was instrumental
in passing a copy of the text to the CIA for dissemination in the Soviet union. 

The CIA were quick to realise the propaganda potential of the novel; in recently declassified memos dating from as early as 1957, agents expressed
a desire to obtain a copy of the work in order to assist in its publication in Russian, eventually obtaining a microfilm of the text in early 1958. The
clear desire of the Soviet government to block publication of the novel, in large part due to its critiquing of the brutalities embodied by the regime,
meant that for the CIA the novel could be a powerful Cold War weapon and its publication a propaganda coup. Through close textual analysis,
Mancosu has been able to establish that only the Berlin and katkov copies could have been used for the first Russian edition, and that kATkov
APPeARS To Be one oF THe MoST LIkeLy CAndIdATeS FoR THe unknoWn IndIvIduAL WHo PASSed A CoPy oF THe TyPeSCRIPT To THe CIA..

The Russian edition was published by Mouton in the Hague in early September 1958 (although with a false imprint of “Feltrinelli-Milan
1958”). It was distributed via the vatican pavilion at the Brussels World exhibition; Russian visitors were ushered in and handed copies
of the novel, many of whom then broke the books down to secrete the sheets amongst their clothing. After decades of underground
circulation, doctor zhivago was finally published officially in Russia in 1988.

Provenance: george katkov, thence by descent.

Literature: Paulo Mancosu, Inside the Zhivago Storm, The editorial adventures of Pasternaks Masterpiece, Feltrinelli Milan, 2013
Paolo Mancosu, Zhivago’s Secret Journey from Typescript to Book, Hoover Institution Press, 2016.
Peter Finn and Petra Couvée, The Zhivago Affair, Harvill Secker, 2014
Frances Stonor Saunders, The Writer and the Valet, in London Review of Books, vol.36, no.18, September 2014.
https://zhivagostorm.org/

£100,000 - 150,000



204
Priestley (J.B.) BenIgHTed, FIRST edITIon, light browning to endpapers,
bookplate, original cloth, spine slightly darkened, dust-jacket, a little
spotted, very light discolouration to spine, some minor rubbing to tips
of spine and corners, but a near-fine example overall, 8vo, 1927.

⁂ A superb copy of this early Priestley title, his only foray into
horror and rare with the dust-jacket in such condition. Benighted
was adapted into the classic James Whale-directed 1932 film The
Old Dark House and has been recently re-adapted for stage. 

£500 - 700

205
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Tolkien (J.R.R.) THe HoBBIT, oR THeRe And BACk AgAIn, FIRST edITIon, FIRST IMPReSSIon, frontispiece, one
plate and 8 illustrations, including 7 full-page, map endpapers printed in red and black, all by the
author, 2pp. advertisements, occasional scattered spotting, original pictorial cloth, slight shelf-lean,
very minor bumping to corners, else fine, FIRST STATe duST-JACkeT with the misprint “Dodgeson” for
“Dodgson” corrected by hand on rear flap, light spotting and horizontal mark to spine, light toning to
extreme head and foot of flaps, light scuffing and creasing to corners, some very minor surface soiling,
but A SHARP, neAR-FIne exAMPLe oveRALL, 8vo, 1937.

⁂ A superb copy of Tolkien’s landmark work.

£20,000 - 30,000
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Tolkien ( J.R.R.) BeoWuLF: THe MonSTeRS And THe CRITICS, FIRST
edITIon,some light scattered spotting, original printed wrappers,
browned at spine and cover margins, light creasing to extremities,
still an excellent copy overall, 8vo, [1937].

⁂ An excellent example of a rare Tolkien publication. 

£400 - 600

Other Properties

208
Tolkien (J.R.R.).- Bloomfield (Mark) and Leonard Newmark. A
LInguISTIC InRoduCTIon To THe HISToRy oF engLISH, FIRST edITIon, J.R.R.
ToLkIen’S CoPy with his ownership inscription in pencil dated 4/64 to
endpaper, bookplate of Desmond Morris, original boards, dust-jacket,
spine faded, torn with loss to foot of upper panel, spine chipped at
head, New York, 1963.

⁂ J.R.R. Tolkien’s copy of a book on the history of the english
language, a subject of deep academic interest to the author that
heavily influenced his Middle earth novels. 

Provenance: When Tolkien died in 1973 desmond Morris was
surprised to discover that his collection of books had been sent
to Thornton’s bookshop in Boad Street, oxford, for sale. He was
shown them arranged on the floor in a back room at Thorntons
and, although Tolkien’s specialist subjects were outside Morris’s
range of interests, he noticed that Tolkien had written his name
in pencil in each of the volumes and he decided to acquire one
as a memento of the great author.

£400 - 600

209
Tolkien (J.R.R.).- PRInTed PRogRAMMe FoR THe neW CoLLege SCHooL
PRoduCTIon oF THe HoBBIT, adapted by Humphrey Carpenter with
music by Paul drayton, 4pp., illustrations, with map by Drayton to
final p., SIgned By ToLkIen on uPPeR CoveR, minor creasing, some light
toning to margins of upper cover, [Hammond pp.23-24], 4to, 1967.

⁂ A rare signed playbill for the second theatrical adaptation of
The Hobbit.

The first production of The Hobbit was performed at St. Margaret's
School, edinburgh for teachers and parents in 1953. This second
production was a larger affair, performed over three nights, with
the author in attendance on the final night. The play was adapted
by Humphrey Carpenter and music composed by the school
music teacher Paul drayton (who also drew the map for the lower
cover). Signed copies of the book were raffled off each night,
Tolkien also signed copies of the programme for the performers. 

£3,000 - 4,000

210
Traven (B.) THe deATH-SHIP, FIRST engLISH edITIon, scattered spotting,
ownership blind-stamps and light browning to endpapers, original
cloth, spine slightly dulled, dust-jacket, light browning to spine and
top edge of panels, short closed tear to foot of spine, slight creasing
to spine ends, some light spotting and surface soiling, an excellent
example overall, 8vo, 1934.

⁂ Traven’s breakthrough novel a scathing critique of bureaucracy
and the loss of workers’ rights, adapted into a 1959 film of the
same name. 

£300 - 400
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211
Yeats (William Butler) PoeMS, FIRST edITIon, one of 750 copies,
pictorial title by H.Granville Fell, bookplate, endpapers browned, spine
browned, spine ends and corners bumped, spine ends chipped, 1895
; Poems, FIRST AMeRICAn edITIon,pictorial title by H.Granville Fell, spine
browned, spine ends and corners bumped, Boston, 1895; Poems,
second edition, frontispiece, scattered spotting, spine ends and corners
a little bumped, 1899; Poems, third edition, frontispiece,
contemporary ink inscription, spine rubbed and faded, spine ends
and corners a little bumped, 1901; Poems, fourth edition,
frontispiece, spotting, heavy to prelims, light rubbing to spine, minor
bumping to spine ends and corners, 1904; Poems, fifth edition,
frontispiece, scattered spotting to edges, light rubbing to spine, very
slight rubbing to tips of spine and corners, else fine, 1908, all with
tissue-guards present, original decorative cloth, gilt, uncut, 8vo.(6)

⁂ A good grouping of the first five editions of yeats’ Poems as well
as the first American edition. yeats disliked the granville Fell
design for the first edition and from the second edition onwards
this was replaced by an Althea gyles one. Internally too Poems
underwent numerous revisions and changes, as yeats stated in
his preface to the third edition: “These details may seem
unnecessary; but after all one writes poetry for a few careful
readers and for a few friends, who will not consider such details
very unnecessary.”

£1,000 - 1,500

212
Yeats (William Butler, poet, 1865-1939) AuTogRAPH LeTTeR SIgned
To ?MR. MATTeRMAn, 1p., 8vo, 82 Merrion Square, Dublin, 15th January
[1923], at the time of the Irish Civil War, I never wrote to thank
you for your very kind entertainment of me in Leeds. I can only
apologize and hope you will forgive this belated letter. I am writing
amid the sounds of the most prolonged street fighting I have
heard for weeks. I have heard what I think were mines & then a
constant rattle of machine guns. one never gets used to it I think”,
fold, slightly browned.

⁂ The irish Civil War, fought in the wake of the inception of the
Irish Free State, between supporters of the Anglo-Irish agreement
and opponents who objected to Britain retaining the six counties
of ulster.

£500 - 700

212
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Ashendene Press.- Berners (Dame Juliana) A TReATySe oF
FySSHynge WITH An AngLe, one of 150 copies on paper, woodcut
frontispiece and illustrations copied from the original edition printed
by Wynkyn de Worde in 1496, first initial printed in red, etched
bookplate of James Curle of Priorwood, Melrose, original limp vellum,
uncut, a little faded, spine slightly soiled, [Hornby 16], 8vo, Ashendene
Press, 1903.

⁂ Beautifully-printed facsimile of the first english book on angling.

£750 - 1,000

214
-. Thucydides. [HISToRy oF THe PeLoPonneSIAn WAR], translated by
Benjamin Jowett, [one of 260 copies], printed in red and black with
text in Ptolemy type, sidenotes in Blado Italic, initials and chapter
headings designed by Graily Hewitt, original white pigskin, spine with
seven raised bands, uncut, a little soiled and marked, a couple of small
spots to upper cover, folio, Ashendene Press, 1930.

£800 - 1,200

215
Buckland Wright (John).- Mallarmé (Stéphane) L’APRèS-MIdI d’un
FAune, LeTTeR M oF 50 CoPIeS WITH An AddITIonAL SuITe oF 5 exPeRIMenTAL
engRAvIngS and a note on the edition by Mary Buckland Wright, from
an edition limited to 500, 4 collotype plates of drawings by John
Buckland Wright, original pictorial cream calf, gilt, t.e.g., others uncut,
a little rubbed and yellowed at spine and corners, additional plates
and printed note loose as issued in cloth envelope, together in cloth
slip-case, a little rubbed, [Reid A73], 4to, The Hague [and London],
1935 [but not issued until 1956].

⁂ A posthumous publication on which Buckland Wright worked
for twenty years. The text was printed by Mouton & Co. of the
Hague in 1936 but the printed sheets remained in Holland until
1947. Always fascinated by the classical Pan or faun figure,
Buckland Wright experimented with different media for the
illustrations but was never satisfied; according to his wife’s note
the drawings reproduced in the book would probably have been
turned into line engravings or etchings. Although 50 copies of the
text were printed only 25 copies were ever bound and issued. The
golden Cockerel Press issued an english version translated by
Aldous Huxley in 1956, in an edition of 200 copies; the 100 special
copies included only 4 additional engravings.

£750 - 1,000
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217

216
Gill (Eric).- Saint John-of-the-Cross, Barefooted Carmelite. THe
Song oF THe SouL, translated by John o’Connor, number 8 of 150
copies signed by the artist, wood-engraved title-vignette and
illustrations by Eric Gill, original buckram-backed batik boards, uncut,
a little rubbed and faded, printed by the Chiswick Press for Francis
Walterson, Capel-y-Ffin, Abergavenny, 1927 § gill (eric) From the
Palestine diary..., title very lightly soiled, spotting to endpapers,
contemporary morocco-backed cloth, t.e.g., others uncut, light damp-
staining to spine, printed by Hague & Gill of High Wycombe for the
Harvill Press, 1949, 4to & 12mo (2)

⁂ An old typed note in the second item reads: “This edition, on
hand-made paper, was printed by Hague & gill at Pigotts in 1949
but never published. Some sets of sheets that survived were
recently [corrected in manuscript to ‘subsequently’] bound up by
Sangorski & Sutcliffe”.

£400 - 600

217
Golden Cockerel Press.- PASSIo doMInI noSTRI JeSu CHRISTI...,
number 167 of 250 copies, printed in red and black, wood-engraved
title-vignette and illustrations by Eric Gill, 2 full-page, bookplate of
Rainforth Armitage Walker after Aubrey Beardsley, original cream
buckram, uncut and unopened, very slight browning to spine, WITH
THe oRIgInAL PICToRIAL duST-JACkeT, a little soiled and with a few faint
spots to front panel, short tear to upper edge of rear panel (repaired),
a fine copy, [Chanticleer 35], 4to, Golden Cockerel Press, Waltham
St.Lawrence, 1926.

⁂ Rainforth Armitage Walker (1886-1960), author of several
books on Aubrey Beardsley.

£750 - 1,000

218
-. CHeSTeR PLAy oF THe deLuge (The), edited by J. Isaacs, number 145
of 275 copies, 10 large wood-engraved illustrations by David Jones,
tissue guards, light foxing to endpapers, original red buckram, uncut,
spine lightly faded, boards a little marked, [Chanticleer 52], 4to,
Waltham St. Lawrence, Golden Cockerel Press, 1927.

£400 - 600
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Gregynog Press.- Morgan (William, translator) PSALMAu dAFydd
yn oL WILLIAM MoRgAn 1588, number 207 of 225 copies, title within
decorative border printed in red and black, wood-engraved headings
with flourishes and initial letters by H.W. Bray in red and blue, original
russet morocco-backed patterned-paper boards, by the Gregynog
Press Bindery, t.e.g., others uncut, [Harrop 14], 4to, Newtown,
Gregynog Press, 1929.

⁂ The most highly decorated book produced by the press. “It is
perhaps not surprising that the edition sold out rapidly, even to
those who could not read it!” Harrop.

£250 - 350

220

220
Hodgkin (Howard).- Sontag (Susan) THe WAy We LIve noW,
number 130 of 200 copies signed by the author and artist, from an
edition limited to 243, 6 folding or double-page hand-coloured
etchings with aquatint by Howard Hodgkin, tissue guards, original
boards, hand-painted dust-jacket (extending onto flaps), acetate
guards, original glacine wrapper, with publisher’s original packaging,
4to, Karsten Schubert, 1991.

£600 - 800

221
Kelmscott Press.- Keats (John) THe PoeMS, edited by F.S.ellis, one
of 300 copies on Flower paper, printed in red and black in Golden
type, wood-engraved borders and initials designed by William Morris,
ALICe ACLAnd’S CoPy with her bookplate and ink inscription to her
“A.S.Acland June 14 1873-1894 T.E.E.” on front free endpaper, with
another later presentation slip tipped in “Dearest Dame Margaret,
Mother left you this with love from her & myself, ?Frannie”, original
limp vellum, yapp edges, spine titled in gilt, uncut, rather soiled,
lacking ties, upper cover a little warped, [Peterson A24], 8vo, Kelmscott
Press, 1894.

⁂ Lady Alice Sophia Acland née Cunningham (1849-1935) was the
founder, the first general Secretary and the first president of the
Co-operative Women’s guild. She married Arthur dyke Acland (later
Sir Arthur) on 14th June 1873 so the book was presumably given to
her to celebrate her 21st wedding anniversary. She and her
husband were both advocates for educational opportunities for
working class men and women, their son was Francis dyke Acland.

£1,500 - 2,000
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Laboureur (Jean-Émile) PeTITeS IMAgeS de LA gueRRe SuR Le FRonT BRITAnnIQue... précédées d’une Lettre sur les Spectacles de la guerre de
Roger Allard, number 2 of 120 copies signed by the artist, THIS one oF onLy 4 CoPIeS WITH 3 AddITIonAL SuITeS oF PLATeS In PRogReSSIve STATeS BeFoRe
LeTTeRS, 9 drypoint etchings with plate-tone by Jean-Émile Laboureur, all impressions on fine laid paper, numbered “2” in pencil by the artist, the
additional states also signed and the suites in first & second states (and one of the third) labelled accordingly, main text with cancelled plate
marked specimen, WITH oRdeR FoRM AnnoTATed WITH PRICeS In Ink By THe ARTIST And 2 A.LS.S. FRoM HIM To THe PuRCHASeR LooSeLy InSeRTed, all loose
as issued in original printed wrappers, wrappers of main text printed in green and black, all uncut, together in original marbled board portfolio
with ties, printed label on upper cover a little spotted and
soiled, rubbed, preserved in modern cloth portfolio with
printed label, 4to, Paris, A.Vernant, 1917.

⁂ RARe CoMPLeTe PoRTFoLIo oF LABouReuR’S MASTeRPIeCe, WITH
ALL FouR STATeS oF THe PLATeS.

Jean-Émile Laboureur (1877-1947), born in nantes,
went to Paris to study law but met the wood-engraver
August Lepère and turned to print-making. His original
influences were Toulouse-Lautrec and classical vase
painting but the advent of Cubism helped him to
develop his own distinctive style with its sparse lines
and elongated figures. In 1914 he became an
interpreter to the 12th division of the British
expeditionary Force in France and spent much of his
time sketching, producing these light-hearted but
affectionate depictions of the British at war: marching
with fife and drum, flirting with the local girls, soldiers
in a bar, in camp etc.

£5,000 - 7,000

90 See forumauctions.co.uk for further images

223
Piper (John).- Fowler-Wright (Hugh) and others. PIPeR In PRInT: BookS,
PeRIodICALS & ePHeMeRA, 2 vol., nuMBeR 1 oF 10 SPeCIALLy-Bound “exeMPLARy CoPIeS”
WITH A FoLdeR oF AddITIonAL MATeRIAL And SIgned By FoWLeR-WRIgHT, from an
edition limited to 490, illustrations, many colour, Bound In CRIMSon goATSkIn WITH
SPIne oF BLue goATSkIn TITLed In gILT, By CHRIS HICkS, upper cover onlaid with blue
and ochre goatskin forming design of one of Piper’s foliate heads, signed and
dated at foot of rear pastedown, additional printed material loose in pockets in
red cloth folder, together in original cloth drop-back box, spine with inlaid blue
goatskin label, 4to, Church Hanborough, Artists’ Choice Editions, 2010.

⁂ each of the 10 designer bindings was executed in a different colour
combination.

£800 - 1,200



224
Printed on vellum.- Milton (John) PARAdISe LoST & PARAdISe RegAIn’d,
2 vol., one oF 10 CoPIeS PRInTed on veLLuM (THIS unnuMBeRed), from a
total edition of 205, 16 wood-engraved plates and 4 head- & tail-pieces
by D. Galanis, vol.2 incorporating a box housing a signed (?proof) plate,
contemporary gilt-lettered black morocco and white pigskin, clasps, a
little rubbed, joints repaired, black colour retouched in places, g.e., folio,
Printed at the Shakespeare Head Press for the Cresset Press, 1931.

⁂ Taken from the second edition of 1674, the text is here printed
in a large, simple but visually pleasing format by Bernard
newdigate at the Shakespeare Head Press. The illustrations are
by the greek artist demetrios galanis, with the title-pages and
initial letters by Anna Simons.

£8,000 - 12,000

225
Rampant Lions Press.- Cleverdon (Douglas) THe engRAvIngS oF
dAvId JoneS: A SuRvey, 2 vol., number 140 of 260 copies on Arches,
mounted portrait frontispiece, numerous illustrations, the majority
printed from the original blocks, signed bookplate of Philip Le Brocq,
original pictorial cloth, gilt, t.e.g., others uncut, morocco label on
spine, a fine copy, printed by the Rampant Lions Press of Cambridge
for Clover Hill Editions, 1981.

£500 - 700
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Albertis (Sebastiano de, 1828-1897) A CoLLeCTIon oF 19 oRIgInAL CARICATuReS,
watercolours over graphite, conté crayon and coloured chalks, all signed and
dated, on oatmeal wove paper laid onto card supports, each sheet approx. 340
x 230mm. (13½ x 9 in), some supports with annotations recto and verso
identifying individuals, minor spotting and surface dirt, all loose, presented in
drop-back box with metal initials of ‘PB’ on upper cover, folio, 1864-1865 (19).

⁂ A unIQue And vIRTuoSIC CoLLeCTIon oF SATIRICAL dRAWIngS doCuMenTIng MILIAneSe
HIgH SoCIeTy. The collection features portraits of Milanese noblemen and
women, including the duchess eugenia Litta Bolognini (1837-1914), the
benefactress and mistress of umberto I of Savoy, king of Italy, the writer
Conte Sola, the Italian politician Ludovico Trotti (1829-1914), and the music
critic Filippo Filippi (1830-1887). 

£4,000 - 6,000

92 See forumauctions.co.uk for further images
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227
Beaton (Cecil, 1904-1980) CoSTuMe deSIgn FoR ‘Love’S LABouR’S LoST’ In deCoRATIve SeTTIng,
watercolour and gouache, on cream wove paper, signed ‘Beaton’ lower right, 495 x 400mm.
(19½ x 15¾ in), some light spotting and minor browning, under glass, 1954.

Provenance: Charles Spencer Theatre gallery (label on reverse);

Private collection, London.

⁂ A large and impressive example of Beaton’s costume design. The present work illustrates
a design for a production of William Shakespeare’s early comedy ‘Love’s Labour’s Lost, which
ran at the old vic Theatre in 1954, and starred Ann Todd (1909-1993).

£800 - 1,200



228
Beerbohm (Max) THe HAPPy
HyPoCRITe, FIRST edITIon, title printed
in red and black, ink inscription to
endpaper, original printed wrappers,
spine a little creased and browned,
light fraying to extremities, 1897; An
oRIgInAL Pen And Ink dRAWIng oF LoRd
geoRge HeLL.SIgned “MAx ‘00” And
InSCRIBed “LoRd geoRge HeLL FoR JoHn
BLAIR”, additionally inscribed in
another hand “To dear Louis from
me” at head, on two sheets joined,
203 x 105mm., window-mounted,
1900, housed together in custom
folding chemise, sadly broken; and
a typescript with covering letter for
the orson Welles Show production
of Happy Hypocrite, v.s. (4)

⁂ A lovely group relating to
Beerbohm’s Happy Hypocrite. The
book and original illustration
belonged to Louis Shipman (1869-
1933), writer, and his wife ellen
Shipman (1869-1950), architect. 

£1,200 - 1,800

229
Beerbohm (Max) CLeMenT SCoTT,
pen and black ink, watercolour,
over traces of graphite, signed
‘Max’ upper right, on laid paper
presented on early mount with
wash borderlines, 174 x 153mm.
(6⅞ x 6 in), minor surface dirt,
under glass, circa 1897.

Provenance: ernst Brown &
Phillips, The Leicester galleries,
London;
S. gutman esq. (purchased at the
1928 exhibition);
Anonymous sale;
Sale. Christie’s, British Art on Paper,
18th november, 2004, lot 163. 

exhibited: Leicester galleries,
London, Max Beerbohm,
december 1928, no. 29.

Literature: R. Hart-davis, A
Catalogue of the Caricatures of Max
Beerbohm, 1972, no. 1290. 

⁂ Clement Scott (1841-1904) was
the dramatic critic and travel writer
for the daily Telegraph. Hart-davis
records that Beerbohm executed
four caricatures of Scott, with the
present work being the earliest.

£2,000 - 3,000
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Beerbohm (Max) A gRACIouS ACT, graphite, watercolour, signed and
dated ‘Max 1915’ lower right, and inscribed ‘A Gracious Act/ Lord
Curzon of Kedleston reading to/ M. Cammaerts a translation (signed
with/ his own hand) of a poem by M. Cammaerts’ lower left, with
further extensive instructions inscribed in the lower margin, on cream
laid paper with watermark ‘Wessex Antique’, sheet 402 x 325mm. (15⅞
x 12¾ in), small loss to centre right, not affecting image, minor surface
dirt, unframed, 1915.

Literature: Hart-davis 390

Illustrated: Wharton, edith (ed.), ‘The Book of the Homeless’, 1916

⁂ A scarce example of an original watercolour with extensive
notes by Beerbohm for the ‘Reproducer’. Intended to have been
cut out ‘very carefully’, the exacting notes, usually ephemeral,
provide a rare insight into Beerbohm’s working methods.

£1,200 - 1,800

231
Craig (Edward Gordon) goRdon CRAIg’S Book oF Penny ToyS, 20
woodcuts, proof impressions, hand-coloured by the artist for his
daughter, professionally mounted, preserved in a cloth slipcase,  WITH
an album, one or two leaves loose, ALs from the artist loosely inserted,
original boards, hand-coloured paper label, rubbed, preserved in a
cloth slipcase, all items housed within a cloth drop-back box, folio,
[Hackbridge, At the Sign of the Rose, 1899].

⁂ The Book of Penny Toys was printed privately in 1899 in 500
copies. When Craig began to hand-colour the prints, he realised
that finishing all 500 copies would be too laborious, so decided
to burn around 250 copies. 

Provenance: daphne Craig (Miss 22), artists’ daughter with a letter
of confirmation from Tom Craig (the artists’ great-grandson). 

£4,000 - 6,000

232
Dulac (Edmund).- Omar Khayyám. RuBáIyáT, translated by
edward Fitzgerald, number 79 of 750 copies signed by the artist, title
with decorative border, 20 tipped-in colour plates, [1909] §
Shakespeare (William) The Tempest, number 221 of 500 copies
signed by the artist, 40 tipped-in colour plates, text rather foxed,
[1908], both with colour plates by Edmund Dulac, captioned guards,
a few plates with small crease to corner, original pictorial vellum, gilt,
t.e.g., others uncut, both lacking ties, the first spotted and soiled, a
few marks to lower cover, 4to (2)

£600 - 800
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Faber, Jr. (John) THe kIT-CAT CLuB done FRoM THe oRIgInAL PAInTIngS
oF SR. godFRey kneLLeR, FIRST edITIon, engraved throughout with
mezzotint allegorical title by Faber after Gravelot, engraved dedication
and 47 magnificent mezzotint portraits (one double-page depicting
two figures) by John Faber after Kneller, without the 10pp. text
sometimes bound in, one plate with short tear to outer margin
repaired, book-labels of Stanley William Sykes and J.O.Edwards,
nineteenth century panelled calf, gilt, by Root & Son, rebacked
preserving old gilt spine, rubbed, spine ends & bands and corners a
little worn, J.Tonson, 1735 § [Caulfield ( James)] Memoirs of the
Celebrated Persons composing the kit-Cat Club; with a Prefatory
Account of the origin of the Association, FIRST edITIon, 48 engraved
plates after Kneller, errata slip at end, plates foxed, modern half calf,
spine gilt, uncut, spine a little faded, 1821, folio (2)

⁂ The kit-Cat Club was a late 17th and 18th century political and
literary club including the most powerful Whig politicians of the
day. It met at a London tavern run by Christopher Cat, by which it
got its name. The original portraits by kneller are in the national
Portrait gallery.

£1,200 - 1,800

234

234
Italy.- An ALBuM oF PRInTS, over 115 in all, including Pinelli’s Roman
Costumes, 15 lithographs by Hullmandel, [1820], genre, costume
and street scenes by gatti & dura, 11 coloured lithographs,
1830s, a similar group by Cerrone, 10 coloured lithographs, a
series of 40 engraved views of Rome by Parboni after Bossi and
Amici, c.1830, costumes by Wenzel, Sanfilippo, Marroni and much
else, the great majority Italian subjects, mounted on paper leaves,
a few loosely inserted, occasional minor defects but generally sound,
contemporary half roan, covers detached, lacking backstrip, folio,
[c.1820-1840].

£600 - 800

235
Milton (John) THe PARAdISe LoST, 2 vol., IMPeRIAL QuARTo edITIon, half-
titles, 24 mezzotint plates with etching by John Martin, sheets c.375 x
270mm (14¾ x 10 3/4in.), some foxing, mainly to text, spotting to
some plates, mostly marginal but affecting a few images, light
offsetting from plates, contemporary half straight-grain morocco,
spines gilt, t.e.g., rubbed, spines a little faded, large 4to, Septimus
Prowett, 1827.

£750 - 1,000
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Munnings (Sir Alfred) THe [AuToBIogRAPHy:]
An ARTIST’S LIFe; THe SeCond BuRST; THe FInISH,
together 3 vol., FIRST edITIonS, voL.1 WITH A
SIgned PReSenTATIon InSCRIPTIon FRoM THe ARTIST
To MRS [MIRABeL] ToPHAM oF AInTRee
RACeCouRSe And WITH A Pen And Ink dRAWIng oF
RACe HoRSeS BeIng Led ARound An enCLoSuRe,
voL.2 WITH A.L.S FRoM THe ARTIST To MIRABeL
ToPHAM loosely inserted, voL.3 WITH A LengTHy
SIgned PReSenTATIon InSCRIPTIon FRoM THe
AuTHoR To MIRABeL ToPHAM , plates, original
boards, dust-jackets, spines darkened, spine
ends and corners a little chipped, light
creasing to head and foot,, 8vo, 1950-1952.

⁂ The Topham family owned substantial
areas of land around Aintree and were
involved with the management of the
course from the early years of the grand
national. Mrs. Topham built a new track
within the established national course
and named it after Lord Mildmay, a top
amateur jockey and lover of the grand
national.

£1,000 - 1,500

96 See forumauctions.co.uk for further images

236
Munnings (Sir Alfred) PICTuReS oF HoRSeS
And engLISH LIFe, second edition, InSCRIBed To
LeTITIA SHoPPee WITH FIne Pen An Ink SeLF-
PoRTRAIT oF THe ARTIST PAInTIng A HoRSe RACe
SIgned AT THe FooT By THe ARTIST to half-title,
A.n.S., 32-LIne AuTogRAPH PoeM FRoM THe
ARTIST And An InSCRIBed CoPy oF THe ARTIST’S
PAMPHLeT LARkBARRoW FARM loosely inserted,
plates, occasional light spotting, original
cloth, 4to, 1939.

⁂ A SuPeRB PReSenTATIon CoPy WITH A FIne
SkeTCH By MunnIngS. Letitia Shoppee
appears to have been an amateur artist
with an interest in horse paintings, likely
how she came to know Munnings. They
seem to have struck up a lively and jocular
correspondence based upon a love of
nature and poetry. The self-portrait bears
a close resemblance to those by the artist
previously sold at auction (for example
Bonhams knightsbridge, 18th november,
2014, lot 18).

£2,000 - 3,000
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Nielsen (Kay).- Andersen (Hans Christian) FAIRy TALeS, number
231 of 500 copies signed by the artist, 12 tipped-in colour plates, and
black & white illustrations and decorations by Kay Nielsen, captioned
guards, occasional foxing, mostly to plate guards or mounts,
contemporary half green morocco, by Birdsall, spine gilt, t.e.g., others
uncut, a little rubbed, spine faded, 4to, [1924].

£400 - 600

239
Rackham (Arthur).- Swift ( Jonathan) guLLIveR’S TRAveLS InTo
SeveRAL ReMoTe nATIonS oF THe WoRLd, nuMBeR 474 oF 750 LARge PAPeR
CoPIeS WITH An AddITIonAL PLATe And SIgned By THe ARTIST, 13 tipped-in
colour plates and black & white illustrations by Arthur Rackham,
tissue guard to frontispiece foxed, pictorial endpapers printed in gold
(lightly stained), original cream buckram, gilt, with ties, a little rubbed
and soiled, 4to, London & New York, 1909.

⁂ Including an additional plate ‘The yahoos’, not found in the
trade edition.

£350 - 450

240
Scrap Album.- An ALBuM WITH oveR 230 oRIgInAL ARTWoRkS, MAInLy
BRITISH, by various hands, including one pencil drawing from an
artist in the manner of george Chinnery (1774-1852), a cohesive
group of 17 landscape studies on grey-blue paper, a good group
of late 19th early 20th century caricatures, botanical studies, and
many others by various hands, watercolours, pencil, on various
papers neatly tipped onto album leaves, variously initialled, inscribed
and dated, each album leaf approx 580 x 380mm. (22¾ x 15 in),
occasional surface dirt and browning, marbled boards, spine split,
lower cover detached, very worn, folio, [late 19th and early 20th
century].

£400 - 600
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Dürer (Albrecht, 1471-1528) HeRCuLeS ConQueRIng CACuS (HeRCuLeS
ConQueRIng THe MoLIonIde TWInS), woodcut, a good Meder IIa
impression, on laid paper with watermark of Augsburg coat of arms
(Briquet 2118; Meder 177,  borderline 390 x 285mm. (15⅜ x 11¼ in),
sheet 430 x 300mm. (17 x 11¾ in), good margins, numbered ‘20’ in
brown ink upper right, unframed, [circa 1496, but slightly later
impression].

Literature: Bartsch 127; Meder, Hollstein 238; Schoch Mende
Scherbaum 105

⁂ one of the important early woodcuts, executed just after the
artist’s first journey to Italy, and prior to producing the Apocalypse
woodcut series.

£4,000 - 6,000

242
Dürer (Albrecht, 1471-1528) THe FLIgHT InTo egyPT, FRoM: THe LIFe
oF THe vIRgIn, woodcut, a good Meder d impression from the later
edition without Latin text verso, on laid paper with watermark of coat
of arms with sloping beams, small pendant below (Meder 245),
trimmed to the borderline, sheet 301 x 211mm. (11⅞ x 8⅜ in), small
loss within image to upper right corner, unframed, [circa 1504, but
later, probably mid-16th century impression].

Literature: Bartsch 89; Meder, Hollstein 201; Schoch, Mende,
Scherbaum 179

£1,000 - 1,500

242

243
Leyden (Lucas van, 1494-1533) THe FALL oF MAn, engraving, a
good impression on laid paper without watermark, sheet 107 x
70mm. (4¼ x 2¾ in), trimmed within the image, minor surface dirt,
inset at edges onto paper support, with ruled black line, unframed,
circa 1529. 

Literature: Bartsch 9; new Hollstein 9

£300 - 500

98 See forumauctions.co.uk for further images
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Rembrandt van Rijn (1606-1669) JoSePH’S CoAT BRougHT To JACoB,
etching, a delicate impression with depth, New Hollstein’s first state,
some signs of light wear to the plate but before strengthening of the
old woman’s headdress, and with the faint outline of a second thumb
below the thumb of the pointing man, on laid paper without
watermark, sheet 107 x 80mm. (4¼ x 3⅛ in), trimmed just within the
platemark, inset onto paper support at edges, with ruled black ink
border, numbered ‘35’ in brown ink verso, some spotting and
browning, printer’s thumb print upper right corner, skimming to
upper right corner verso, circa 1633.

Provenance: Martin Folkes, London (1690-1754) [L. 1033];

Presumably his sale, Langford, London, 17th January 1756 (and
seven following days)

Literature: Hollstein 122 i/ii

£3,000 - 5,000

245
Rembrandt van Rijn (1606-1669) THe ReTuRn oF THe PRodIgAL Son,
etching, a good impression with light plate tone of New Hollstein’s
second state (of 3), some lines lightly re-worked in the landscape to
the left, on laid paper without watermark, platemark 155 x 135mm.
(6⅛ x 5¼ in), sheet 165 x 142mm. (6½ x 5⅞ in), tipped at upper edge
onto mount support, small hole upper centre, pin holes and
silverworm damage upper left,  even spotting and browning, circa
1636.

Literature: Hollstein 159

£500 - 700

245

246
Rembrandt van Rijn (1606-1669) PoRTRAIT oF JAn uyTenBogAeRT,
PReACHeR oF THe ReMonSTRAnTS, etching, with roulette work, a well inked
impression of New Hollstein’s ninth state, on laid paper without
watermark, platemark 225 x 187mm. (8⅞ x 7⅜ in), sheet 237 x
198mm. (9⅜ x 7¾ in), under glass, 1635, but later.

Provenance: Halcyon gallery, London (label on reverse)

Literature: new Hollstein 129 ix/ix

£700 - 1,000
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Larmessin (Nicolas de) “CoSTuMeS gRoTeSQueS”, FAnTASTIC FIguReS
CoMPoSed oF THe TooLS oR ATTRIBuTeS oF THeIR TRAdeS, 19 plates from
the series, copper engravings with etching, trimmed to the outer
borderlines and below titles, each c. 270 x 183mm.(10¾ x 7¼ in),
mounted, occasional slight spotting and other minor defects, several
short repaired tears and a few small losses in blank corners of titles,
2 plates with rubbed spots on faces, 3 plates with more extensive
repaired tears, nineteenth century cloth-backed patterned boards,
rubbed, folio (365 x 263mm.), [Paris, c. 1710]

⁂ These celebrated prints by the Larmessin family have a
complex bibliography. nicolas I de Larmessin (or L’Armessin)
(1632-1694) engraved and published approximately 62 plates in
his lifetime. His widow Marie Bertrand added 14 plates from his
designs and his younger brother nicolas II (c.1645-1725)
engraved a further 22 plates from 1695. The present plates are
from the slightly later issue which omitted background details.

The following trades are represented: Cook, Furrier, Ploughman,
Tailor, Perfume maker, Playing card maker, Hosier, Winegrower,
Hatter, Coffee dealer, Coin maker, upholsterer, Baker, Butcher,
Ivory-turner, Mason, Comb maker, Locksmith and Basket maker.
The last five listed are those with more significant defects.

£1,500 - 2,000

248
Carlevarijs (Luca, 1663-1730) 14 vIeWS oF venICe FRoM ‘Le FABRICHe e
veduTe dI venezIA’, etchings, with numbering, on cream laid paper, each
platemark approx. 210 x 290mm. (8¼ x 11½ in), sheet 315 x 455mm.
(12½ x 18 in), each laid onto support, with some light spotting and
surface dirt, small nicks and tears to some in margins, unframed, [1703].

Literature:
cf. Concina-Reale 1-104 

£1,200 - 1,800

249
Piranesi (Giovanni Battista, 1720-1778) veduTA deLLA FonTe e
deLLe SPeLonCHe d’egeRIA, FRoM: veduTe dI RoMA, etching and
engraving, Hind’s third state (of 5), a good impression on laid paper,
platemark 402 x 690mm. (15⅛ x 27¾ in), sheet 450 x 730mm. (17¾
x 28¾ in), good margins, minor surface dirt, small restoration to loss
at centre, [1766]; veduTA deL PonTe LugAno Su L’AnIone, FRoM: veduTe
dI RoMA, etching and engraving, Hind’s first state (of 4) with the artist’s
address and price, a good impression on laid paper, platemark 460
x 660mm. (18¼ x 26 in), two repaired tears upper left and right, small
repair lower centre, [1763] (2).

Literature: Hind 80; 68

£500 - 700
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250
Goya (Francisco, 1746-1828) SeLF-PoRTRAIT, PLATe 1 FRoM LoS
CAPRICHoS, etching and aquatint, a good impression from a later
edition, on smooth cream wove paper, without watermark, platemark
215 x 150mm. (8½ x 5⅞ in), sheet 300 x 190mm. (11¾ x 7½ in), minor
surface dirt, unframed, 1799 and later.

Provenance: Craddock and Barnard;
Private collection, London.

Literature: Harris 57; delteil 59

£400 - 600

251
Goya (Francisco, 1746-1828) eSTAn CALIenTeS (THey ARe HoT), PLATe
13 FRoM LoS CAPRICHoS, FIRST edITIon, etching and aquatint, an
excellent richly inked impression, on cream laid paper, without
watermark, platemark 216 x 150mm. (8½ x 5⅞ in), sheet 300 x
190mm. (11¾ x 7½ in), minor surface dirt, unframed, 1799.

Provenance: Craddock and Barnard;
Private collection, London.

Literature: Harris 48; delteil 50

£800 - 1,200

252
Goya (Francisco, 1746-1828) PoBReCITAS! (PooR LITTLe gIRLS!), PLATe
22 FRoM LoS CAPRICHoS, FIRST edITIon, etching and aquatint, a good
impression, on cream laid paper, without watermark, platemark 215
x 150mm. (8½ x 5⅞ in), sheet 300 x 190mm. (11¾ x 7½ in), minor
surface dirt, unframed, 1799.

Provenance: Craddock and Barnard;
Private collection, London.

Literature: Harris 57; delteil 59

£800 - 1,200

251

252
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Anatomy.- Albinus (Bernhard Siegfried, 1697-1770) MuSCLed
SkeLeTon, FRonT FACIng WITH RHInoCeRoS [TAB Iv]; MuSCLed SkeLeTon,
FRoM BeHInd WITH RHInoCeRoS [TAB vIII], two plates from ‘Tabulae
sceleti et musculorum corporis humani’, engravings, by Grignion,
both on cream laid paper with watermark of fleur-de-lis within large
armorial device, platemarks each approx. 570 x 405mm. (22½ x 16
in), sheets approx. 750 x 570mm. (29½ x 22½ in), full margins, minor
nicks and tears to extremities, some light surface dirt, loose, unframed,
John and Paul Knapton, 1747 (2)

⁂ From an edition said to have been published without the
consent of Albinus. The rhinoceros depicted originally came from
India, and was owned by the sea captain douwe Mout; it was
named Miss Clara, and toured european cities in the mid-18th
century.

£600 - 800

254
McCreery (John, publisher) A CoLLeCTIon oF oRIgInAL eTCHIngS, title
page and 200 works, including 7 by Rembrandt, 6 after
Rembrandt by vivares, 17 by Cornelius Bega, 25 by Claude
Lorrain, 52 by Hollar, and others, etchings, on wove paper, all with
margins, neatly laid onto album leaves, various sizes, occasional
spotting, browning and surface dirt, half calf, gilt, marbled boards,
very worn and scuffed, large 4to, etchings circa 1630-1700, printed
by McCreery, 1816.

£700 - 1,000

255
[Harding (George Perfect, 1780-1853)] [THe HoLy BIBLe, voL. 1.,
geneSIS], extra illustrated volume of the genesis accompanying
text, with original watercolour title page by Harding, a small
watercolour of Adam and eve by the same hand, and over 170
prints by and after old masters neatly presented in chronological
order, including eight circular engravings by nicolaes de Bruyn
after Marten de vos, two engravings by Jan Saenredam after
Abraham Bloemaert, an etching by Thomas Worlidge of the
Sacrifice of Isaac, and others after Poussin, Raphael, dürer,
guercino, Francis Hayman, Marillier, and others, engravings,
etchings, two monochrome watercolours, the title page signed and
dated ‘G.P. Harding 1811’, on various papers neatly inset into album
leaves, some interleaves watermarked with date 1812, various sizes,
largest approx. 270 x 190mm. (10¾ x 7½ in), many trimmed,
occasional minor surface dirt, front free endpaper inscribed ‘Penelope
Eyre/ with her Husbands/ affectionate love-/ Nov. 16, 1856’, straight-
grained morocco, gilt, scuffed and worn, 4to, compiled circa 1810-12.

⁂ george Perfect Harding was an english portrait-painter and
copyist, and was particularly well known for his water-colour
copies of historical portraits.

£400 - 600
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Arnaldi (Enea) deLLe BASILICHe AnTICHe, e SPeCIALMenTe dI QueLLA deL CeLeBRe AndeA
PALLAdIo, second edition, engraved portrait frontispiece, 8 folding plates, small ink-
stamp to title, marginal worm damage to final few leaves (repaired),
nineteenth-century half calf, slightly rubbed extremities, 4to, [Fowler 30, Schlosser-
Magnino 568, Cicognara 876], Vicenza, 1769.

⁂ Second edition, a larger, more deluxe printing that the first edition. Arnaldi
(1716-1794), architect and art historian, was responsible for the restoration of
Palladio’s Basilica in vicenza.

Provenance: Marchese giuseppe Arconati visconti (1797-1883) with his crowned
oval stamp on title. 

£400 - 600
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257
Belli (Silvio) LIBRo deL MISuRAR Con LA vISTA..., collation: *4, A-N4, O2, title with woodcut printer’s device, large woodcut historiated initials, numerous
woodcut illustrations, title browned and with old ink inscription crossed out, some light browning or staining, scorch hole to M4 with loss of a few
letters, stain continuing through N gathering, contemporary limp vellum, soiled and stained, rebacked and repaired, [Adams B518], small 4to (204 x
137mm.), Venice, Domeico de’Nicolini, 1565.

⁂ First edition of Belli’s work on the application of geometry to architectural problems. Belli was a practising architect in Rome and
Ferrara. 

£1,000 - 1,500



258

258
Dietterlin (Wendel) ARCHITeCTuRA von AuSSTHeILIng, SyMMeTRIA und
PRoPoRTIon deR FünFF SeüLen, 5 parts in 1, FIRST CoLLeCTed And
enLARged edITIon, 5 etched and engraved titles, 196 plates (3 folding),
illustrations, colophon (trimmed and mounted), occasional very faint
spotting, occasional faint marginal water-staining, early eighteenth
century mottled calf by Amsterdam’s ‘Elite Bindery’, gilt, red morocco
spine label, rebacked with original spine laid down, a little rubbed,
[Brunet II 706, Berlin Katalog 1942, Fowler 105], folio, Nuremberg,
Balthazar Caymox, 1598.

⁂ The Strassburg painter and decorator Wendel ditterlin (1550-
1599) provided a rich source of models for architects, designers,
painters, sculptors, and cabinetmakers. His work was
instrumental in disseminating Renaissance decorative and
architectural forms in germany. Some of the plates, with their
plunging views and simultaneous perspectives, prefigure the
impossible realities of the twentieth-century dutch artist M. C.
escher.

This is a composite copy, assembled in the early eighteenth
century by a dutch owner, from two separate copies, one of the
first issue and one of the second issue. 

Provenance: effaced inscription at head of title. The empty
tombstone on plate 170 inscribed and dated 1880 ?Henriette
Jentine, Geraldine Feltzer.

£3,000 - 4,000

259
Langley (Batty and Thomas) goTHIC ARCHITeCTuRe, IMPRoved By
RuLeS And PRoPoRTIonS In MAny gRAnd deSIgnS ..., 64 engraved plates,
faint spotting to endpapers only, bookplate, contemporary speckled
calf, a little rubbed, joints beginning to crack, 4to, 1747.

⁂ Batty Langley (1696-1751) was renowned for his garden plans
and architecture in the gothic style, as well as his rebellion against
the stiff layouts of John Claudius Loudon and Henry Wise. He
wrote over twenty architectural books, many of them intended
for builders. 

£400 - 600
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Leonardi (Domenico Felice) Le deLIzIe deLLA vILLA dI CASTeLLAzzo, FIRST edITIon,
double-page engraved portrait, double-page plan and 24 double-page plates by
Marc’Antonio Dal Re, bookplate, occasional faint marginal water-staining,
contemporary calf, gilt tooled spine, rebacked with original spine laid down,
[Cicognara 4030, Berlin Katalog 3495], small folio, [Milan, 1743].

⁂ This series of 24 plates by dal Re represents a separate issue, devoted
entirely to the villa Castellazzo. They were originally prepared by dal Re for
his work Ville di Delizia, which was issued in the same year. 

Provenance: ownership signature dated december 1755 on end pastedown.
Sir William Woods (1785-1842) with his ex-libris. 

£3,500 - 5,000

261
Over (Charles) oRnAMenTAL ARCHITeCTuRe In THe goTHIC, CHIneSe And ModeRn
TASTe, FIRST edITIon, 54 engraved plates, contemporary calf, gilt, a little rubbed,
[Harris 606; Berlin Kat. 3417], 8vo, for Robert Sayer, 1758.

⁂ eileen Harris writes: “The majority of over’s designs for garden ornaments
may be variations upon Halfpenny’s works, but there may be a few novelties
that merit attention. His ‘umbrella seat in the Indian manner’ is, according to
eleanor von erdberg, the first use of the umbrella as a functional structure.”

£750 - 1,000
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Scamozzi (Vincenzo) L’IdeA deLLA ARCHITeTTuRA unIveRSALe, 2 parts in 1, FIRST edITIon, engraved titles, illustrations, woodcut head and tail-
pieces, bookplate, blind-stamp to title and label to title verso, lacking Registro leaf, contemporary calf, gilt, morocco spine label, a little rubbed,
housed in a protective slipcase,[Fowler 292, Cicognara 651, Millard Italian 123], folio, Venice, Giorgio Valentino, 1615.

⁂ This was called the “bulkiest architectural treatise written in Italy” (Wittkower) and next to the Quattro Libri of his teacher Palladio, it was
the most influential architectural work of the early seventeenth century. 

Provenance: Bookplate of nicholas Joseph Foucault (1643-1721), first Marquis de Magny, archaeologist, and royal administrator in the
reign of Louis xIv. His library was in part dispersed before his death, several copies acquired by the earls of Macclesfield. With Foucault’s
large engraved ex-libris to the front pastedown, and the earls of Macclesfield’s blind-stamp and South Library Macclesfield bookplate
to title and title verso. Sold as part of the Macclesfield Library, Sotheby’s, october 25, 2005. 

£4,000 - 6,000
____________________________________
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263
Archaeology.- Evans (Sir
Arthur John) THe PALACe oF
MInoS: A CoMPARATIve ACCounT oF
THe SuCCeSSIve STAgeS oF THe eARLy
CReTAn CIvILIzATIon AS ILLuSTRATed
By THe dISCoveRIeS AT knoSSoS, 4
vol. in 6, plus Index, together 7
vol., FIRST edITIon, numerous
plates (some colour), illustrations
and folding maps and plans,
occasional foxing, original
pictorial cloth, gilt, 8vo, 1921-36.

⁂ A superb set of this
monumental archaeological
work. From the library of
desmond Morris, with his
bookplate.

£1,500 - 2,000



264
Coburn (Alvin Langdon) Men oF MARk, 33 tipped-in photogravures,
tissue guards, occasional light spotting to text and mounts, original
linen-backed cloth, slightly marked, 4to, London and New York, 1913.

⁂ Coburn’s sitters include george Bernard Shaw, H.g. Wells,
Auguste Rodin, Henry James, Theodore Roosevelt, W.B. yeats
(illustrated), Mark Twain, Clarence White and Henri Matisse.

£800 - 1,200

265

265
Holbein (Hans) IMITATIonS oF oRIgInAL dRAWIngS ... In THe CoLLeCTIon
oF HIS MA JeSTy ..., 84 colour-printed stipple engraved plates on 83
leaves, 66 on pink paper, occasional faint spotting, bookplate, ink
inscription, contemporary calf, rebacked with the original spine laid
down, slight bumping to corners and extremities, [Abbey Life 205,
Lowndes I 405], folio, 1792-1800.

⁂ The originals, in chalk heightened with pen and metal-point,
were made by Holbein during his two sojourns to england. They
constitute preliminary studies for several of his most famous oil
paintings. The drawings were originally in a volume now preserved
in the Royal Library at Windsor Castle, called the Great Booke. 

Provenance: H. C. M. Porter with his ex-libris.

£2,000 - 3,000

266
Table of Isis.- Pignoria (Lorenzo) MenSA ISIACA, 3 parts in 1, third
edition, additional engraved allegorical title by A. Blotelingh, title to
each part with engraved vignette, 11 engraved plates, of which 10
large and folding, numerous engraved illustrations in text, of which 8
full-page, woodcut initials and decorations, occasional light foxing,
bookplate of Edward Winnington, contemporary calf, gilt, red
morocco spine label, a little rubbed, [Blackmer 1312], 4to,
Amsterdam, Andreas Frisius, 1669. 

⁂ Third edition of this important treatise on the Table of Isis by
the Padovan scholar and antiquary Lorenzo Pignoria (1571-1631).
The Table of Isis or Mensa Isiaca, a very large bronze tablet
covered in a dark varnish or enamel and worked in silver with
hieroglyphs and figures of Isis, osiris, Thoth, Apis and other
egyptian deities, is said to have first come to light during the sack
of Rome in 1527. known as the Bembine table after its first owner,
the humanist scholar Pietro Bembo, the table was an object of
fascination to Renaissance scholars, and was later studied by
kircher, Montfaucon, Jablonski, and Caylus. Today it resides in the
Museo egizio in Turin. Pignoria’s description, first published in
1605, was the first detailed printed account of the Table. In his
description Pignoria compared the table to other known
archeological objects, particularly egyptian amulets and engraved
gems. unlike some of his contemporaries, who saw the table as
a mystical relic from the dawn of creation, Pignoria concluded that
the table was a Roman work of the Augustan period. The large
folding plates of this edition were engraved by the venetian
engraver and publisher giacomo Franco in 1600 to replicate the
various parts of the Table, and were included, variously assembled
and folded, in a handful of copies of the first edition, published
by Franco in 1605. The full-page engravings in this edition
reproduce the exceedingly rare woodcut illustrations from the
first edition. 

£400 - 600
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Acupuncture.- JInSHIn gozo no
zu; Ôjin Meido no zu; Sokujin
Meido no zu; Fukujin Meido
no zu, 4 large rolled wood-block
print scrolls, browned, one or two
tiny areas of loss, contemporary
Japanese wooden scroll mounts
with contemporary silk wrapping
cords, laid into recent Japanese
wooden box, v.s., Tokyo, Musashi
Toyoshima, 1662.

⁂ A complete set of four
seventeenth-century Tokugawa
hanging scrolls demonstrating
the Japanese art of
acupuncture. They illustrate
the organs, meridians and
meridial points in front, side,
rear and internal depictions of
the human figure. 

Provenance: Jean Blondelet,
collector of Chinese and
Japanese medical texts, his sale
Tajan, 23 october 2001. 

£5,000 - 8,000
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-. Shuan (Kuto) (Ichihara) MeIdo doJInkeI zu, 3
vol., FIRST edITIon, 3 large folding woodcut
anatomical diagrams with woodcut text, original
paper wrappers, Japanese paper title-labels, a
little rubbed, together in a blue Japanese folding
case, Tokyo, Suharaya Mohei, 1840.

⁂ A late-edo medical work that focuses on the
traditional arts of acupuncture and
moxibustion. Moxibustion is a traditional
Chinese therapy believed to originate in
Mongolia, it combines acupuncture and the
herb mugwort. 

Provenance: Jean Blondelet, collector of
Chinese and Japanese medical texts, his sale
Tajan, 23 october 2001. 

£2,000 - 3,000
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Electricity and the vacuum.- Guericke (Otto
von) exPeRIMenTA novA (uT voCAnTuR) MAgdeBuRgICA de
vACuo SPATIo, FIRST edITIon, additional engraved title,
armorial plate facing dedication leaf, portrait, 2
double-page plates and 20 illustrations in text, some
full-page (one repeated), [Horblit, 100 Books famous
in Science 44; Dibner, Heralds of Science 55],
Amsterdam, Johann Jansson van Waesberge, 1672
Bound WITH Geys (Petrus) and others. PHILoSoPHIA
unIveRSA de MICRoCoSMo, engraved title-vignette,
extensive contemporary ink annotations to title verso,
Antwerp, Marcellus Parys, 1667, contemporary
mottled calf, rebacked preserving original gilt spine,
rather worn, folio

⁂ A veRy good CoPy oF THIS HIgHLy IMPoRTAnT WoRk on
exPeRIMenTAL PHySICS. one of the double-page plates
shows the famous Magdeburg experiment in
which two copper hemispheres are fitted together,
a vacuum created within by means of guericke’s
air-pump, and then two horses attempted
(unsuccessfully) to pull them apart. He thus
demonstrated that air had weight and was then
able to determine its density. “Copies of this first
edition are now very rare. This remarkable work on
experimental philosophy ranks next to gilbert’s in the number and importance of the electrical discoveries described. electric
conduction and repulsion, the discharging power of points, the dissipation of charge by flames, the light due to electrification, the
crepitating noises of small sparks are all recognized.” (Wheeler gift catalogue, 170)

The second work is extremely rare with only the BL copy located on World Cat.

£12,000 - 16,000
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Engineering.- Russell (Sir William Howard) THe ATLAnTIC
TeLegRAPH, chromolithographed title and 24 plates by Robert Dudley,
gutta percha perished, contents loose, occasional foxing, original
pictorial cloth, gilt, spine ends and corners a little bumped, 1865 §
Hodgson ( J.e.) The History of Aeronautics in great Britain, limited
edition, plates, original cloth, spine faded, 1924, large 8vo (2)

£300 - 400

271
Galilei (Galileo) oPeRe, vol.1-10 only (of 13), ALeSSAndRo voLTA’S
CoPy, LATeR gIoSue CARduCCI’S CoPy, each vol. signed by both, usually
to title, vol.10 signed twice by Volta, engraved portrait frontispiece to
vol.1, 28 folding engraved plates, some foxing, small ink library stamp
to verso of frontispiece, uncut in green library cloth, spines lettered in
gilt, 8vo, Milan, 1808-11.

⁂ Alessandro volta (1745-1827) was the Italian physicist “whose
invention of the electric battery provided the first source of
continuous current” (www.britannica.com). The volt was named
after him in 1881. giosue Carducci (1835-1907) was an Italian poet
and the first Italian to receive the nobel Prize for Literature, in 1906. 

£4,000 - 6,000

272
Paracelsus. CHyRuRgIA MInoR, marginal worm traces, some repaired,
occasionally touching the odd letter, stained, library cloth, spine gilt,
ex-Birmingham Medical Institute, [not in Adams], folio, [Basel], [Peter
Perna], 1573.

£400 - 600

273
Ramus (Petrus) ARITHMeTICAe LIBRI duo: geoMeTRIAe SePTeM eT vIgInTI.,
large woodcut printer’s devices to titles and versos of final ff. of each
work, woodcut illustrations and diagrams, first title with early ink
ownership inscriptions including ?Tobias Rosister, occasional early ink
marginalia, without the table (as often), browned, occasional foxing,
contemporary blind-stamped calf-backed wooden boards, spine
painted white and with 2 early ms. labels in red and black ink, lacking
clasps, 4toFrankfurt, Heirs of Andreas Wechel, 1599.

£1,000 - 1,500
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Tropical diseases.- Lind ( James) dISSeRTATIo
MedICA, InAuguRALIS, de FeBRe ReMITTenTe PuTRIdA
PALuduM QuAe gRASSABATuR In BengALIA A.d. 1762,
engraved folding frontispiece map, offsetting on to
title, title trimmed at head, with loss of part of first 2
words, some spotting, modern boards, 8vo,
Edinburgh, Balfour, Auld & Smellie, 1768.

⁂ Lind’s treatise on fever in hot climes. In 1768
he wrote An essay on diseases incidental to
Europeans in hot climates. With the method of
preventing their fatal consequences. He is best
remembered for his work on scurvy while serving
as a surgeon in the navy. 

£300 - 400

275
Windmills.- Natrus (Leendert van) gRooT
voLkoMen MooLenBoek; oF nAAuWkeuRIg
onTWeRP....SooRTen vAn vAn MooLenS, 2 vol., titles
printed in red and black, 49 double page engraved
plates, numbered to 1-27 in each volume, 6 folding,
some light soiling and occasional spotting,
contemporary vellum, a little soiled, folio,
Amsterdam, J.Covens and C. Mortier, 1734-36.

⁂ A good copy of this handsome dutch work on
the construction and working of windmills. 

£1,500 - 2,000
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276
Comparative Morphology.- Tyson (Edward) oRAng-ouTAng, SIve HoMo SyLveSTRIS;
oR, THe AnAToMy oF A PygMIe, 2 parts in 1, FIRST edITIon, 8 folding engraved plates, all
with tears, the first with small piece cut away, some foxing, final advertisement leaf
present but lacking initial imprimatur leaf, modern full crushed morocco by Sangorski
& Sutcliffe, [Wing T3598; PMM 169; Garrison & Morton 153 and 300; Osler 4138;
Waller 9727], 4to, for Thomas Bennet and Daniel Brown, 1699.

⁂ “The first really important work on comparative morphology....Tyson compared
the anatomy of man and monkeys and between the two he placed the
chimpanzee, which he regarded as the typical pygmy. This was the origin of the
idea of a ‘missing link’ in the ascent of man from the apes” (garrison and Morton).

Provenance: ? dering (1736), edward Morgan, Frederick edward Wood (ink
inscriptions to title, the first and dated crossed out); desmond Morris (bookplate).

£4,000 - 6,000

277
Darwin (Charles) THe exPReSSIon oF THe eMoTIonS In MAn And AnIMALS, FIRST edITIon,
second issue with plates numbered in Roman, 7 heliotype plates, 4pp. advertisements
at end, wood-engraved illustrations, occasional foxing, original cloth, extremities slightly
rubbed and slight cockling, hinges broken, [Freeman 1141], 8vo, 1872.

⁂ Last signatures 2B2 and 2C3 with 2B1 and 2C1 signed.

£750 - 1,000

277
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Owen (Richard) MonogRAPH oF THe Aye-Aye, FIRST edITIon,
PReSenTATIon CoPy InSCRIBed By THe AuTHoR on front free endpaper, 14
lithograph plates, some folding, some foxing, original cloth, spine
faded and torn at ends and to joints, [Nissen, ZBI 3040], 4to, 1863.

⁂ Inscription reads “His grace the duke of Argyll, from his friend,
the author.”

£600 - 800

Other Properties

279
Birds.- Lilford (Thomas Littleton Powys, 4th Baron) CoLouRed
FIguReS oF THe BIRdS oF THe BRITISH ISLAndS, 7 vol., second edition, [one
of 450 sets], list of subscribers, photogravure portrait frontispiece, 421
chromolithographed or hand-coloured lithographed plates, mostly
after Archibald Thorburn and J.G. Keulemans with a few after W.Foster
and G.E.Lodge, mounted on linen stubs throughout, foxing, heavy in
places, ink ownership inscription to endpapers, contemporary half
morocco gilt by R.H. Porter, spines uniformly faded, extremities
rubbed, [Anker 308; Fine Bird Books, p.119; Nissen IVB 563], large 8vo,
1891-97.

£1,000 - 1,500

280
-. Reichenow (Anton) vogeLBILdeR AuS FeRnen zonen. ABBILdungen
und BeSCHReIBungen deR PAPAgeIen, 33 chromolithographed plates by
Gustav Müntel, finished by hand, 5 plates torn (1 in margin and
crudely repaired with tape), 4ff. of text torn, 15 plates with manuscript
captions, some foxing and browning, ink inscriptions on front free
endpaper, original decorated cloth, worn, rebacked in cloth, [Fine Bird
Books p. 133; Nissen IVB 767], folio, Kassel, 1878-83.

£400 - 600

BoTAny

281
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[Bry ( Johann Theodor de) and others]. [veRzAMeLIng vAn een
MeenIgTe kRuyden, BLoeMen, WoRTeLS, en AndeRe geWASSCHen], title
with 113 plates only, many from Merian’s ‘Florilegium renovatum
et auctum: variorum maximeque rariorum germinum, forum ac
plantarum’, all plates without numbers or signatures, engravings,
on various laid papers with several variant armorial watermarks
[probably 18th century], the title page watermarked ‘1741’, ten plates
with hand-colouring, various sizes, all sheets approx. 315 x 195mm.
(12½ x 7¾ in), occasional minor surface dirt, some spotting and
browning, loosely inserted into later boards, large 4to, [18th century].

Literature: cf. Hunt 237

⁂ Michael valentini (1657-1729), a physician, professor of
medicine and collector of natural history specimens, acquired the
plates from de Bry’s famous ‘Florilegium renovatum et auctum’ of
1641. valentini re-published them alongside other botanical
plates in his own publication ‘viridarium Reformatum, seu
Regnum vegetabile: krauter Buch’ in 1714, and the present
collection would appear be a similar, albeit variant, suite of
impressions from the 18th century.

£800 - 1,200

282
Hermann (Paul) PARAdISuS BATAvuS, innumeris exotcis curiosis
herbis, & rarioribus plantis..., second edition, title in red and black
with woodcut vignette, engraved dedication and 111 plates, rather
browned, faint traces of stamps to title and one or two other leaves,
contemporary sprinkled calf, spine gilt, a little rubbed, spine ends
repaired, [Nissen BBI 860], 4to, Leiden, P. van der Aa, 1705.

⁂ Botanical catalogue by the director of the Leiden botanical
gardens from 1679-95.

£700 - 900

283
Linnaeus (Carl) SPeCIeS PLAnTARuM, 2 vol. in 1, FIRST edITIon, second
issue with the three cancelled leaves E6, F5 & R2 in vol.1, errata leaf
at end, contemporary ink inscription to title of vol.1 and ink stain to
title and following leaf with small hole to title (repaired), old ink
bookseller’s stamp at foot, some foxing as usual, damp-staining to
last few leaves of Index causing fraying and slight loss to errata leaf,
modern calf with border ruled and stamped in blind, spine gilt, [Hunt
548], 8vo, Stockholm, L. Salvius, 1753.

⁂ The classification of plants and the foundation of modern
taxonomy. This was “the first work to account for all the kinds of
plants then known for the world, to classify them according to a
simple system ... and to provide for each kind a name of two
words. This addition of a binomial system of nomenclature ... to
the polynomial system has caused this work to be designated as
the starting point for the modern nomenclature of ferns and
flowering plants. Because of this, Species plantarum has become
the most important single work in the world’s botanical
literature.” Hunt 

£2,000 - 3,000
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Miller ( John) An ILLuSTRATIon oF THe SexuAL SySTeM, oF LInnAeuS, 2
vol., engraved frontispiece, titles and 190 plates, many hand-coloured
or partially hand-coloured (uncoloured plates in vol. II), slightly
browned, engraved bookplates on front pastedowns, contemporary
diced russia, gilt key pattern borders, rebacked in modern calf, gilt,
8vo, 1779 and 1789.

£400 - 600

285
Piccioli (Antonio) L’AnToTRoFIA oSSIA LA CoLTIvAzIone de’FIoRI, 2 vol.,
FIRST edITIon, 72 hand-coloured lithographed plates, occasional faint
spotting, cracked hinges, contemporary Italian half morocco, gilt, a
little rubbed, [Stafleu 7884; Plesch p361], 8vo, Florence, 1834.

⁂ Antonio Piccioli (1794-1842) was gardener of Casa Panciatichi;
he succeeded his father giuseppe as gardener to the Museum of
natural History in Florence. This publication secured his
reputation. 

£1,000 - 1,500

285
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Stanton (F. M.) [ALBuM oF WATeRCoLouR BoTAnICAL dRAWIngS], 20
watercolour paintings of flowers on thick wove paper, each mounted
in an album, manuscript list of contents tipped in, contemporary half
calf, a little rubbed, preserved in a drop-back box, folio, c.1818-28.

⁂ The flowers include roses, dahlias, peonies, the Aztec lily,
Persian pearl tulip and the Camellia Japonica. 

£1,500 - 2,000

287
Sweet (Robert) CISTIneAe. THe nATuRAL oRdeR oF CISTuS, oR RoCk-
RoSe..., FIRST edITIon, 112 HAnd-CoLouRed engRAved PLATeS by S. Watts
and Weddell after Mrs. Brown and J., M. & W. Hart, with the AddITIon
oF 4 exTRA PLATeS at end from another work, title slightly foxed,
browned, bookplate on front pastedown, contemporary half calf, gilt,
slightly rubbed, [Great Flower Books p.141; Nissen BBI 1922], 8vo,
1825-30.

£500 - 700

288
Van Houtte (Louis), Charles Lemaire & others, editors. FLoRe
deS SeRReS eT deS JARdInS de L’euRoPe, vol.1-6 only, 561 lithographed
plates, most hand-coloured or finished by hand, some heightened
with gum arabic, 78 folding or double-page (a few large), c.30
uncoloured or tinted lithographs (mostly views), tissue guards, wood-
engraved illustrations, some light foxing or browning, 2 large folding
plates torn at fold (one repaired), contemporary half green morocco,
spines gilt, a little rubbed, spines faded, 8vo, [Nissen BBI 2254], Gand,
1845-51; sold as a periodical, not subject to return

£1,500 - 2,000

287

288
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Insects.- Merian (Maria Sibylla) eRuCARuM oRTuS, ALIMenTuM eT PARAdoxA MeTAMoRPHoSIS, 3 parts in 1, FIRST LATIn
edITIon, engraved portrait by Houbraken, frontispiece by Schijnvoet, divisional frontispiece to each part, 150 engraved
plates, armorial vignette on dedication leaf, spotted and browned, occasionally quite heavily, contemporary vellum,
4to, Amsterdam, Joannes Oosterwyk, 1718.

⁂ Important early entomological work by one of the great naturalists of her time, depicting butterflies and
grubs in juxtaposition with flowers and blossoms.

£6,000 - 8,000

118 See forumauctions.co.uk for further images
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Africa.- Dadd (Frank, 1851-1929) THe MuRdeR oF CAPTAIn keyeS In
nIgeRIA, THe PRISoneRS undeR eSCoRT, monochrome watercolour,
heightened with white, signed with initials lower left, 270 x 350mm.
(10¾ x 13¾ in), under glass, minor spotting and browning, circa 1901.

Illustrated: The Graphic, 16th november 1901

⁂Captain keyes was murdered in Argungo, the extreme north-west
of northern nigeria, on the 21st June 1901, by a gang of French
cattle-thieves, whom he was attempting to arrest. The present work
illustrates the French cattle-thieves following their arrest.

£400 - 600

291

291
America.- Bry (Johann Theodor de) and Jacques Le Moyne.
BRevIS nARRATIo eoRuM QuAe In FLoRIdA AMeRICAe PRovI[n]CIA gALLIS
ACCIdeRunT, part 2 only, engraved title, portrait vignette and 22 plates
with letter press text only (of 42), lacking folding map, woodcut initials,
head- and tail-pieces, engraved title neatly repaired, occasional
browning, modern calf-backed boards, [Sabin 8784], folio, Frankfurt,
Joannis Wechel, 1591; and another, on the same; sold not subject
to return (2)

£600 - 800

292
Polar.- ARCTIC exPedITIon In SeARCH oF SIR JoHn FRAnkLIn, printed flyer,
200 x 160mm., watermarked “TH Saunders & Co”, Printed on board
H.M.S. Plover, on the 4th of July 1853.

⁂ extremely rare.

“This paper is printed for distribution by the natives of Point
Barrow among the eastern esqujimaux at Barter Island, with the
hope that it may fall into the hands of any persons belonging to
the Arctic expeditions who may be on or near the coast. Should
this hope be realized, the parties will learn that the ‘Plover’ has
wintered (1852-53,) at Point Barrow, called by the natives noo-
wook, where it has been ascertained only that H.M.S. Investigator
was seen passing to the eastward of Return Reef in 1850, and the
enterprize in 1851. The natives on the whole are not unfriendly,
but must be dealt with cautiously to avoid surprise, and are not
to be trusted when in large numbers.” - Flyer.

£2,000 - 3,000
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295

296

ATLASeS

294
Blackie (W.G., publisher) THe IMPeRIAL ATLAS oF ModeRn geogRAPHy,
contemporary half morocco, gilt, upper cover detached, 1860;
[Another copy], contemporary half morocco, upper cover detached,
spine becoming loose, rubbed and scuffed, 1867 § Lett’s Popular
County Atlas, original pictorial half morocco, gilt, rubbed, 1884,
numerous hand-coloured maps, a few detached; and another atlas
of the British isles, large 4to; sold not subject to return (4)

£300 - 400

295
Le Rouge (Georges-Louis) InTRoduCTIon A LA geogRAPHIe, with
engraved double-page additional allegorical title ‘Atlas Nouveau
Portatif à l’Uage des Militaires et du Voyageur’, 3 hand-coloured
engraved plates of spheres, 86 maps hand-coloured in outline and
engraved plan of Paris and plate of flags, all double-page, a few also
folding, several maps incorporating cartouches and/or vignettes,
water-staining to lower corner of engraved title and text and a few
maps, light foxing and browning to maps, map 31 with tear to fold,
map 32 slightly defective at outer margin up to plate-mark,
contemporary mottled calf, spine gilt with, old paper label at end, a
little rubbed and stained, two wormholes to foot of spine, corners
worn, 4to, Paris, chez l’Auteur, Prault le fils, la Veuve Robinot, 1756.

⁂ Mostly covering europe and areas of France but including
Turkey, the Holy Land, Persia, China, Japan, egypt, and islands of
the east and West Indies.

£1,500 - 2,000

296
Lizars (Daniel) LIzARS’ edInBuRgH geogRAPHICAL geneRAL ATLAS, 68
double-page engraved maps, hand-coloured in outline, 2 double-page
Tables of Mountain Chains, all mounted on stubs, some very light
offsetting, occasional light soiling to margins, bookplate,
contemporary half morocco, gilt, a little rubbed and scuffed, folio,
[1842].

⁂ Including the two rare maps depicting the Republic of Texas
between its secession from Mexico in 1836 and its annexation in
1845.

£1,500 - 2,000

120 See forumauctions.co.uk for further images
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Armenia.- Broadsides.-  3 BRoAdSIdeS
419 x 281mm; 337 x 179mm, and
425 x 347mm, folds, some spotting
or foxing, a few small holes, 1918-
1919 (3)

⁂ Three rare broadsides in an
excellent state of preservation. I: nuri
Pasha calling for a cessation of
hostilities between Armenians and
Muslims, 15th August, 1918;
aggressions that had been
encouraged by the english II:
Proclamation by Colonel Rowlandson
on behalf of the english government
supporting general Anton denikin's
actions against the destruction of
Bolshevism. III: Calling for cessation
of hostilities by Armenians against
Muslims by ottoman authorities. 

£1,000 - 1,500



298
Ptolomaeus (Claudius) LA geogRAFIA, 3 parts in 1, third Ruscelli edition, collation: *-**4 A-H4 (H4 blank), A-Z4 Aa-Xx4 †2 A-Z2 Aa-Oo2 A-Z2 Aa-
Dd2; α-η4 (η4 blank); A-G4 H6 (H6 blank), several woodcut diagrams and illustrations in text (including two portraits of Ptolemy), 65 double-page
engraved maps, of which 27 Ptolemaic and 38 new, a few quires slightly uniformly browned, quire Gg (first series) heavily browned, some
marginal spots, staining towards end, contemporary limp vellum, inked title on spine, traces of ties, 4to (230 x 160mm.), Venice, Giordano
Ziletti, 1574-73.

⁂ very good, complete copy of the thrid Ruscelli edition, revised and corrected by giovanni Malombra. The maps are the same as in
the first of his editions (1561), and the reprint of 1564, with the exception of the old world map, for which Malombra has returned to
Ptolemy’s original conical projection, and of the newly added map 13, showing the Territoria di Roma.

£5,000 - 7,000

297
Ptolomaeus (Claudius) geogRAFIA
CIoe deSCRITTIone unIveRSALe deLLA
TeRRA, 2 parts in 1, second edition in
Italian, titles with engraved vignettes
incorporating printers’ device,
woodcut diagrams, initials and
decorations, full-page double-
hemisphere engraved map after
Mercator and 63 half-page
engraved maps by Girolamo Porro
(27 Ptolemaic, 36 modern), small
repairs to title margins, repair to
final leaf affecting some words of
text in index, some slight mostly
marginal staining to last few leaves,
some finger-soiling, occasional light
browning, wide margins,
contemporary vellum, corners worn,
rebacked, folio (358 x 249mm.),
Padua, Paolo & Francesco
Galignani, 1621-20.

⁂ A very good and unusually large
copy (some 50mm. taller than
most recorded) of this important edition of Ptolemy’s geography with additions and commentary by the cosmographer and
mathematician giovanni Antonio Magini. A native of Padua, Magini graduated in philosophy at Bologna in 1579 and nine years later was
appointed to the chair of mathematics there, being preferred to galileo. He produced the first atlas devoted entirely to Italy (Bologna,
1620) and the double-hemisphere map included in this work is described by Shirley as “an exceptionally fine engraving in its own right”.

Literature: Sabin 66508; Shirley 193-196

£4,000 - 6,000
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Australia.- Vaux ( James Hardy) MeMoIRS oF JAMeS HARdy vAux.
WRITTen By HIMSeLF, edited Barron Field, 2 vol., FIRST edITIon, lacking
half-titles, vol.1 title foxed, some spotting or mostly light foxing,
contemporary half calf, vol.2 spine faded, both vol. with corners worn
and rubbed, large 12mo, Printed by W. Clowes, 1819.

⁂ First edition of this convict autobiography. The final 75 pages
of the second volume contain vaux’s celebrated ‘vocabulary of
the Flash Language’, the first dictionary of underworld cant to
emanate from Australia. vaux was deported no fewer than three
times; first as a pickpocket in 1801, then for desertion in 1810,
and finally for larceny in the early 1830s. 

Literature: Ferguson 770. 

£500 - 700

301
Egypt.-  deSCRIPTIon de L'ÉgyPTe, ou ReCueIL deS oBSeRvATIonS eT deS
ReCHeRCHeS QuI onT ÉTÉ FAITeS en ÉgyPTe PendAnT L'exPÉdITIon de L'ARMÉe
FRAnçAISe., one atlas vol. only, comprising 43 engraved plates and 6
maps or plans, some folding, a few plates of inscriptions hand-
coloured, some spotting, a few marginal tears (mostly short), bound
in contemporary bounds, little worn, large folio (plate size c.1079 x
689mm.), Paris, 1809-1822. sold as a collection of plates, not
subject to return. 

£3,500 - 4,500

122 See forumauctions.co.uk for further images
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299

299
Ratelband (Johannes) geogRAPHISCH-ToneeL, oF
uITgezoCHTe kAARTen, ToT geMAk deR oFFICIeRen, ReISIgeRS en
LIeFHeBBeRS, hand-coloured wood-engraved title decoration,
folding hand-coloured plate and 40 folding hand-coloured
maps and views, contemporary red morocco, gilt, g.e., tall
thin 8vo (200 x 83mm.), Amsterdam, J. Ratelband, 1735.

⁂ very rare dutch pocket atlas, with all 41 maps and
plates coloured by a contemporary dutch hand.
Published for 18th-century european travellers and for
military officers.

Johannes Ratelband (II) (1704-1730) was one of the key
members of a long dynasty of dutch printers/ book and
map sellers in Amsterdam. The firm began with Jansz.
Ratelband (1590-1656), who moved from germany to
set up a press and shop in Amsterdam at the beginning
of the 17th century. The firm flourished uninterrupted
until the 1820s, perpetuated by a succession of family
members. 

oCLC list two copies of the atlas worldwide; one in the
Bibliothèque nationale, Paris (1732 edition) and one in
the British Library (1747 edition with 37 maps). not in
koeman or Shirley: though koeman cites an edition of
1732 with 37 maps (k. III, Rat. 1) and Shirley an edition of
1747 also with 37 maps (Shirley, g.Rat1a).

£1,200 - 1,800
___________________________________
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302
Michel (Claude-Sidoine) and Louis-Charles Desnos. L’IndICATeuR
FIdeLe ou guIde deS voyAgeuRS, QuI enSeIgne TouTeS LeS RouTeS RoyALeS
eT PARTICuLIeReS de LA FRAnCe, fifth edition, 2 engraved titles (one
pictorial), 2 engraved general maps, plan of Paris and 17 road maps,
some folding, hand coloured in outline, a good, clean copy, 19th
century wrappers, 4to, Pairs, 1785.

£400 - 600

303
Michel (Claude-Sidoine) and Louis-Charles Desnos. L’IndICATeuR
FIdeLe ou guIde deS voyAgeuRS, QuI enSeIgne TouTeS LeS RouTeS RoyALeS
eT PARTICuLIeReS de LA FRAnCe, fifth edition, 2 engraved titles (one
pictorial), 2 engraved general maps, plan of Paris and 17 road maps,
some folding, hand coloured in outline, titles with some fraying to
corners, some light creasing and a few closed tears to extremities, light
soiling and occasional damp-staining, contemporary wrappers, Paris,
1785; and 3 others, France, including a 1778 edition of Michel,
4to  & 8vo (4)

£400 - 600

304
Taylor (Baron Isidore), Charles Nodier and Alphonse de
Cailleux. voyAgeS PITToReSQueS eT RoMAnTIQueS dAnS L’AnCIenne
FRAnCe, AnCIenne noRMAndIe, 2 vol., 4 half-titles, 3 pictorial titles, 242
lithograph plates including 3 bis plates and 7 croquis (variant states)
by Taylor, 37 large vignettes in the text, tissue guards, the great
majority on chine appliqué, many printed with tint stone, by Horace
Vernet, V. Adam, Daguerre, Ciceri, Fragonard, Villeneuve and others,
a few by Gericault and Isabey and five by Richard Parkes Bonington,
tear to blank lower margin of pp 105/106 in vol.2, bookplates of
Chillingham Castle, Northumberland, an unusually clean and tall
copy, edges untrimmed, contemporary red morocco-backed boards,
edges slightly rubbed, [Ray, The Art of the French Illustrated Book,
106], large folio, Paris, P. Didot l’aîné, 1820-25.

⁂ The earliest, and arguably the finest, volumes of Baron Taylor’s
ambitious series planned to cover all of France, described by Ray
as “... the greatest of all publications illustrated with lithographs.”
In the event, only nineteen or twenty volumes on nine regions
eventually appeared including a final volume on Basse-Normandie
in 1878. Both Ray and Twyman (Lithography, 1970, pp 226-253)
extol the quality of Bonington’s lithographs which include “two
designs which are among the masterpieces of all lithography”
(Ray). These are Rue du Gros Horloge, Rouen (pl.173, Curtis 16) and
Evreux, Tour du Gros Horloge (pl. 226, Curtis 19).

£800 - 1,200
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Germany.- Batty (Lt. Col. Robert) HAnoveRIAn And SAxon SCeneRy,
half-title, engraved frontispiece, vignette title, dedication and 60 plates
after Batty, each with accompanying leaf of text in English & French
and wood-engraved vignette, tissue guards, some foxing, bookplate
of R.G.Lumley, contemporary blue straight-grain morocco, gilt,
rubbed, spine faded, joints and edges a little worn, 4to, 1829.

£500 - 700

306
-. Metzger ( John) An HISToRICAL deSCRIPTIon oF THe CASTLe oF
HeIdeLBeRg And ITS gARdenS, FIRST engLISH edITIon, folding aquatint
frontispiece and 23 plates (3 folding), occasional spotting, original
boards, engraved vignette label, a little rubbed, oblong 4to,
Heidelberg, 1830.

⁂ Metzger was the official gardener to the university of
Heidelberg, and the author of numerous works on gardening,
hence the special emphasis given to the gardens of Heidelberg
Castle in this work. 

The Abbey copy (Travel I, 118) belongs to a later issue. not in
Berling katalog or Millard. 

£600 - 800

307
Holy Land.- Roberts (David), After. [THe HoLy LAnd, SyRIA, IduMeA,
ARABIA, egyPT & nuBIA ...], vignette title to vol. I, and 42 plates only,
FRoM THe RoyAL SuBSCRIBeR’S edITIon, lithographs with fine original
hand-colouring, mounted onto card as issued, each with ruled black
‘mourning’ border, 22 full folio plates approx. 490 x 340mm. (19¼ x
13½ in), or the reverse, the others half folio approx. 250 x 330mm.
(9⅞ x 13 in), or the reverse, title page with ink signature of ‘Lady
Georgina Codrington’, occasional light spotting and browning, loose,
unframed, F.G. Moon, 1842-1849 (43).

Provenance: Lady georgina Codrington (wife of Sir C.B.
Codrington, listed as a subscriber)

Literature: Abbey Travel 385 

⁂ “one oF THe MoST IMPoRTAnT And eLABoRATe venTuReS oF THe
nIneTeenTH CenTuRy”. Plates include [Abbey nos.] 2-15, 17-20, 26,
46-47, 84-87, 89-105; predominantly views of Jerusalem,
Bethlehem, and Petra. The black borders featured on all the
plates in this group were applied by the publisher following the
death of Sir C.B. Codrington, a subscriber who passed away
during the final stages of the work being published. The title
vignette bears the name of Codrington’s wife, Lady georgina
Codrington, who would have received the completed work
featuring the unique black borders, a token of sympathy from the
publisher. 

£7,000 - 10,000

IndIA

308
An ALBuM oF PHoTogRAPHS, 23 Indian subjects including views of
Calcutta (interior), Multan (4), dalhousie (3), Chumba (3), Port Blair,
Andaman Islands (3), Punjab (2) and two group portraits (one a
variant) of British and Indian sitters, with 2 views of Port Said, 2 of
Australia, 11 c.d.v. studies of Arab women and men and various
British subjects, albumen prints, c. 180 x 240mm. (7 x 9 ½ in.) and
smaller, mounted on single sides of thin card leaves, contemporary
half morocco, a little rubbed, inner joint broken, g.e., large 4to, c.
1860s-70s.

£600 - 800

124 See forumauctions.co.uk for further images
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Anonymous (late 19th century) SkeTCH oF THe FoRT And CITAdeL oF
BeeJAPooR [BIJAPuR], manuscript plan with references below, and
two sheets with 4 pp. of ‘descriptions of Buildings in Bejapoor and
other objects of intrerest’, pen and black ink, the map on wove
paper, 365 x 325mm. (14⅜ x 12¾ in), the manuscript descriptions on
laid paper with watermark date ‘1878’, several folds and handling
creases, minor spotting and surface dirt, loose, unframed, [circa
1870-80s].

⁂ The citadel and fort at Bijapur was completed by the Adilshahi
Sultans in 1566. The novelist and Indian clerk Philip Meadows
Taylor (1808-1876) described the site in 1866 as having “palaces,
arches, tombs, cisterns, gateways, minarets, ...all carved from the
rich basalt rock of the locality, garlanded by creepers, broken and
disjointed by peepul trees, each in its turn is a gem of art and the
whole a treasury.”

£400 - 600

310
Paintings on Mica.- An ALBuM WITH 60 ARTWoRkS InCLudIng HIndu
deITIeS And CHARACTeRS FRoM THe RAMAyAnA, and with others of
ceremonial subjects, trades and occupations, musicians, fakirs,
snake charmers, elephants and hunting scenes, gouache on mica,
various sizes, from 125 x 80mm. (4⅞ x 3¼ in) to 110 x 155mm. (4⅛
x 6 in), loosely inserted into album leaves, occasional surface defects
with minor areas of loss, contemporary cloth, large 8vo, worn [mid-
to late-19th century].

£600 - 800

311
No lot
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Scott-Waring (Major John) ReMARkS on THe Rev. doCToR BuCHAnAn’S CHRISTIAn
ReSeARCHeS In ASIA, &C. &C., FIRST edITIon, library stamps, later library cloth, spine titled
in gilt, faded, 8vo, Printed for James Ridgway, 1812.

⁂ The author was political agent to Warren Hastings. The present work
continues his writings on Christian missions and the religious tolerance policy of
the east India Company. The present work is rare in commerce. 

£600 - 800

313
Woolnoth (William, fl. 1805-1850) A gRouP oF FouR IndIAn LAndSCAPeS, one
identified in the artist’s hand as the ‘n.W. view of [?]Rolai ghur, Bahar n. 20 p. 1’,
the others indistinctly inscribed by a later French hand, recto and verso,
watercolours, over graphite, on wove paper, with Whatman and other other
watermarks without dates, various sizes, between 410 x 520mm. (16¼ x 20½ in) and
485 x 610mm. (19 x 24 in), some light spotting and minor browning, small nicks and
tears to extremities, [19th century] (4).

⁂ William Woolnoth was an english artist and engraver, and possibly a relation
to Thomas Alfred Woolnoth (1785-1857). While little is known about Woolnoth,
he was possibly involved with some of the illustrations produced for Robert
Montgomery’s ‘The Indian empire’, published 1858.

£500 - 700
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Italy.- nuovA RACCoLTA dI CoSTuMI dI RoMA e AdIACenze..., hand-
coloured pictorial title captioned ‘Costumi Popolari’ and 23 fine
hand-coloured plates by Liberali, Morelli, Marroni, Cottafavi & others,
tissue guards, some light marginal soiling, one or two plates slightly
smudged but generally bright, becoming loose, contemporary calf
elaborately blocked in gilt with title in Spanish on upper cover and
central crest and border on both covers, spine gilt, rubbed, folio,
Rome, Oggetti di Belle Arti, [1840].

£500 - 700

315
-. Senape (Antonio, 1788-1850) A gRouP oF Seven CoASTAL vIeWS oF
nAPLeS And gReeCe, including a large panoramic view of the Bay of
naples, others of Sorrento, The Palace of Capodimonte,
Castellammare di Stabia, Salto di Tiberio, Capri, and the old
Temple of Athena, Athens, , pen and brown ink, some blue and black
ink, one executed in graphite, all with traces of graphite, one bearing
signature verso, all inscribed with locations, on various wove papers,
the panorama on thin tracing paper, all but the panorama with ruled
borderlines, various sizes from 122 x 179mm. (4¾ x 7 in) to 215 x
1720mm. (8½ x 67¾ in), some browning and minor surface dirt, the
panorama with folds, all unframed, [early to mid 19th century], (7).

£800 - 1,200

316
Japan.- Akisato (Rito) MIyAko MeISHo zue, 6 vol., Osaka, [1786];
Shûi-Miyako Meisho zue, 5 vol., Osaka, [1787], FIRST edITIon,
woodcut illustrations by Takehara Shunchôsai, xylographically
printed, original paper wrappers, rubbed, preserved in a blue
Japanese case, small 4to, (11)

⁂ An exceptional illustrated guide book to kyoto’s architecture,
festivals and landscape gardens which is a rare record of the
Imperial Capital of kyoto before the devastating fire of 1788, in
which most of the city perished. 

Provenance: early owner’s names ?nakamura inside a few
volumes. 

£4,000 - 5,000

317
-. Shôhachi (Ezuya, publisher) FoLdIng MAP oF JAPAn [dAInIHon-
HAyABIkI-SAIken-ezu], showing from kyushu & okinawa to Tohoku,
woodcut with some hand-colouring,  370 x 1470mm. (14½ x 57⅞
in), on five sheets joined, some splitting to folds, surface dirt and
browning, loss to lower right, other minor nicks, folding with blue
card endpapers with printed text, very worn, 8vo, [1842]

£600 - 800

318
Napoleon.- Anonymous (late 18th century) MAnuSCRIPT MAP
ILLuSTRATIng nAPoLeon’S CAMPAIgn ACRoSS THe APennIneS, APRIL 1796,
showing the coast from nice to Savona, part of the Piedmontese
Apennine Mountains and French Alps, including military
positioning and a 33-point key identifying military units and their
respective locations, pen and black ink, red ink, wash, on buff laid
paper, several sheets joined, with various late 18th century
watermarks, neatly pasted onto cream laid paper with double-ruled
black ink border, total approx. 450 x 1120mm. (17¾ x 44 in), attached
tab that reads ‘I.D/ No. 7’, and inscribed verso in French ‘Huite du
positions de l’armée dans la Piedmont’, several folds and handling
creases, some splitting, small holes and nicks, rough edges, some
surface dirt, unframed, circa 1796 and later.

⁂ napoleon’s campaign in Italy between 1796-97 established his
fame as a military commander. The present map shows in detail
how the geography of the Ligurian Apennines was key to
napoleon’s early successes, with the commander taking
advantage of a gap that ran from Savona west to the southern
end of the Bormida valley. Following napoleon’s strategising and
several significant battles, general Colli, in command of the
Piedmontese army, sued for peace and on 28 April Piedmont
withdrew from the war.

£500 - 700
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319
-. Battle of Waterloo.- Walsh (Edward, physician and medical officer, artist, 1756-1832) “LA BeLLe ALLIAnCe”; THe ISLAnd oF ST HeLenA;
dIePPe HARBouR; nAvAL BASe WITH WIndMILL And SHIPS In oRdInARy In THe dISTAnCe, PoSSIBLy gReAT yARMouTH, pen and brown ink, point of the brush
and watercolour, on wove paper mounted onto black card supports with ruled line in white, each approx. 110 x 175mm. (4¼ x 6⅞ in), some
light browning and minor surface dirt, unframed, circa 1807-1815; TogeTHeR WITH Joseph Constantine Stadler’s ‘La Belle Alliance’ featuring
an illustration after the watercolour by Walsh, from Ackermann’s ‘Repository of Arts’, etching and aquatint with hand-colouring, letterpress
descriptive text by Walsh below, sheet 440 x 300mm. (17¼ x 11¾ in), on brown paper support, some minor handling creases, spotting and light
browning, unframed, Ackermann August 23, 1815 (5).

Literature: (“La Belle Alliance” aquatint) Abbey Life, no. 212, item 533.

⁂ FIne unReCoRded WATeRCoLouRS doCuMenTIng THe nAPoLeonIC WARS, one "exeCuTed on THe SPoT" ILLuSTRATIng THe Inn RendeRed FAMouS By THe
MeeTIng oF THe TWo gReAT CoMMAndeRS, PRInCe BLüCHeR And THe duke oF WeLLIngTon, AT THe CLoSe oF engAgeMenT, WITH THe LegS oF THe ReCenTLy
BuRIed STILL vISIBLe.

Walsh, a merchant’s son, was born in Waterford, Ireland in 1756. He studied medicine at glasgow and edinburgh before entering the
military, where he had his hand shattered by an explosion while serving under nelson during the British attack on Copenhagen in 1801.
He was afterwards sent with the 49th regiment to Canada, where he spent some years studying native American life (circa 1803-1806).
He collected a vast amount of information for a statistical history of Canada, but never published the work. The Library of Congress
hold an original watercolour by Walsh from this period, where he illustrates Queenston, upper Canada on the niagara [see: LoC
dRWg/uS - Walsh, no. 1 (A size)]; this watercolour, like “La Belle Alliance” in the present lot, was illustrated as an aquatint in Ackermann’s
‘Repository’. The William L. Clements Library, Michigan, also hold 17 further watercolours by Walsh from his time in upper Canada (see
records 4535-4551).

Following his time in north America, he returned to europe, serving in the Peninsular War as well as at the Battle of Waterloo in 1815.
It was during this period that the present watercolours would have been executed. Walsh’s watercolour of “La Belle Alliance” is described
in Stadler’s aquatint as having been “Taken on the Spot, June 25th”, and was quickly disseminated by Ackermann in under a month. 

‘La Belle Alliance is represented as it appeared about a week after the battle [...] The out-offices in the rear were blown up by the bursting of a
shell, and many English were killed and wounded there [...] The arable ground round about is thickly covered with graves of men and horses.’
[Letterpress text by Walsh, printed alongside Stadler’s aquatint, August 23rd, 1815].

We have been unable to trace any original drawings by Walsh offered at auction.

£4,000 - 6,000
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320
Portugal.- Cortesao (Armando) and Avelino Teixeira da Mota,
publishers. PoRTugALIAe MonuMenTA CARTogRAPHICA, 6 vol. including
index, text in Portuguese and English printed in double-column, over
1000 facsimile maps many relating to the Mediterranean and Africa,
many colour, some double-page or folding, occasional light spotting,
decorative endpapers patterned with rhum lines and compass roses,
original boards, gilt, a little rubbed, Index lightly faded, corners
bumped, vol.I-V elephant folio, vol.VI large 4to, Lisbon, 1960.

⁂ Commemorating the quincentenary of the death of Prince
Henry the navigator, with essays in Portuguese and english on
Portuguese cartography in the 16th and 17th centuries.

£1,200 - 1,800

321
South East Asia.- De Bourges (Jacques) ReLATIon du voyAge de
MonSeIgneuR L’eveQue de BeRyTe, vICAIRe APoSToLIQue du RoyAuMe de
LA CoCHInCHIne, PAR LA TuRQuIe, LA PeRSe, LeS IndeS..., FIRST edITIon,
folding engraved map, some marginal worming throughout, just
slightly affecting border of map but no text, contemporary calf, spine
gilt, a little rubbed and repaired, [Cordier, Bibliotheca Sinica 827;
Chadenat 532], 8vo, Paris, Denys Bechet, 1666.

⁂ A veRy good CoPy oF THIS IMPoRTAnT eARLy WoRk on THAILAnd.
“Jacques de Bourges produced the first published account of
Siam by a Frenchman and preceded by twenty years the great
mass of texts that appeared from the return of the first French
embassy to Siam.” (Michael Smithies, Jacques de Bourges (c.1630-
1714) and Siam).

£1,800 - 2,200

322
-. Ferreira (Manuel) noTICIAS SuMMARIAS dAS PeRSeguICoeS dA MISSAM
de CoCHInCHInA, PRInCIPIAdA, & ConTInuAdA PeLoS PAdReS dA CoMPAnHIA
de JeSu, FIRST edITIon, half-title, woodcut device on title, woodcut initials
and decorations, some leaves browned,small marginal ink stain to
one leaf, 19th century Portuguese mottled calf, gilt spine with red
morocco label, [Palau 194164; Cordier, Biblioteca Indosinica 1924],
folio, Lisbon, Miguel Manescal, 1700.

⁂ FIRST edITIon oF THIS exTReMeLy SCARCe WoRk on THe PeRSeCuTIon And
MARTyRdoM oF CHRISTIAn MISSIonARIeS In CoCHInCHInA AT THe end oF THe
17TH CenTuRy. This volume is considered one of the most
important european works on Cochinchina from that time period.
Jesuit priest Manuel Ferreira arrived in vietnam in 1694, after
having served as a missionary elsewhere in the east Indies since
1658. Ferreira provides a description of the region, including
history, local customs, geography, and vegetation, before going
on to discuss the establishment of the Jesuit missions. Much of
the text focuses on the persecution, imprisonment, and often
brutal murders of Christian missionaries who refused to
renounce their faith, reporting that men were beheaded while
women were thrown to the elephants. 

The last copy we have been able to trace at auction appeared in
1933.

Provenance: Prosepero Peragallo (historian, signature dated
Lisbon 1875 on title).

£1,500 - 2,000
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Venetian-Turkish War.- Coronelli (Vincenzo Maria) ConQuISTe
deLLA SeR. RePuBLICA dI venezIA...ConTRo MeeMeT Iv IMPeR. de TuRCHI,
FIRST edITIon, engraved half-title, engraved title(trimmed to lower edge
of plate-mark), 4 engraved subtitles, 28 double-page plates (of 29,
lacking final plate Canale di Cattaro), 8 engraved vignettes in text,
water-staining, contemporary ink inscription at head of half-title, front
free endpaper with contemporary ink index of measurements and
distances from Vincenzo Scamozza, contemporary vellum, rubbed,
short tear in spine, [Atabey 285], folio, Venice, 1686.

⁂ Scarce first work by Coronelli “on the war between the Turks
and the Holy League of Austria, venice and Poland in 1684.”
(Atabey). There is some discrepancy in plate count of various
known copies, but this copy lacks the final one called for by Atabey
(“the most complete seen to date”). 

£5,000 - 7,000 324
Venice.- Albrizzi (Giovanni Battista) FoReSTIeRo ILLuMInATo...deLLA
CITTA’ de venezIA, second edition, engraved armorial frontispiece,
double-page panoramic view of Venice and 72 views on 46 plates, 28
of which double-page, by Giuseppe Filosi and Francesco Zucchi,
contemporary Italian brown sprinkled wrappers, paper spine label,
[Cicogna 4479; Schlosser-Magnino 459; Berlin Katalog 2696; Robison,
The Glory of Venice (1994), p. 516 (cites only the 1765 edition); not in
Cicognara], 8vo, Venice, Giambattista Albrizzi, 1765.

⁂ expanded second edition with c.80 additional pages and 4
more engravings. one of “the most important guides to venice,
both for its richness of information and illustrations...” (Grand Tour:
The Lure of Eighteenth Century Italy 88).

£500 - 700
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Voyages.- New Spain.- veRdAdeRA ReLACIon y LASTIMoSo RoMAnCe en
Que Se ReFIeRe, y deCLARA LA FATAL deSgRACIA, Que eL dIA 11. de SeTIMBRe
deL Año PASSAdo de 1725. SuCedIo en LA CARReRA de IndIAS Con eL nAvIo,
Que IBA PoR CAPITAnA de FLoTA: dASe CuenTA, CoMo Se Le Pego Fuego,
eSTAndo CeRCA de LA nuevA eSPAñA, 4pp., woodcut of a galleon, wormed
in gutters, some spotting and staining, lightly browned, Valencia,
Agustin Laborda, c.1725.

⁂ Seemingly unrecorded.

£400 - 600

WoRLd

326

326
Barbieri (Carlo) dIRezIone Pe’ vIAggIAToRI In ITALIA, fourth edition, text
in Italian and French, 24 engraved folding plates, occasional damp-
staining, contemporary stiff wrappers, a little worn, Bologna, 1775
§ Poirson (Jean Baptiste) Carte de la France, engraved folding map,
dissected and mounted on linen, hand-coloured in outline, c. 1,100
x 1,250mm., Paris, 1817 § Levasseur (victor) nouvelle Carte
Spéciale des Routes de France, third edition, engraved folding map,
mounted and linen-backed, routes hand-coloured, engraved
cartouches depicting views and regional costumes, c.710 x 900mm.,
Paris, 1855 § Maps of Iraq with notes for visitors, frontispiece, 8
folding colour maps, original cloth, spine ends bumped, Published
by the Government of Iraq, 1929; and 12 others, maps and guides,
v.s. (16)

£500 - 700

327
Cella (Phillip) [InFLATABLe gLoBe], PRIvILegIRTeR PneuMATISCH PoRTATIveR
eRdgLoBuS, lithographed globe, 12 gores of fine paper pasted
together, original outline hand-colouring, height 160 cm. (63 in.),
minor creasing otherwise fine, bellows and stopper, original marbled
paper covered box with circular title label, corners of lid split, without
the instruction booklet sometimes present, [Dekker, Globes at
Greenwich, GLB0203], Munich, c. 1831.

⁂ Cella’s large inflatable globe is a development of george
Pocock’s prototype, with additional tracks of voyages from
Magellan to Cook.

£2,000 - 3,000
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328
Mallet (Allain Manesson) deSCRIPTIon de L’unIveRS, 5 vol., FIRST edITIon In FRenCH, 5 additional engraved titles, 2 portraits, 677 maps and
illustrations, a few double-page, a few marginal repairs, some minor soiling, contemporary calf, spines gilt, a little rubbed and repaired, 8vo,
Paris, chez Denys Thierry, 1683.

⁂ An exCeLLenT, CoMPLeTe, CoPy oF THIS IMPoRTAnT ATLAS FRoM THe gRAnd SIeCLe. The copious illustrations and maps cover all parts of the known
world, as well as the heavens. “ouvrage recherché; il contient environ 680 curieuses planches, vues, plans, costumes, cartes, les
différentes pêches, type de navires, portraits, etc. La partie Amérique renferme  65 planches: vue de Québec, les Hurons, isle de Terre-
neuve, virginie, Floride, Mexique, Cuba, isle Caribes, vue de Carthagène, Cayenne, Fort-Louis, Brésil, vue de S.-Salvador, brésiliens, la
Plata et pays des Patagons, Chili, Pérou, vue de Cusco, Callao, portrait de Atâbalipa, empereur du Pérou, royaume des Amazones, les
Terres Australes, etc., etc.” Chadenat.

Reference: Chadenat, 123; Pastoureau, Les atlas français XVIe-XVIIe siècles, pp. 309-322.

£7,000 - 10,000
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Armstrong (Mostyn John) An ACTuAL SuRvey oF THe gReAT PoST-
RoAdS BeTWeen London And edInBuRgH, engraved title vignette, general
map of the Post Roads and 44 road maps, hand-coloured in outline,
light offsetting, contemporary calf-backed boards, rubbed and worn,
1776 § Laurie (Robert) and James Whittle. Whittle and Laurie’s
new Traveller’s Companion, seventh edition, folding engraved map
of England and Wales and 25 route maps, all with hand-colouring,
light offsetting, contemporary limp morocco, rubbed, 1814 §
Paterson (daniel) A new and Accurate description of all the direct
and Principal Cross Roads in great Britain, third edition, double-
page engraved map of England and Wales, for T.Carnan, 1776 Bound
WITH A Travelling dictionary; or, alphabetical tables of the distance
of all the principal cities, borough, market, and sea-port towns, in
great Britain, half-title, 2ff. advertisements, for T. Carnan, 1777,
together two works in 1 vol., modern morocco-backed boards;
Paterson’s British Itinerary, first edITIon, 2 vol., 1 double page hand-
coloured engraved map and 360 engraved strip maps over 180
pages, contemporary tree calf, vol.2 upper cover becoming loose,
Carington Bowles, 1785; and 6 others, British topography, 8vo (11)

£400 - 600

330
Badeslade (Thomas) and W.H.Toms. CHoRogRAPHIA BRITAnnIAe,
second edition, engraved double-page title, dedication, 46 maps and
7 tables, some trimmed a little close at head, bookplate,
contemporary speckled calf, rebacked, spine rubed, for C.Htich, 1745.

⁂ Scarce, only 7 copies on eSTC, although this copy with a
different imprint. 

£400 - 600

331
Book (A) oF THe nAMeS oF ALL PARISHeS, MARkeT ToWnS, vILLAgeS,
HAMBLeTS, And SMALLeST PLACeS, In engLAnd And WALeS, FIRST edITIon,
engraved folding maps of England, Wales and Yorkshire and 37
engraved maps in text combining maps and distance tables, ?lacking
table of roads, map of England a little frayed at foot, damp-staining
to map of Yorkshire, G2 with loss to lower corner with minor loss to
text, occasional minor annotations in contemporary hand, bookplate,
contemporary sheep-backed boards, upper cover detached, lower
cover becoming loose, rubbed, [Wing B3717] sm. 4to, by M.S. for Tho.
Jenner, 1657

£500 - 700

332
Book (A) oF THe nAMeS oF ALL PARISHeS, MARkeT ToWnS, vILLAgeS,
HAMBLeTS, And SMALLeST PLACeS, In engLAnd And WALeS, folding table
(with a duplicate loosely inserted), engraved folding maps of England,
Wales and Yorkshire (the last detached) and 37 engraved maps in text
combining maps and distance tables, ink ownership inscriptions to
endpaper, contemporary sheep, repairs to corners, upper cover
detached, rubbed and scuffed, small 4to, S.S. for John Garret, 1677.

£400 - 600
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333
Bowen (Emanuel) BRITAnnIA dePICTA oR ogILBy IMPRov’d BeIng A
CoRReCT CoPPy oF MR ogILBy’S ACTuAL SuRvey oF ALL ye dIReCT & PRInCIPAL
CRoSS RoAdS In engLAnd And WALeS, third issue, engraved title, 4 pages
of tables and 273 engraved county and strip road maps, printed on
recto and verso, a clean and excellent copy, contemporary calf, gilt,
red morocco label to spine, 8vo, printed for & sold by Tho. Bowles,
Print & Map seller nex t ye Chapter House in St. Pauls Church-Yard,
1720 [but 1723].

£600 - 800

334
Bowen (Emanuel) BRITAnnIA dePICTA oR ogILBy IMPRov’d BeIng A
CoRReCT CoPPy oF MR ogILBy’S ACTuAL SuRvey oF ALL ye dIReCT & PRInCIPAL
CRoSS RoAdS In engLAnd And WALeS, third issue, engraved title, 4 pages
of tables and 273 engraved county and strip road maps, printed on
recto and verso, bookplate, contemporary calf, upper cover becoming
loose, rubbed and scuffed, 8vo, printed for & sold by Tho. Bowles,
Print & Map seller nex t ye Chapter House in St. Pauls Church-Yard,
1720 [but 1723].

£500 - 700

335
Cary (John) CARy’S ACTuAL SuRvey oF THe FIFTeen MILeS Round London,
engraved double-page general map and 50 engraved single-page
maps, hand-coloured in outline, general map linen-backed with
repairs and some restoration, 19th century half calf, 1786; Cary’s
Traveller’s Companion, engraved title, advertisement, contents, and
43 maps, one large and folding, all hand-coloured in outline, some
light offsetting, contemporary half calf, 1819; and 2 others, including
Cary’s Reduction of his Large Map of england and Wales, 8vo (4)

£400 - 600

336
Cary (John) CARy’S neW And CoRReCT engLISH ATLAS, engraved title,
dedication and 47 maps hand-coloured in outline, occasional foxing
or offsetting, bookplate, contemporary morocco-backed boards,
rubbed, for John Cary, 1787; Cary’s new Map of england and Wales
with part of Scotland..., engraved title, dedication, hand-coloured
general map of Britain and 79 maps (lacking 62 and 80 as issued),
modern half morocco, by J.Cary, 1794, 4to (2)

£400 - 600
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Cary ( John) CARy’S TRAveLLeR’S CoMPAnIon, oR A deLIneATIon oF THe
TuRnPIke RoAdS oF engLAnd And WALeS, engraved general map of
England and 41 county maps printed on India paper (lacking folding
map of Yorkshire), hand-coloured in outline, 8pp. index at end printed
on ordinary paper, contemporary ink ownership inscription,
contemporary calf, upper cover becoming loose, rubbed and scuffed,
preserved in contemporary wallet (with wear to upper hinge), [Chubb
pp.220-221], 12mo, 1791.

⁂ Seemingly one of a very small number printed on India paper,
rare.

£400 - 600

338 

338
Cary (John) CARy’S neW And CoRReCT engLISH ATLAS, engraved title and
46 maps hand coloured in outline, some light offsetting,
contemporary calf wallet, rubbed and scuffed, for J. Cary, 1818; Cary’s
new Map of england and Wales with part of Scotland..., engraved
title, dedication, hand-coloured general map of Britain and 76 maps
only (of 79, lacking 15, 16 and 17 as well as 62 and 80 as issued),
maps printed on thin paper, occasionally interleaved with
‘Memorandums’ leaf, horizontal folds throughout with some tears to
folds, folding into contemporary limp morocco wallet, rubbed, for J.
Cary, 1794, 4to (2)

£400 - 600

339
Hinton (John Howard) [THe unIveRSAL MAgAzIne oF knoWLedge And
PLeASuRe.....], 36 double-page engraved strip road maps only (of 39),
old folds and creases, a few minor repairs, maps 35 and 36 folded
and loosely inserted, modern half calf, [Chubb CCXXVI], small folio,
[1765-73].

⁂ These maps, largely based on ogilby’s ‘Britannia’ of 1675, were
published in volumes of the universal Magazine from ugust 1765
to december 1773, they are of a much larger format than most
other road maps of this period. 

£400 - 600
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340
Laurie (Robert) and James Whittle. WHITTLe And LAuRIe’S neW
TRAveLLeR’S CoMPAnIon, fifth edition, folding engraved map of
England and Wales and 25 route maps, all with hand-colouring,
some detached, contemporary limp morocco, rubbed, 1810 § Wallis
( John). Wallis’s new Pocket edition of the english Counties or
Travellers Companion, engraved general map of England and
Wales and 43 county maps, all with contemporary hand-colouring,
light offsetting, bookplate, contemporary morocco-backed boards,
upper cover detached, rubbed, [1810] § Paterson (daniel)
Paterson’s British Itinerary, 2 vol., second edition, ,frontispiece of
an engraved double page map of England & Wales, engraved title
and dedication, 340 uncoloured strip road maps printed recto and
verso numbered 1 - 340 in vol. 1 and 404 - 449 in vol. 2,
contemporary tree calf, vol.1 upper cover detached, Bowles & Carver,
1796; and 7 others, similar, 8vo (11)

£400 - 600

341
Lewis (Samuel, publisher) An ATLAS CoMPRISIng MAPS oF THe SeveRAL
CounTIeS..., engraved folding map of England and Wales, plan of
London and 55 county maps, many folding, loss to head of spine,
1842; Lewis’s Atlas comprising the Counties of Ireland, engraved
general map and 32 county maps, 1837; A Topographical dictionary
of Scotland, Atlas vol. only, 6 large engraved hand-coloured maps,
1846, original cloth, spines faded, spine ends and corners a little
bumped; and another Lewis english atlas, 4to (4)

£300 - 400

342
Ogilby ( John) An ACTuAL SuRvey oF ALL THe PRInCIPAL RoAdS oF
engLAnd And WALeS, 2 vol., titles printed in red and  black (1 with
corner creased and slightly soiled), engraved vignette dedication, 100
engraved plates (1 with edges chipped and 7 with a corner slightly
stained, last plate corner torn and repaired and slightly creased),
slightly browned, ink signatures on titles and front free endpapers,
contemporary calf-backed marbled boards, marbled paper torn and
frayed with loss, worn at corners, oblong 4to, for and sold by J.
Senex, 1719.

£600 - 800

343
Owen (John) and Emmanuel Bowen. BRITAnnIA dePICTA oR ogILBy
IMPRov’d BeIng A CoRReCT CoPPy oF MR ogILBy’S ACTuAL SuRvey oF ALL ye
dIReCT & PRInCIPAL CRoSS RoAdS In engLAnd And WALeS, 273 engraved
county and strip road maps, printed on recto and verso, front free
endpaper detached, contemporary sheep, rubbed and scuffed, joints
starting, small 4to, for Carington Bowles, 1764.

£400 - 600
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Speed (John) engLAnd, WALeS, SCoTLAnd And IReLAnd deSCRIBed And
ABRIdged... FoRM A FARR LARgeR vouLuMe done By JoHn SPeed, engraved
title, table of distances and 63 maps, 2 folding, a few trimmed close at
head with loss to upper margin, some very occasional light browning,
a few spots, but a good clean example overall, later calf, rebacked,
lower cover detached, rubbed, oblong 8vo, George Humble, 1627.

£1,500 - 2,000

___________________________________

345

345
Ireland.- Armagh.- King (Robert) A MeMoIR InTRoduCToRy To THe
eARLy HISToRy oF THe PRIMACy oF ARMAgH, SeCond edITIon, FoR SuBSCRIBeRS
onLy, PReSenTATIon CoPy FRoM THe AuTHoR, library markings to front free
endpaper, occasional spotting, original ornage cloth, gilt, soiled and
rubbed, 4to, Armagh, John Thompson, 1854.

£300 - 400

346
-. Taylor (George) and Andrew Skinner. TAyLoR And SkInneRS’S
MAPS oF THe RoAdS oF IReLAnd, SuRveyed 1777, FIRST edITIon,  large
folding engraved map of Ireland (with short tear to inner margin) and
288pp. of maps, engraved title dedication and page of explanation,
list of subscribers at end (slightly water-stained), light offsetting,
bookplate, contemporary calf, gilt, a little rubbed, 8vo, G. Nicol,
London and W. Wilson, Dublin, 1778.

£400 - 600
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Both the sale of goods at our auctions and your relationship with us are
governed by the Terms of Consignment (primarily applicable to sellers)
the Terms of Sale (primarily applicable to bidders and buyers) and any
notices displayed in the saleroom or announced by us at the auction
(collectively, the “Conditions of Business”). The Terms of Consignment and
Terms of Sale are available at our saleroom on request.
You must read these Terms of Sale carefully. Please note that if you
register to bid and/or bid at auction this signifies that you agree to and
will comply with these Terms of Sale. If registering to buy over a Live
Online Bidding Platform, including our own BidFORUM platform, you will
be asked prior to every auction to confirm your agreement to these terms
before you are able to place a bid.

Definitions and interpretation
To make these Terms of Sale easier to read, we have given the following
words a specific meaning:
“Auctioneer”  means Forum Auctions Ltd, a company registered in England
and Wales with registration number 10048705 and whose registered office
is located at 8 The Chase, London SW4 0NH or its authorised auctioneer, as
appropriate;
“Bidder”  means a person participating in bidding at the auction;
“Bidding Platform”  means the bidding platform on which an auction isheld
operated by the Auctioneer, or by a third party service provider on the
Auctioneer’s behalf;
“Buyer”  means the person who makes the highest bid for a Lot accepted
by the Auctioneer;
“Deliberate Forgery”  means: 
    (a)    an imitation made with the intention of deceiving as to authorship,

origin, date, age, period, culture or source;(b) which is described in
the catalogue as being the work of a particular creator without
qualification; and 

    (c)     which at the date of the auction had a value materially less than it
would have had if it had been as described;

“Exclusively Online Auction”  means only an auction held exclusively over
the Website or Bidding Platform and where we have not made the Goods
available for viewing or inspection.  NB this does not apply for any auctions,
howsoever held, where we have made the Goods available for inspection;
“Hammer Price”  means the level of the highest bid accepted by the
Auctioneer for a Lot by the fall of the hammer;
“Lot(s)”  means the goods that we offer for sale at our auctions;
“Premium”  means the fee that we will charge you on yourpurchase of a Lot
to be calculated as set out in Clause 3;
“Premium Inclusive Auction”  means the hammer price is the price the
buyer pays;
“Reserve” means the minimum hammer price at which a Lot may be sold;
“Sale Proceeds”  means the net amount due to the Seller;
“Seller”   means the persons who consign Lots   for sale at our auctions;
“Terms of Consignment”  means the terms on which we agree to offer Lots
for sale in our auctions as agent on behalf of Sellers;
“Terms of Sale” means these terms of sale, as amended or updated from
time to time;
“Total Amount Due”  means the Hammer Price for a Lot, the Premium, any
applicable artist’s resale right royalty, any VAT or import duties due and any
additional charges payable by a defaulting buyer under these Terms of Sale;
“Trader”  means a Seller who is acting for purposes relating to that Seller’s
trade, business, craft or profession, whether acting personally or through
another person acting in the trader’s name or on the trader’s behalf;
“VAT”  means Value Added Tax or any equivalent sales tax; and
“Website”  means our website available at www.forumauctions.co.uk.
In these Terms of Sale, the words ‘you’, ‘yours’, etc. refer to you as the Buyer.
The words “we”, “us”, etc. refer to the Auctioneer. Any reference to a ‘Clause’
is to a clause of these Terms of Sale unless stated otherwise.

1.      Information that we are required to give to Consumers
1.1    A description of the main characteristics of each Lot as contained in the

auction catalogue.
1.2    Our name, address and contact details as set out herein, in our auction

catalogues and/or on our Website.
1.3    The price of the Goods and arrangements for payment as described in

Clauses 6 and 8.
1.4    The arrangements for collection of the Goods as set out in Clauses 7

and 8.
1.5    Your right to return a Lot and receive a refund if the Lot is a Deliberate

Forgery as set out in Clause 12.
1.6    We and Trader Sellers have a legal duty to supply any Lots to you in

accordance with these Terms of Sale.
1.7    If you have any complaints, please send them to us directly at the

address set out on our Website.

2.      Bidding procedures and the Buyer
2.1    You must register your details with us before bidding and provide us

with any requested proof of identity and billing information, in a form
acceptable to us.

2.2    We strongly recommend that you either attend the auction in person
or inspect the Lots prior to bidding at the auction. You are responsible
for your decision to bid for a particular Lot. If you bid on a Lot, including
by telephone and online bidding, or by placing a commission bid, we
assume that you have carefully inspected the Lot and satisfied yourself
regarding its condition.

2.3    If you instruct us in writing, we may execute commission bids on your
behalf. Neither we nor our employees or agents will be responsible for
any failure to execute your commission bid. Where two or more
commission bids at the same level are recorded we have the right, at
our sole discretion, to prefer one over others.

2.4    The Bidder placing the highest bid accepted by the Auctioneer for a Lot
will be the Buyer at the Hammer Price. Any dispute about a bid will be
settled at our sole discretion. We may reoffer the Lot during the auction
or may settle any dispute in another way. We will act reasonably when
deciding how to settle the dispute.

2.5    Bidders will be deemed to act as principals, even if the Bidder is acting
as an agent for a third party.

2.6    We may bid on Lots on behalf of the Seller up to one bidding increment
(as set at our sole discretion) below the Reserve.

2.7    We may at our sole discretion refuse to accept any bid.
2.8    Bidding increments will be set at our sole discretion.
2.9    Our Terms of Sale shall remain in force for any purchases made within

48 hours following an auction.

3.      The purchase price
         As Buyer, you will pay:
a.      the Hammer Price;
b.      a premium of 25% of the Hammer Price up to a Hammer Price of

£100,000 plus 20% of the Hammer Price from £100,001 to £1,000,000
plus 12% of the Hammer Price exceeding £1,000,000;

c.       any VAT, Import VAT or other duties applicable to the Lot;
d.      any artist’s resale right royalty payable on the sale of the Lot; and
e.      for Premium Inclusive Auctions there will be no additional fee

4.      VAT and other duties
4.1    You shall be liable for the payment of any VAT and other duties

applicable on the Hammer Price and premium due for a Lot. Please see
the symbols used in the auction catalogue for that Lot and the
“Information for Buyers” in our auction catalogue for further
information.

4.2    We will charge VAT and other duties at the current rate at the date of
the auction.

5.      The contract between you and the Seller
5.1    The contract for the purchase of the Lot between you and the Seller

will be formed when the hammer falls accepting the highest bid for the
Lot at the auction.

5.2    You may directly enforce any terms in the Terms of Consignment
against a Seller to the extent that you suffer damages and/or loss as a
result of the Seller’s breach of the Terms of Consignment.

5.3    If you breach these Terms of Sale, you may be responsible for damages
and/or losses suffered by a Seller or us. If we are contacted by a Seller
who wishes to bring a claim against you, we may at our discretion
provide the Seller with information or assistance in relation to that
claim.

5.4    We normally act as an agent only and will not have any responsibility
for default by you or the Seller (unless we are the Seller of the Lot).

5.5    For Exclusively Online Auction only, Clauses 16 and 17 may apply

6.      Payment
6.1    Following your successful bid on a Lot you will:
         6.1.1      immediately give to us, if not already provided to our

satisfaction, proof of identity in a form acceptable to us (and
any other information that we require in order to comply with
our anti-money laundering obligations); and

         6.1.2      pay to us within 3 working days the Total Amount Due in any
way that we agree to accept payment or in cash (for which
there is an aggregate upper limit of 15,000 euros for all
purchases made in any auction).

6.2    If you owe us any money, we may use any payment made by you to
repay prior debts before applying such monies towards your purchase
of the Lot(s).
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7.      Title and collection of purchases
7.1    Once you have paid us in full the Total Amount Due for any Lot,

ownership of that Lot will transfer to you. You may not claim or collect
a Lot until you have paid for it.

7.2    You will (at your own expense) collect any Lots that you have purchased
and paid for not later than 10 business days following the day of the
auction; or

7.3    If you do not collect the Lot within this time period, you will be
responsible for removal, storage and insurance charges in relation to
that Lot which will be no less than £1.50 per Lot per day.

7.4    Risk of loss or damage to the Lot will pass to you at the fall of the
Hammer or when you have otherwise purchased the Lot.

7.5    If you do not collect the Lot that you have paid for within forty-five days
after the auction, we may sell the Lot. We will pay the proceeds of any
such sale to you, but will deduct any storage charges or other sums
that we have incurred in the storage and sale of the Lot. We reserve
the right to charge you a selling commission at our standard rates on
any such resale of the Lot.

8.      Remedies for non-payment or failure to collect purchases
8.1    Please do not bid on a Lot if you do not intend to buy it. If your bid is

successful, these Terms of Sale will apply to you. This means that you will
have to carry out your obligations set out in these Terms of Sale. If you
do not comply with these Terms of Sale, we may (acting on behalf of the
Seller and ourselves) pursue one or more of the following measures:

         8.1.1      take action against you for damages for breach of contract;
         8.1.2      reverse the sale of the Lot to you and/or any other Lots sold by

us to you;
         8.1.3      resell the Lot by auction or private treaty (in which case you will

have to pay any difference between the Total Amount Due for
the Lot and the price we sell it for as well as the charges
outlined in Clause 7 and 8.1.5). Please note that if we sell the
Lot for a higher amount than your winning bid, the extra money
will belong to the Seller;

         8.1.4      remove, store and insure the Lot at your expense;
         8.1.5      if you do not pay us within 10 business days of your successful

bid, we may charge interest at a rate not exceeding 1.5% per
month on the Total Amount Due;

         8.1.6      keep that Lot or any other Lot sold to you until you pay the
Total Amount Due;

         8.1.7      reject or ignore bids from you or your agent at future auctions
or impose conditions before we accept bids from you; and/or

         8.1.8      if we sell any Lots for you, use the money made on these Lots
to repay any amount you owe us.

8.2    We will act reasonably when exercising our rights under Clause 8.1. We
will contact you before exercising these rights and try to work with you
to correct any non- compliance by you with these Terms of Sale.

9.      Health and safety
         Although we take reasonable precautions regarding health and safety,

you are on our premises at your own risk. Please note the lay-out of
the premises and security arrangements. Neither we nor our
employees or agents are responsible for the safety of you or your
property when you visit our premises, unless you suffer any injury to
your person or damage to your property as a result of our, our
employees’ or our agents’ negligence.

10.   Warranties
10.1  The Seller warrants to us and to you that:
         10.1.1   the Seller is the true owner of the Lot for sale or is authorised

by the true owner to offer and sell the lot at auction;
         10.1.2   the Seller is able to transfer good and marketable title to the

Lot, subject to any restrictions set out in the Lot description, to
you free from any third party rights or claims; and

         10.1.3   as far as the Seller is aware, the main characteristics of the Lot
set out in the auction catalogue (as amended by any notice
displayed in the saleroom or announced by the Auctioneer at
the auction) are correct. For the avoidance of doubt, you are
solely responsible for satisfying yourself as to the condition of
the Lot in all respects.

10.2  If, after you have placed a successful bid and paid for a Lot, any of the
warranties above are found not to be true, please notify us in writing.
Neither we nor the Seller will be liable, under any circumstances, to pay
you any sums over and above the Total Amount Due and we will not
be responsible for any inaccuracies in the information provided by the
Seller except as set out below.

10.3  Please note that many of the Lots that you may bid on at our auction
are second- hand.

10.4  If in an Exclusively Online Auction a Lot is not second-hand and you
purchase the Lot as a Consumer from a Seller that is a Trader, a
number of additional terms may be implied by law in addition to the
Seller’s warranties set out at Clause 10.1 (in particular under the
Consumer Rights Act 2015). These Terms of Sale do not seek to exclude
your rights under law as they relate to the sale of these Lots.

10.5  Save as expressly set out above, all other warranties, conditions or
other terms which might have effect between the Seller and you, or us
and you, or be implied or incorporated by statue, common law or
otherwise are excluded.

11.    Descriptions and condition
11.1  Our descriptions of the Lot will be based on: (a) information provided

to us by the Seller of the Lot (for which we are not liable); and (b) our
opinion (although we do not warrant that we have carried out a
detailed inspection of each Lot).

11.2  We will give you a number of opportunities to view and inspect the Lots
before the auction. You (and any consultants acting on your behalf)
must satisfy yourself about the accuracy of any description of a Lot. We
shall not be responsible for any failure by you or your consultants to
properly inspect a Lot.

11.3  Representations or statements by us as to authorship, genuineness,
origin, date, age, provenance, condition or estimated selling price
involve matters of opinion. We undertake that any such opinion will be
honestly and reasonably held, subject always to the limitations in 10.1,
and accept liability for opinions given negligently or fraudulently.

11.4  Please note that Lots (in particular second-hand Lots) are unlikely to be
in perfect condition. 

         11.4.1   Lots are sold “as is” (i.e. as you see them at the time of the
auction). Neither we nor the Seller accept any liability for the
condition of second-hand Lots or for any condition issues
affecting a Lot if such issues are included in the description of
a Lot in the auction catalogue (or in any saleroom notice) and/
or which the inspection of a Lot by the Buyer ought to have
revealed.

         11.4.2   In the case of Exclusively Online Auctions the provisions of
Clauses 16 and 17 may apply

12.    Deliberate Forgeries
12.1  You may return any Lot which is found to be a Deliberate Forgery to us

within twelve months of the auction provided that you return the Lot
to us in the same condition as when it was released to you,
accompanied by a written statement identifying the Lot from the
relevant catalogue description and a written statement of defects
prepared by an accredited expert.

12.2  If we are reasonably satisfied that the Lot is a Deliberate Forgery, we
will refund the money paid by you for the Lot (including any Premium
and applicable VAT) provided that if:

         12.2.1   the catalogue description reflected the accepted view of
experts as at the date of the auction; or

         12.2.2   you personally are not able to transfer good and marketable
title in the Lot to us, you will have no right to a refund under
this Clause 12.2.

12.3  If you have sold the Lot to another person, we will only be liable to
refund the Total Amount Due for the Lot. We will not be responsible for
repaying any additional money you may have made from selling the
Lot or any other costs you have incurred in relation to the Lot save for
those Lots purchased in exclusively online auctions from a Trader.

12.4  Your right to return a Lot that is a Deliberate Forgery does not affect
your legal rights and is in addition to any other right or remedy
provided by law or by these Terms of Sale.

13.    Our liability to you
13.1  We will not be liable for any loss of opportunity or disappointment

suffered as a result of participating in our auction.

13.2  In addition to the above, neither we nor the Seller shall be responsible
to you and you shall not be responsible to the Seller or us for any other
loss or damage that any of us suffer that is not a foreseeable result of
any of us not complying with the Conditions of Business. Loss or
damage is foreseeable if it is obvious that it will happen or if at the time
of the sale of the Lot, all of we, you and the Seller knew it might happen.

13.3  Subject to Clause 13.4, if we are found to be liable to you for any reason
(including, amongst others, if we are found to be negligent, in breach
of contract or to have made a misrepresentation), our liability will be
limited to the Total Amount Due as paid by you to us for any Lot.

13.4  Notwithstanding the above, nothing in these Terms of Sale shall limit
our liability (or that of our employees or agents) for:
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         13.4.1   death or personal injury resulting from negligence (as defined
in the unfair Contract Terms Act 1977);

         13.4.2   fraudulent misrepresentation; or
         13.4.3   any liability which cannot be excluded by law.

14.    Notices
14.1  All notices between you and us regarding these Terms of Sale must be

in writing and signed by or on behalf of the party giving it.
14.2  Any notice referred in these Terms of Sale may be given:
         14.2.1   by delivering it by hand;
         14.2.2   by first class pre-paid post or Recorded Delivery; or
         14.2.3   by email, provided that a copy is also sent by pre-paid post or

Recorded Delivery.
14.3  Notices must be sent as follows:
         14.3.1   by hand or registered post:
                       b.  to us, at our address set out in these Terms of Sale or at our

registered office address appearing on our Website; and
                       a. to you, at the last postal address that you have given to us

as your contact address in writing; or
         14.3.2   by email:
                        a.   to us, at the following email addresses:

info@forumauctions.co.uk and office@forumauctions.co.uk
                       b.  to you, by sending the notice to any email address that you

have given to us as your contact email address.
14.4  Notices will be deemed to have been received:
         14.4.1   if delivered by hand, on the day of delivery;
         14.4.2   if sent by first class pre-paid post or Recorded Delivery, two

business days after posting, exclusive of the day of posting; or
         14.4.3   if sent by email, at the time of transmission unless sent after

17.00 in the place of receipt in which case they will be deemed
to have been received on the next business day in the place of
receipt (provided that a copy has also been sent by pre-paid
post or Recorded Delivery).

14.5  Any notice or communication given under these Terms of Sale will not
be validly given if sent by fax, email (unless also delivered Recorded
Delivery), any form of messaging via social media or text message.

15.    Data Protection
         We will hold and process any personal data in relation to you in

accordance with the principles underlying the Data Protection Act.  Our
registration number with the Information Commissioner is ZA178875. 

16.    Conditional Right to cancel following an Exclusively Online Auction only
16.1  If you are contracting as a Consumer and the Seller of a Lot is a Trader,

you will have a statutory right to cancel your purchase of that Lot if you
change your mind for any reason. The provisions below set out your
legal right to cancel. Further advice about your legal right to cancel your
purchase is available from your local Citizens Advice Bureau or Trading
Standards office.

16.2  You may cancel your purchase at any time from the date of the Order
Confirmation up to the end of the fourteenth day after the day of
collection of the Lot by you or the person specified by you for collection
(e.g. if you receive an Order Confirmation on 1 January and you collect
a Lot on 10 January, you may cancel at any time between 1 January and
the end of the day on 24 January).

16.3  To cancel your purchase, you must inform us of your intention to cancel
it. The easiest way to do so is to complete the model cancellation form
attached to your Order Confirmation. If you use this method, we will
email you to confirm that we have received your cancellation.
Alternatively, you can email us at office@forumauctions.co.uk.  If you
send us your cancellation notice by email or by post, then your
cancellation is effective from the date you send us the email or post
the letter to us.

16.4  If you exercise your right to cancel your purchase, you will receive a
refund of the Total Amount Due paid for the Lot in accordance with
Clause 17. When exercising the cancellation right, you must return the
Lots to us immediately at your own cost (as set out below).

16.5  Following purchasing of Lots, you are entitled to a reasonable
opportunity to inspect the Lots (which will include removing them
from their packaging and inspecting them). At all times, you must
take reasonable care of the Lots and must not let them out of your
possession. If you are in breach of your obligations to take
reasonable care of the Lots in this Clause 16.5, we will have a claim
against you and may deduct from the refund costs incurred by us as
a result of the breach.

16.6  Details of this statutory right, and an explanation of how to exercise it,
are also provided in the Order Confirmation. This provision does not
affect your statutory rights.

16.7  The cancellation right described in this Clause is in addition to any other
right that you might have to reject a Lot, for instance because it is a
Deliberate Forgery as set out in Clause 12.

17.    Exercising the right to cancel following an Exclusively Online Auction
only

17.1  Where you have validly returned a Lot to us under your right of
cancellation described in Clause 16, we will refund the full amount paid
by you for the Lot.

17.2  Please note that we are permitted by law to reduce your refund to
reflect any reduction in the value of the Lot, if this has been caused by
your handling of the Lot in a way contrary to the conditions specified
in these terms or which would not be permitted during a pre-sale
exhibition held prior to an auction. If we refund you the price paid
before we are able to inspect the Lot and later discover you have
handled the Lot in an unacceptable way, you must pay us an
appropriate amount.

17.3  You will be responsible for returning the Lot to us at your own cost.
17.4  We will process any refund due to you within the deadlines below:
         17.4.1   if you have collected the Lot but have not returned it to us:

fourteen days after the day on which we receive the Lot back
from you or, if earlier, the day on which you provide us with
evidence that you have sent the Lot back to us; or

         17.4.2   if you have not collected the Lot or you have already returned
the Lot to us: fourteen days after you inform us of your decision
to cancel the Contract.

17.5  We will refund you using the same means of payment that you used
for the transaction.

17.6  Legal ownership of a Lot will immediately revert to the Seller if we
refund any such payment to you.

17.7  For further information on how to return Lots to us, please get in touch
with us using the contact details provided on our Website.

18.    General
18.1  We may at our sole discretion, though acting reasonably, refuse

admission to our premises or attendance at our auctions by any
person.

18.2  We act as an agent for our Sellers. The rights we have to claim against
you for breach of these Terms of Sale may be used by either us, our
employees or agents, or the Seller, its employees or agents, as
appropriate. Other than as set out in this Clause, these Terms of Sale
are between you and us and no other person will have any rights to
enforce any of these Terms of Sale.

18.3  We may use special terms in the catalogue descriptions of particular
Lots. You must read these terms carefully along with any glossary
provided in our auction catalogues.

18.4  Each of the clauses of these Terms of Sale operates separately. If any
court or relevant authority decides that any of them are unlawful, the
remaining clauses will remain in full force and effect.

18.5  We may change these Terms of Sale from time to time, without notice
to you. Please read these Terms of Sale for every sale in which you
intend to bid carefully, as they may be different from the last time you
read them.

18.6  Except as otherwise stated in these Terms of Sale, each of our rights
and remedies are: (a) are in addition to and not exclusive of any other
rights or remedies under these Terms of Sale or general law; and (b)
may be waived only in writing and specifically. Delay in exercising or
non-exercise of any right under these Terms of Sale is not a waiver of
that or any other right. Partial exercise of any right under these Terms
of Sale will not preclude any further or other exercise of that right or
any other right under these Terms of Sale. Waiver of a breach of any
term of these Terms of Sale will not operate as a waiver of breach of
any other term or any subsequent breach of that term.

18.7  These Terms of Sale and any dispute or claim arising out of or in
connection with them (including any non-contractual claims or
disputes) shall be governed by and construed in accordance with the
laws of England and Wales and the parties irrevocably submit to the
exclusive jurisdiction of the English courts.

         Forum Auctions Ltd
         May 2017
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220 Queenstown Road, London SW8 4LP
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www.forumauctions.co.uk

AuCTION NO. 29

DATE: 

ABSENTEE/PHONE BID FORM

Mr/Mrs/Ms (please circle)        PRIVATE BuYER DEALER

Forename    Surname 

Company    VAT No. 

Address 

  County/State 

Post Code/Zip   Country 

Tel.    Mobile/Cell 

Fax.    Email 

Notice to new bidders: Please attach a copy of identification - Passport/Driving Licence and proof of address in the form of
a utility bill or bank statement issued within the last six months. Failure to comply may result in your bids not being processed.

IDENTITY DOCuMENT (PLEASE ATTACH COPY): PASSPORT DRIVER’S LICENSE OTHER (specify) 

For companies: please attach a copy of legal representative

Lot No. Description Bid £ Phone Bid

To allow time for the processing of bids, they should be received at least 24 hours prior to the sale. If you have not
received confirmation by email within one working day please contact info@forumauctions.co.uk.  I authorise Forum
Auctions to bid on the above listed lot(s) on my behalf. I understand that by submitting these bids I have entered into a
bidding contract to purchase the individual lots if my bids are successful. I understand that I will be obliged to pay the
purchase price, including the Buyer’s Premium and all applicable taxes and charges, and I will comply with the Terms of
Sale listed in printed catalogues and Forum Auctions’ website.

SIgnATuRe dATe

Shipping and export: In the event that an item requires an export license we would be pleased to assist you with
the application. We can help you arrange packing and shipping of your purchased lots or you can use your own
carrier. For more information, please contact shipping@forumauctions.co.uk.
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Please note you can submit bids securely through our website at forumauctions.co.uk

I authorise Forum Auctions to bid on my behalf up to the maximum price indicated plus the buyer’s premium plus VAT. 










